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never participated in Project Awareness, business_advocacy, or tree

INTRODUCTION

'F.B.L.A. and Phi Beta Lambda chapters across the United States

have for many years engaged in projects and activities designed to

create greeter awarehess of our free enterprise economic system.

,BeginningwithiPROJECT AWARENESS in 1976, aproject conceived and

developed initially pyNational PBL Prei'ident Tommy Cole, chapter's

begansducaiing themselves, their fellow students, and the general

public about>theomerits of our economic system.

The national office of FBLA-PBL has served as a clearing house

for materials. Ideas about projects and activities afiund. The

Amoco Awards for Achieethent in Business Advocacy brought a new

spark of enthusiasm to these projects. However, many chapters haye

enterprise projects and activities.

In Kentucky, and probably in other states as well,.membe'rs and

'advisers still ask: "Whaf can we do?" and "How do we get started?"

Participants in a "Problems' in Bosjness' EducapiO" workshop at Western

Kentucky. Universjty attempted to.answer these questiopy developing

this guide.

Twenty -five projeCts/activities
it

are described in detail-. They

follow a somewhat standard outline and offer step-by-step-suggestions

for carrying out projects. The length and complexity -of the projects

vary from a one-day_activity that could be,plinned in a short period

of.time to a complex:' -Free Enterp'riseFair".that would take a year ,

to.plan.and execute and would need the-assistance and backing of other

)



' community groups.

In addition, four other sections of this report contain in-

valuable information that should be helpful to groups, considering

free enterprise aware'nes's projects:

(1) Other Projects and Activity Ideas
(2) Sources of Free Enterprise Information

,(3) Bibliography
(4) Free Enterprise Audio-Visual Materials

oe

Mbst of the material in this report originated in FBLA or PBL

chapters, in other orgarriszations, in the FBLA-PBL national office, or

in,materials which have been published or the subject of free enter-

prise. Many of these projects have been described in TOMORROW'S'

BUSINESS LEADER or other,national office publications.

.-This is erely an attempt to pull it all together into a single

guide for onomic awareness projects and activities. Credit lines may s

be incorrect in some instances since jnnovative concepts are often the

product of group thinking. The purpose, however, of this publication,

is to share information in a single source. We hope that chapters will

use i.t for that purpose.

I
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GENERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR PLANNING AND Fr

MANAGING ECONOMIC AWARENESS PROJECTS.

Project Objectives. -The objectives of economic awareness projects

and'activities are to create an awareness of the fue4aterprise (some-.

times cal-1V private .enterprise or capitalism) economic system--its

foundation, the principles upbn which it functions, the freedoms and

advantages it provides for citizens, and the forces.which threaten its

continued existence.

"Target" refers to the group toward which activities are-directed.

Ask yourselves this question: Whose economic understanding and aware-

ness do we hope to improve by conducting this project?

Project Targets. Initially, the target for learning e'xpehences

and activities should be the chapter members. Unless members haye a

grasp of at least some fundamental concepts*out our economic system,

they should not embark upon a program for others. Chapter officers

who have been exposed to economic awareness programs at summer camp

or officer training conferences may be able to conduct chapter education-

and awareness programs. Such efforts may be supported by films, guest

speakers, or panel discussions as chapter programs. Business department

faculty members may-be willing to supplement'a chapters' self education,

program by including classroom materials, units of sturdy, and s ecial

programs which highlight the foundations of the American free terprtse

system. ,

After the chapter members are.aware of and, comfortable witheconomic

,terms, other-l)rojects may be targeted for other student groups or the

community.

xi '10.
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_Economic Concepts. 'Try to identify the economic facts, concepts,

ideas or p'rinCipls which will be emphasized by the project. A single

.

concept and relatively simple idea may be easier to deal with than
. .

complex economic theory. Projects which limit the, number of CompliCated

ideas or reduce a complex idea to easy-to-.underitand layman's terms

are more successful,

Some examples of concepts which are stressed.in the projeCts in

this guide are: W.
re*

Profit as an incentive for. risk

Capital
Risk

Competition
Inflation
Alternat-Ne economic systems
Market, competitive market

.Private property
Economic freedom
Role of gove-rnment ,

.EconoMtc cost of regulation
Freedom cost of regulation/7

- Standard of living
Comparative cost (in work hours) of necessities
Freedom

Entrepreneurship , f,

,If you cannot identify an economic concept which your target will

better unOrstand after your project is completed, or if your project

will not identify the leVel ofvunderstanding of some economic Concept,

-then you need to rethinkthe nature of your activity, and its targets.

Activities. Any activity that is educational for some target group

is acceptable. bon't think too bie-/hen brainstorming4ideas for projects

( and/or activities. A series of small, independent activities may be as

I

educational lasa huge, complicated project. 'for own chapter members'

ideas and the ideas presented in this guide should give you unlimited
/ .

-

`possible activities., Advisers' guidance and direction will help to

XII



evaluate alternatives. The basic criterion against Which every activity=

should be_measured is:

. .

"Will this activity reate a better understanding and
appreciation of our economic system among the target group?

Many activities pro-vide noble and worthwhile gestures for individuals

and groups, but they don't rate under this triterion. Youay tOce up

a collection and buy holiday food baskets for deserving people, but _this'

is not likely to make a significant contribution to economic understanding.'
P

Most of us kn ow that:deServing pedple exist and that some of ,Us feel an
\

obligation to helpfhel._

Plan community service projects, because that is a fundamental goal

of FBLA and PBL; but don't confuse them with economic education projects.

Once the basic criterion is satisf0,Ather criteria will-help you .

'select rom alternative activities: number of people served', cost and

member time required, relationship to program of work, satiSfactig of

chapter goals, etc.
t-.

% Methods, Materials, and Expenses. The chapter or a project committee

should carefully analyze proposed activities andOecidehow the activity

will be carried out,, what materials needed, and-probable ex-enses.
.y

. ,

Some activities .described in this guide actually generate revenue.

Busiftss student groups should be smart enough to pay their own expenses

or earn their own expenses. Don't beg local businesses for money't o`carry

out a project.- If they applaud your efforts and offer contribution's, use
7

it to good advantage, but business people are more impressed when idt ask

them. for. their knoWledge, expertise, advice, and cooperatidn than when you

seek a handout.

Various groups, support may be desirable or,necessary: the sc ool

administrationhe local 'Chamber of. Commerce, professional groups, etc.

12
1
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Follow Up and Evaluation. Some method of measuringthe impact of

the activity is desirable. Surveying the target group, supporting grOups,

and members who'participated in the activity is one method of, accomplishing

this. Feedback, even when it is negative, is valuable in planning future

'activities.

. ,
.

j, Competition. Once a project or a series of activities is complete,

submit reports ofirthat .activity- for competition. The Future Business

. .

Leadec Americaof Amerca -
1
Phi.

,

Beta Lambda Competitive Events Program rewards

.
..,

.
e

excellence in this type of activity-, lindD the folldwing categories: .

Achievement in Business Adyotacy ,.

Money Management Project, cFBLA,p1114.
National Advisory Council. LeadelittIp Awards.

.

--, .Z Outstadding Project
:J.;-,
.-:

. ,

oT ,

. Community Service Project PAL onilliii, ..

,o, °. -
-,.. ,' '1,i.; :'<,'' '-' .

"';'!--. :,..5i0,1,':
'''''; in addition many' other grouWsPintbr,dROpetitive events for economic

t

,4,-
, . --, -. -4. . .,,,,sm.-.4,..;,..

,..;,., education *sleets. Two .such grougkorei3010*,in Pree Enterprise and

. . ,31,

. .

Freedoms Foundation at Valley ForgeqValle,ffoi4ge, PA 19481). Chapteri
.,,:. t -_,'.

""'r'r

are encouraged to se'ek direCtionsfbr competition from then gruops. .

440

JP,
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WORKSHEET FOR PLANNING
ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS

Proposed AWyjty :(In g'eneral terms-what is the proposed activity

which will improve knowledge of and understanding of our economic

\,-e
system?)

4

Project Objectives (What do you hopetao accomplish? Behavioral

objectives are good, but don't limit yourself to these. Be as=

4,.
specific as possible.).- Examples: (1) After completion of this

project, every member df this chapter will be able.to identify

three risks faced by small businesses. (2) When this project is

complete, the students in our school will better understand the

freedoms that they enjoy because our economic system is relatively

free.

8

'Projects Targets (What group is the major target, for this activity?)

members of chapter. °

students in \ program(s).' A .

all students at school.

students in grade at . school.,

the general public
employees of
other:

.0%

xv

liflr 1 /

te-
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AdtivAtytVaivation c

''.

Will this activity create a better understanding of 'and..appreciation
.

oi,our economic sytem among the target groap?
44 4 I

yes -.

1 0. .
4 :

4 ' no , .

p.,

If ,yes, how?

What knowledges, concepts, or understandings will be improved?.

How doe5 this activity compare with alternktive activities in

5atjsfying-the-
t

0

Methods .

What will you do?

4

Materials

What materials will you need, and where will you get them?

s.

Expenses

Will the,pro3ect/activity generate any revenues? What expenses do yoU

anticipate? How will you finance the expenses?

1 0
c

I
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Supporters (What individuals or groups will be approached to support

'-,

-0 these activities?)

.3-

Activity Management (Listrcommittee or committees needed and members

who are willing to work. Incl'ude public relations activities, news

(releases, and writing report(s) necessary.) .

A

Time Frame (List target dateufar completion of the various phasei

of the activity.)

Follow -Up (How will the activity be evaluated ?)

xv,

16
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i Chapter 1

FREE ENTERPRISE POLLS AND QUIZZES

By Paula York

TARGETS

chapter members
business students

) all high school%student .

junior: high students
business and community (

°ECONOMIC CONCERTS

. Any Free Enterprise Concepts

DESCRIPTION

e."

i

,

This is a collection of quizzes, puzzles, opnion polls, pre-tests, and

post -tests pertaining to the Free EnterpriSe Economic system, ,

Some possible applications follow and chapters may choose the activity

'which fitsa project on which they are working.

I. Any freepoterprise activity ,could be started with a pre-test,

' and then after the projeci'is completed, give the post-'test to determine

effectiveness of the activity-.

2. Include a.,quiz in the school newspaper foe-general interest or

make it a contest, giving a prize to the first student who completes it

and turns it in (or i-drawing among'those who completed it).

Pass out quizzes to business classes.

LI. Give quizzes to junior high:students,to introduce them to the term

free enterprise.

5. Use a quiz orpuzzle to introduce a program on free enterprise.

6. Have placemats printed with search-and-find puzzles about free

enterprise and distribute in local restaurant's during FBLA week.

.
IX

--,

4 7. When giving a program fora community brgani
-
tton, begin by using

a quiz and then tell how FBLA is helping educate.the chool 'community about

free enterprise. r
,\

8. Have a teacher-takes-a-test day and let FBLA members give the faculty

members an economic quii.
, -

17
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9. Uie the opiniOn polls in the school or community and publish results
cal newspapers.

-METHODS AND MATERIALS
7.1

A 1977 National Opinion Survey

(Taken rfrom 20,000 randomly-selected college students, high school teachers,
j ior college and university professors.) .

Summary of Major Conclusions

1. Less than 9% of all students and-fNcutty-undersiand well the meanings
.of basic economic terms like "free market," "mixed economic system," and
- "collectivistic system."

2. Only one out of five holds views consistent with free market principles.

3. The OpiniOns,of college students toward the free market remain
largely unchanged since 1973..

4. High school and college instructors are nearly as unfavorable to
the free market as are-students.

National Student Opinions

Only 16%f all students are consistently pro-free market. Another 28%
are.consAtently anti -free. market.

About 37%-do not think individual-liberty is iii. peril when the government
is given more power, andt.... .

of the students do not believe in 3 strictly limited government.

More students are worried about connections between business and government,
(57%) than are worried 4bout connections between labor unions and gov6rnmeht

(42%).

efl

Almost three quarters of all students think there wduld be many-large monopolies,
in a 'free market, yet 55% of these students say government is the cause
of today's monopolies..

About 65% think the government "snould legislate that which is for ybur
own good"(paternalism), yet 78% of these students do not think the government
should outlaw actions which do not. threaten the life( liberty, or property

of others.

This means that at least 43% of these students (.the excess of 65% + 78%
over 100%) hold contradictory views on these, points--and,the percentage

may be much higher.\

2
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A further contradiction shows in that a full 70% of the students believe

itls permissible for the government to force people to belong to a welfare

, security program.

This ma, st from their belief (held by 87%) that,the free marketcannOt

adequately ake care of those now on welfare. .

Regarding thegnergy'crisis, only 30% of the students think private enterprise

cap do a bette? job than govel-nment in allcicating present energy sines

and to finding new energy resources.

Only 47% think the private enterprise system can deliver gas and ele tric

power more efficiently than government, and only .43% of the stude s do

NOT want to nationalize the oil companies.

...Opinion Survey
0k

'Please answer yeg or no to the following questions:

1. Do you think individual liberty is in peril when the gov-

ernment is give* more power?

2. Do you believe inlimiting the power of government?

3.. Are you worried about connections between business
and ggyernment?

I. Are you worried about connections between labor unions
and government?,

5. Do you think the would be many large monopolies in a

free market? . *

- .

6. Do you think,the government is the cause of tbday's

monopolies?

° k 7, you think the government "should legislate thlt

which is for your own iiipad"'

8. Do you think the government should outlaw actions
which do not threatenthe life, liberty, or property
of otheri?

9. Do you, think it ispermissib4 for a government to
.-force people to belong to a welfare security program?

10. Do you think the free market system can adequately
take care of those now on'welfare?

.11. Do you think private enterPnise can doa better job
than government in allocating present energy supplies
and in finding new energy resources?

3 - 19.

YES NO
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12. Do you think the
gas and electric
ernment?

13.' Do you .think the

privafe enterprise system can deliver,
power more efficiently than the gov-

oil companies should be ngisonaized?

**.

Free Enterprise Word Scramble

44

Unscramble the following words that are important to an-understandir4of our
American free enterprise system.

rigefn enebiffs

lcatapi

monciceo

decuopre

tenreserip

tubiidstre

tiforp

tarmek .

ripce

secorures

barlo

noitpetimoc

nndealp

dariittnlao

(Source: DECA Related

/

a

0

*1

. °

Services, Inc., 19.08/Association Dr., Reston VA 22091.)
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Inflation Search-And-Find Puzzle

Draw a cirele around the words in the Search-And-Find puzzle below to fill.
in the blankS'-of the statements below. Words may be found spelled across,
vertically, or 'diagonally.

ft

LOYHGREVDTUWBM-CDJ$1
DRY0II'ALJFNCSN'OPF0
R 'E A' S 'N N V B N 1.. T. ---S F I N .

'CIZAILCCGFEWE'RSF,, KE
KQNAGW.1(-0RFIMSICX2*-40.1
AEFFHYULMECvX:ASTUVS:

.N.SFELOWEREAWE-6.0FI,U
UNMyACDEI.F-SGDHKMP

U P 0 W N T W 0 C T3 1. I L'e4. E A S P

OPTk,DFMIDDLEINCZIL
,T LyP M A M S G 0L D JD B G L C.Y-..

. WYFONE L I F L E G

OFIRXPRI.CES°RISEEAC
WBGEWAVEDECREASI.,NG

\So

1. A period of rising prices is called It

2. When a society's money supply grows much more slowly than its production,

3. Duringa period of inflation, each dollar purchases
and services.

*Is

4. One-way to influence the rate of inflatiorf is to control the

.

goods

. 5. Inflation. is the number problem facing' Americans today.

6. Root cause of inflation is government's intreasein the money
(.;

7. There has been Yeast inflation when:money was based on

dl

-5 21
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. , . ...

,

8. The'burdens of Phflation tendto fall more heavily on those who live
,on incomes.' ' .? -, .

9. Dur,ing inflationary times, prices will come up faster than

0
106 Inflation over an extended.period of time can affect people's security

by the value of money. ,

Seek-A-Word T 6
4

Hidden in the puzzle belpw are 26 terms related to .a Fseln-terOse Economy,
'Circle the terms you-can loc'ate. (Some letters may be used'in more than
_one word ) ,

..t

TERMS
A.
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VIP
It,is your decisidrito determine whether your students
will need the termswith the puzzle.
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Note-to Teacher:
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Free'EnXerprise'Quiz

Write T or F in the blank at the left to indicate whether the statement

is true or False.

'1. Not everyone can begin the practice of freedom whenever he chooses

ta4dpso.

2. Man must have the right of choice, even-to choose 'wrong, if he
shall ever learn to choose right.

3. It is by.legislatia, not morals, that states are well directed.

40a 4. 'The only way)to avoi
allow him the full g
,f611 dishonor and pe

responsibility for another's mistakes is to
ory arid' reward of being right, as well as the

alty of being wrong.

5. All growth depends u on activity. There is no development physically
or intellectually without effort, and effort means work. .

6. Innovation, invention, change, all depend on the freedom of the
individual to stand on his vwn feet.

7. Progress, is always made thw who follow the crowd.

e

8% Learning gives us a fuller conviction of the imperfections of
our nature; which one would thirik, might dispose us to modesty;
for the more a mah,khow4, the more he discovers his ignorance.

9. Property is the.fruit of labor.

10. Open the doors of opportunity,ta talent and virtue, and they
. I Will do themtelves-justice and property will not be in bad

hands.

11. The man who is permitted to own is owned.-

12% Price equates the Wanting of things with the supplying of things..

13. There is in the market economy no other means of acquiring and
preserving wealth than.* supplying the masses in the best and
cheapest way with all the goods they ask for.

,

14. There's no better way to serve consumers than to reward and
encourage producers.

15. Multiplying wealth is by far the most inefficient, way to help,
the poor.

16. Wigrker4Pwho use their organized power to frustrate production
tend to cut off their only avehue to progress.,.

17. Experience should teach us to be most on our guard to protect'
liberty when'the government's purposes are beneficient.

23
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18. It is hardly lack of due protess for the government to reg-
,ulate that which it subsidizes.

19. Power over a man's subsistence is power over his will.

20.

(eep a man from exercising his mind, his body, his faculties
In the pursuit of his own wishes and delights; keep him from
.enjoying the fruits of his efforts--and.you have done every-
thing good for him that you can.

Key. to quiz: 1. F T 11. F 16. T

2. T 7, F 12. T 17. T

,F 8, -T - 13. T 18. T

4, T 94 T 14.' T 19. T

5.. T 10. T 15. F 20. F

ft

Reference: "Truisms for Ft.ee Enterprise," The Free Man's Almanac.

a

*
The Free Entervise-System

,

Write.the wotd TRUE or FALSE before each of the following statements.
lh

enterprise systeM.
1. The American economy operates under a m called the free

2. The free enterprise system is concerned with the right of an
individual to establish a business.

class.

3. The free enterprise system deals with politics', wealth., and 44e

ts

4. A system of free enterprise encourages individuals to-put forth

more effort in, their occupation. ,

5.
A

The Ford Motor Company would be-encouraged to compete vigorously
'WIFa company like General Motors in a country like Russia.

6. The free enterftise system is a unique combination of personal,

political, and economic freedom.

7. "Free enterprise involves the right to speak freely about anything
you wish.

8. In a country that does not operate under the free enterprise

.
system, individuals have countles's opportunities to raise their personal

standard Of liv_..
ti.-

ing. v

-....

. 9. Free enterprise-involve
.46
s the right to be your own boss or change

your job if you don't like the man you work for.
..,

10: Citizens in a country like Russia without a free enterprise
system work at their occupation knowing that the better they do their job

)the more op ortunitiy they, or the company they work for, will have to
make A pro at .the end of the year.

8 24.
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Quiz Key: 1 -T, 2-T, 3-F, 4-T, 5-F, 6-T, 7-T, 8-F, 9-T, 10-F.

AN RATING

1-0correct 'NE-elTent
8=-9 correct Good

5-7 correct Average

WHAT'S YOUR E.Q.?

The American ffee enterprise and incentive system has allowed us to

define poverty in America at a level at least (30%, 50%,200%,-800%) above

the world Citizen's income level.

2. In 1929 one out of 16 workers worked on the public payroll,-the remainder ,

of the work force worked in private enterprise. Today, due,tz the growth

of government, qne out of every (4, 5, 6, 9, 12) work 'on publie-payrolls.

3. According to a public opinion poll by Opinion Resear0 qg Princeton,

New jersey, (21%38%, 54%, 63%) of Americans:believe in-governmental 9wnershi0

of banks, railroads, and steel companies.

4. In the same survey refer4ed to above, (22%, 36%, 48%, 61%)sof Americans

said-there is no need for business profits.
4

5. Out of the sales by American industry, on the average the actual profit

after operating expenses froi:which dividends and funds for expansion came

in 1977'was (4.251, 7.8%, 16.4%, 38:7%).

6. Since American Industry profits increased 26.7% in 1978, the average

actual profit after operating expenses 'today is (5.4%, 10.5%, 31%, 43%).

7. How much capital does a large corporation need per employee to maintain

operations? At 'least ($1,800, $17,500, $27,000, $46,000).

8. If you-were to try to start a new business in AMerica today you Inighf"'

find it difficult to raise your venture capital because among Vndustrialized

nations America now ranks (3rd, 7th, 17th, 24th) in the ability to raise

venture capital f9r new business.

9. In Sweden where the government is socialistic it takes 34 minutes of

work by a worker to buy a one-pound beef roast. Under American free enterprise

it takes a worker only (5 min., 8 min., 15 min:, 18 min.) to buy the same

one-pound of beef roast.

10...Many beliep our country is losing its free enterprfse system because

too many do not vote. In Amdtica only (15%, 22%, 3.6%, 64%) of our people

vote in elections. .
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If your economic quotient is below 70%, maybe you should learn more about.
the free enterprise system. For more information or to get involved in
the free enterprise system, contact_5tudent's In,Free Enterprise or' Phi
Beta Lambda, Dr. Marvin Albin, Advisor, 514 Grise Hall, WKU,

Answers: 1. 800% 2. 4.5
5. 4.25% 6. 5.4%

. 9. 15 min. .; 10. 22%
o

Productivity
(Pre-test and/or Post-test)

3. 63% 4. 61%
7.. 127,000 ' 8. 1'7th

Cirete the itemwhich most nearly repreSeN6 your'opinion. /

1. RistoricalJymachines haveildecre4sed,the total number of jobs in the
economy and put people out of work.

a. strongly disagree d. mildly agree .,

b.. mildly .disagree e. strongly agree

c. not sure

2. Most people become familiar with machines only when they begin to study
them in school: *

a. strongly disagree., , d. mildly agree

b: anildly disagree. e. strongly agree

c. not sure

3. Productivity Means doin g a.for less pay:

a.rstrongly disagree
b. mildly disagree
c. not-sure

d. mildly agree
e. strongly agree

4. Productivity means working harder for the money your earn:

a. strongly disagree d. mildly agree
b. mildly disagreg e. strongly agree

c. not sure

/ 5. Productivity means woqinglonger for the money you earn:

a. strongly disgree
b. mildly-disagree

c. not sure

4

,d, mildly agree
e. strongly agree

10
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6. Increased prdductivity lowers the Cost you pay for a product:

a. strongly disagree
b. mildly disagree
c. not sure

d. mildly agree
e. strongly agree

7. When productivity goes down, the'price of a product'usually goes up:

a. strongly disagree
b. mildly disagree
c. not sure

d..mi ldly agree

e.,strongly agree

. '8. When a company's productivity falls off, its products may no longer
be priced in line with its competitors' _

a. 'strongly disagree,
b. mildly disagree
c. not sure.

d. trail dly agree

e. strongly agree

9. Mass production created more jobs for more people: _

a. strongly 'diSagree d. mildly agree
b. mildly disagree e. strongly agree
cl not sure .

10. Essentially, productivity is getting a job done-in a, shorter time:

Aa. mildly agree
e. strongly agree

11. Productivity is more a question of how hard individuals will work
than of what kinds of tools they work with:

a. strongly disagree
b. 4.1dly disagree
c. At sure

'

a ` I.

a..strongly'disagree d. mildly agree
b. mildly disagree e. strongly agree
c: not sure

12. To increase productivity workers must work-overtime:

a. Strongly disagree d. mildly agree
b. mildly disagree' *e. strongly agree
c. not sure

13. Theicost of manufacturing a product is directly related to productivity:

a, strongly disagree
b. mildly disagree
c. not sure

d. mildly agree
e. strongly.agree

14: Tools make it possible to produce more goods ln a given period of time
without making people work harder or long*4r

d. mildly agree
e. strOlgly agree

a. strongly disagree
b. mildly disagree

:c. not side



ECONOMICS OF.FREE ENTERPRISE
0

,PRE-TEST

1. Economics is the study of how a society turns its resources into goods
and services to satisfy the wide variety of needs and desires of its
members. True False

2.. Scarcity means that there is an ample amount or supply. True False,

3. Here is a list of ten characteristics of an economic system. Identify

each characteristic as either (A) Traditional, (B)Planned, (C) Market
of Free Enterprise, by writing the appropriate letter in each blank on
the left.

C Depends heavily on a marketing system to direct the flow of goods from
producers to consumeu,,..,

B The question of "what to produce" is determined by, the government.

A The distribution of goods and_services is often determined by order

of birth.

A The economic questions are often answered through social customers,
traditidn, or religion.,

B This system is generally characterized by collective ownership of
most of the production and distribution system.

B The economic system in which the largest percentage of people work

for the government.

C In this systeM, ail of the people determine the goods and services
litto be produced and distributed by voting-in the marketplace.

C The United States has this type of economic system.

B In this system, the factors of production are usually government owned.

A This econom ic system is usually Associated with rural, agricultural

societies.

4. Which of the following are ch4racteristics of a free enterprise
,economic system only? (check all of--,those that apply)

competition
,4.,.,-t planned econokify

property ownership

\

deflation
_

currency an economic community

1'2
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5.1 The.11freedom to enterprise" guarantees one the right to success.

X . True False

6. Ifrsupply decreases while demand,is steady, prices generally go

X up or down.'

7. Profit is what remains after all of the expenses of a business have
. been met. .X True False

8. The high standard of living in the United States can be directly

attributed to:

'Xs

democracy

charity

our sys,tem of taxation

:
X

free enterprise

automobiles

the constitution

(
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THE ECONOMICS OF FREE ENTERPRISE

" POST -TEST --

Part 1. Multiple Choice: Circle the best response to each of the questions
or statements.

1. The words 'applied economics" are often used to define the term:

a. capitalism
b. private enterprise
c. marketing
d. socialism
e. sales'promotion

4.

2. Which of the following are all AXamples Of goods, in dtonomi'c terms:

a. boat, car, hair dryer, movie-
b. TV set, candy, desk, lawnmower
c. airplane trip, insurance policy, health care, class
d. public education, house, tree, typewriter
e. cigarettes, hair style, motel roomsteak

1* In a traditional society, economic problems are solved:

a. following guidelines suggested by social customs, religibn,
and history

b. by.the people who cast their votes in the marketplaCe
c. by a planning commission or:,..board which developeg long-

range economic plans
d. by representativeg-who are elected pymajority vote
e. through a monarchy with the ruler making the decistens

4. Which of the following is a fundamental difference between communism
- and socialism?

a. In 4 socialistic economy, a large percentage of the people work
for the government; this is not true in communism;

b. Communists believe in total:control of the means of production'
and,distribution; socialists do believe in'some private owner-

s ship of themeans of.production.
c. In a communistic economyk,prOfit is the main goalof a business

or industry; this is not true in a socialistic economy;
d. Taxes in'communistic societies are considerably higher'than in

socialistic.
e. Labor strikes occur frequently in communistic societies; they

are not/permitted in those'that are socialistic.

LS
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5. John Smart is an 18-year old young man who recently completed high
school. John decided to travel the summer after graduation before
entering college in the Fall. He has decided he will major in forestry
while in college. His father plans to pay the tuition, however, to
help meet other college expenses, John will work part-time this Fall
in a department store. Based on the above descifiption, in which
country do you think John lives?

4

a. Uganda
b. New Zealand
s. Switzerland
d. The USA 4

e. Russia

6. -Which of the following rights is not associated with the ownership
of propfrrty:

0

a. right to sell property
b. right to tax property
c. right to decide hop/ property is used
d. right to enjoy income from property
e. right to improve the property

7. Entrepreneur means:

a, profiteering
b. .Businessperson
c. competitor
d. enterprtser
e. manager

8. Consumers cast their economic votes'by:

a. going to the Dolls during general elections
b. writing letters to the,Consumer Protection Agency,
c. purchasing goods and services
d. going into business for themsleves

.e. accepting a job in some phase of production or distribution

9. One of the. results of competition is:

.a. consomers pay more money for products
b. income taxes are greater
c: the demand for industrial goods is greater -

d. our economy is in a constant state of change
e. iiiflation is created

10. The price of labor is called:

a. taxes

b. wages
c. interest
d. rents-

e. unions

31
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/ 11. The driving force that directs how resources will be used in a free
enterprise system is called:-

a. profit
b: income
c. incentive

price
e. government

12. The search for profit has the effect of:

4 a. motivating people to inve§t in business
b. cawing our economy to grow and advance
c. causing an effort by business to reduce expenses-
d% all of the above
e. none of the above

13. Businesses usually retai abdut how many cents of every sales dollar
as profit?

Mow
a. lt

b. 2-10t
c. 28-30t
d. 30-40t
e. 50-60t

14. 4 If enough people feel the government's role in our economy is
inappropriate, the solution available to them is to:

a. stop paying taxes
b. write letters to-the newspapers
c. :contact their Better Business Bureau
d. vote for different representatives in local, state, or

'federal government
e. join Nader's Raiders

15. Fringe benefits provided to American workers amount to about. what

fraction of wages?

a. 1/4
.

b. 1/2

c. 1/3

d?

e. 1/10

.32
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Part.II. True or False. Circle PT" if the statement is truelvnd "F" if

it is false. '

T g 16. The amount of goods or sqrvices a producer is willing to
selris called the demand

T F 17. The wide dtstributipn of power in our economic society is
..a.resui of the right of ownership of private property.

T F 18. Freedom to enterprise means that people are free to start

and own their own business.

T F 19. The effort made by similar producers and distributors to
obtaig the most sales of goods and services offered to
customers is called consumer independence.

'T F 20. Competition for sales is always based upon price..

T F 21. If supply increases while demand is steady, prices go up.

T F 22. ,In general, the demand for salt is elastic.
o

T F 23. Changes in scarcity or abundance of products is reflected
in changes ill price'.

T F 24. ''Because of various types of government involvement in our

, economic system, it is often called a modified free

enterprise system.

T F 25. Businesses are completely free tp refuse to sell, their

goods or services to certain groups of people.

Mr.

Part III. Matching. Choose the term below that best'matches its definition.

Write the letter of the term in the blank provided: .

F..c.tconomic SYstem

G. Goods,

FL Labor,

. Larid

Marketing

.

A. Capital'

B. *Capital Funds

C. Communism
D. Democracy

E: Economics

Q.

.

K. Marketing System
L. Natural Resources

M. Political System
I N. Scarcity

0. Socialism

26. A system'in whic(the factors of production brought together

.
to produce and distribute goods Mid services needed and desired

by the people. 9

27. The money, buildings,' machinery', and investments that are used

on available to make products or services for a business or

industry:

.13
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4 28. The situation that is brought about when there -are not
enoujh goods or services to-satisfy the need or disire

1

for them.

29. The study of ho%4 a country turns its resources into goods
and services to satisfy the wide variety of needs and
desires of its membeTs.

30. An economic term that descr s a physical, itenithat has

monetary value and :ks.capable of satisfying human desires
and wants.

31. The physical and mental tasks that are performed by people
.in their work.

3?. Oil, water, minerals, trees, and landare examples.

33. A political system in which the people select their govern-
ment representatives.

34. A political system totally controlled by the government.

35. The system of business activities that directs the flow of
goods and services for those who prdduCe them to those who
need or desire them.

Part I. Multile Choice

POST-TEST KEY

II. True ow false Part III.)(tching

1.- c F 26 F
2. b 17. T 27 A

3. a i 18. T 28 N

4. b 19. F 29 E

5. d 20. E 30 G

6. b 21. -,F 31 H

7.

8
d

e

22 F

23. T

32.

33 D

9 d 24. -T 34
10. b 25. F 35. J

11. a

12. d'

13:

14. d

15. c

18
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FREE ENTERPRISE WORD SCRAMBLE

Unscramble the following words that'are important to an undefsandillp
of our American free enterprise system.

f

1. rigefrienebitfs 8. .tarmek

2. lcatapiy, 9. ripce

3. monciceo 10.- secoruses

4. decuopr 11. barlo

S. _tenreserip 12. noitpetimoc,

6, tubiidstre 13. nndealp

76' tiforp 14. dariittnlao

KEY

1. .fringe benefits

2. .capital

3. economic

4. produce

5, , enterprise

6. distribute

76 profit

8. market

9. price

106 resources.

11. labor

12. competition

13. planned

14. .traditional

a

c.

a

R

SOURCE: 'DECA Related'Services, Inc., 1908 Association Drive.,; Reston, VA 22091

t 19,
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Economics at first glance may look
a puzzle to students, so Da,vid Norflus

gives extra credit to students who create
thafr own. Below are two a crossword .
and a word finder -- which he judged
especially good. Designing word puzzles
helps develop reading skills and voca-e
bularyc The answers are on page 21 .

WORD FINDU

AGIGPXQ
QDEPREC
COCYMAR
L G nto S
A A 1PC D E F
YNFMIE.'G
TVPZFAS
OWAXICW
N ERAEBZ
ABTYDND
N CNBCFR
TYERANE
IARLPN'D

SHIzA A
RZHLTGC
U NIMAEN
S U P P L Y A
T Q S T

ANOJSDI
CCOMRUN
T*CWIYEF
VTIAREL
W MUCKRK
STVJ leU,Y
/.1.TEKO,CI
-SUPQECO
SHDRMAN

FEATHERBEDDING
IATIONOPRNUENR
KETECONOMYZIU0-
ARBITRATIONKOS
G HIJKLMNOIPQS$
I3MUR#ISQAJUHTN
CISMETGPOGLZA
O CDAKARLMARXLT
RF,HRIASKTy,O,NVt
PACKBBPVJKSKTO
O BBERBARONSPVN
RHVXHWCRHENRWA
AIABCEFGDJ'AMGL
TCEADA HSHI,THNI
IGPNOEJPKQIPHN
O i AMEDIATIONBC
N DDEMANDKRNUE 0
L SOIAZEZYPI.AYGM
N WBEMONO.POLYXE
ISMDPDXZI$PMFX
ZXIVWMIVMKRH 1C P
ASINJUNCTIONRO
KERSQRSTUVD1,_$,../
IQZBF,LOCX.OUTOR
N GOZOOLEMNCTVV
N OMIeSpAGETATR
ANTITRUSTACTQQ

Gross National Product
Gross eational Income
Sherman )knti-trust Act
Clayton Anti-trust Act
Modified Ca0italism
supply and demand
collective bargaining.
Market Economy
economics

Fascism monopoly

Communism depreciation
corporation featherbedding
muckrakers inflation'

robber barons- injunction
partnership lockout
Karl Marx mediation
arbitration Adam Smith

by Susan duBourg, Newtown U.S., Elmhurst, N.Y.

.20

Economics Crossword

; id_ 1 I I 1 LP

.4

Across -.

1. Supply and
2. Prices go htFe-
5. When the country is wealthy in

business.,
8. Pays benefits to retired or disabled

workers and to their dependents
in case of death (abbreviation).

13. One company in a certain business;
17. Money pa id to government.

18. A certificate issued by the govern-
ment, becuring repayment.

Refuge to buy or o sometbiffg.

21. Busines,s chartered by government
and owned by stockholders.

22. Tangible items of value.'

Down

1. Prosperity. recession,
recovery. u

3. Parsers limit production (act
abbreviation).

4. Few companies in an industry.
6. Business and inflation related.
7.- Increase in business after a reces-

sion or depressibn.
9. Certificate representing ownership

in a corporation.
.10. Father of communism.
11. Machines take over workers jobs. 0
12. A judicial order requiring the.party

to refrain from a specific action.
14. A, country's wealth declines.
15. Any debt owned by a company.
16. Nation's total amount of goods

. and_se vices (abbreviation). .

20. The a t that created jobs sweeping
eta, cleaning parks, etc.

(abbreviation).

`by Denise Saccone, Newtown U.S., Elmhurst, N.Y.
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Definitions for the Word Finder
by Susan duBourg

Iconomics - the vey hi which man, using limited resources,
attempts to satisfy unlimited wants.

Cross National Product - total money value of all goods and
services produced in the U.S. in onb year.

Cross National Income - total income earned 'in the U.S. in

6 one ydar. 10,

Fascism - type Of economic system that is under strict control
by the government.

Communia - almost the same as fascism but businesses are
not privately owned.

Corporation - a business organization withthree or more
owners. Sa

Sherman Anti -Trust Act - outlawed restraint of trade. This

law was unenforceable.
Clayton Anti-Trust Act - outlawed price discrimination, Price

should be the seam for everyone.
Mickribere-- men who searched fbr, oollected, accused or

exposed corrupt practices in office.

Robber Barons financiers and industrialists who got ahead
by using their power and not follOwing laws.

Modified Capital ems- an economic system where consumers have
t role in-government decisions.

a business organization with two or more

nd - production of goods and services are*
by consumer demand.

- an economic system where goods 'and services
ed in accordance with the decision of the

an import
Partnerships -

owners.

Supply end De
deterain

Market icon
are prod

market.
Karl Marx - an ecdbomist who_ concentrated on

and its weaknesses.
Arbittafion - a third party makes a decision

both sides of a dispute.
Collective Bargaining - negotiations bet:Z"A"

capitalism

tIat is binding on

representatives
of unions and management in order to establish the terms
of employment.

Monopoly - market condition in which Onailleeller controls the
ibsupply of product or rvice.

Depreciation - decrease in property value.
,.*""Featherbedding - requirement that more workers than are needed

for a job be hired.
Inflation - situation of generally rising prices.
Injunction - 'court order directing a parson to do'or not to

do something
'Lockout - owner closes the factory when employees refuse to work.
Mediation - a third party decision that -'is nos binding.
Adam Smith - the "Father" of modern economic thought, author of The

Wealth of Nations, published in 1776.

Key for_ the Econoiics Crwaiword
brDenise SaCcone

Across
1. demand
2. inflation
5. prosperity
8e OASDI

l3.4monopoly
17. tpx
18. land
19. boycott
21. corporation
22. goods

Down
t1. depression
I i'\ .. oligopoly

. Phillips Curve
7. recovery
9. stock

10. Karl Marx
11. automation

,12. injunction
14. recessibn
15. liability
16. CAP
20. WPA
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Learning ExperienCe
1. Complete the following crossword puzzle which deals with economic terms.

11 12

3f 1

13

1]

14'

15

What Is An ---

Economic System?

Source: DECA Related ServiCes Inc.

16

10

ACROSS t.

1. The study of how a country (or a nation) turns its resources into goods and
services to satisfy the wide variety of needs and desires of' its_members

2. Intangible activities performed b'y people for a su-m of money
3. French term for enterpriser
4. A natural resource that is used in pro ction

5. A way of acquiring goods and servic s produced by someone else, often
used in traditiqnal economies

6, A musical instrument, an example of a good
7. To gain knowledge, comprehend, or master

8.
Man-made,productS used to .pfiake other products or to provide services;

also includes money available to produce.goods and services

9 The system of business activities that drrects the flow of goods and
services from those who produce them to those who need or desire them

10. A good understanding of economics and the free enterprise system makes
most marketing and distributive education students with their

jobs

DOWN:'
4. A factor'of production that includes the physical and mental tasks that

people contribute to produc ing goods and services
11 Things that are tangible or physical, with monetary value, and capable of

satisfying human desires and needy
12 The situation that arises where there is not enou.gh of an item(s) to satisfy

the need or desire for it
13. -Enterpri;,.e

14. Vigor or power in-action'
15 Free
16. Payment for goods or services in coins or bills

38
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TARGETS

chapter members
high school students
junior high students

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS"

inflation
cost of living
supply/demand

OBJECTIVES

--to'help students understand the concept of inflation and how it affects

Chapter 2

INFLATION INFORMATION

By Paula Yor1(

them.

DESCRIPTION

This project includes a series of activities dealing with the inflation.

problem. A chapter might want to participate in some of them or choose

the ones pertaining to members' interests or other activities.

1. Make a survey of high school students to deterMine the extent of
their understanding of inflation..10See attached survey.

113

2. Show the movie "The Inflation File", World Research, nc., to

a chapter meeting, busin s classes, or general assembly..

Distribute inflation search-and-find puzzles to students in all

business classes, social studies classes, study halls. This puzzle could

printed on placemats
4
for cafeteria. See "Word Finder," Chapter 1.

4. Display posters, REDUCED.BUYING POWER OF THE DOLLAR, 1942-1970;

_U.S. ChaMber of Commerce. See attached copy.

5. Display posters, INFLATION: A CLOSER LOOK, World Research, Inc.

6. Ask member's to make a poster showing the factors contributing to
the cost of making a single phonOraph record.

7. Distribute student-made brochure containing INFLATION INFORMATION--
definit, ion, causes, effects, examples.



8. Prepare bulletin board with cut-outs of the following items: jeans,

tennis shoes, basketball, and guitar with 1979 ,and 1974 prices to illustrate

. the rise in prices

9. Do a price comparison project using the attached TIME/LIFE examples

of 1930-34 prices and have members check local prices and make a similar

'chart.

10. Have guest speaker (school administrator, small businessperson,

elderly person on-Social Security, banker) discuss how inflation affects

him. 'FOr example: Athletic director- -How haS inflation affected your

. program? Have equipment 'prices risen? Transportation? How do you balance

your budget? How can the problem be solved?

11. Let students make video-tape programs to be used in the classrooms

showing definition of inflation, causes, effects, remedies. (Many approaches

could be used: ,role playing, shots of word messages accompanied by audio

wration'and,,mUsic, interviews, etc.)
tv

12- Give.BLA members a questionnaire'at follow-up to measure the

impeovemeft in, their understanding of _inflation.'

13. Have chapter develop its.own consumer price index by pricing_selected

items at school and neighborhood stores on a periodic basis. Food prices

,Are especiaily'good for a consumer indek. Seasonal' variations in produce

costs are a clear lesson'in 'supply and demand. Other prices, coffee and

sugar, for example, show a sharp and steady rise. Students keep track

of prices weekly and compute the inflation rate monthly. For. instance,

if coffee was 12.60 per pound in March,, 1978 and $3.25 per pound -in April,

the inflation,rate for that item is:25% (3.25 -2.60) Use as an ongoing

2.60

activity for the year and then publtsh the results in the-school newspaper.

Compare students' index with the'official government findings.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Film--THE INFLATION FILE; World. Research, 'Inc., 11722 'Sorrento Valley Rd.,

San
-

Die0o, 'CA ,..92121

PostersREDUCED,BUYINd POWER OF THE DOtLAR,. Chamber of

.
Commerce, INFI.ATIONL A Closer Look, World Research, Inc.

Sourcebop12.The Magazine for Seniors- -1980, 1330 Corporation; 505 Market

'Street, Knoxville, -TN._

MM

'4

V
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Inflation Information Survey

True/False

1. When wages increase faster thap, production, prices increase.

2. During inflation the dollar gains in value.

3. Inflation hurts persons on fixed incomes a great deal.

4. Inflation occurs when the demand for goods and services is

greater gan the supply available.

5. Inflation is a cause of unemployment.

6.''Do you agree that this is a good definition of inflation: "too

much money chasing too few goods"? r
7. Creditors'are not hurt by inflation.

8. Unions have been a major contributor to inflation.

9. Individuals who spend too much money contribute to inflation..

10. Govergment regulation causes inflation.

11. The practice of treating new money supply by the Federal Government

does not affect inflation:

KEY: 1.T 6. T

2.F 7. F

3.T 8. F

4.T 9. F

5.T 10. F
11. F

O
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REDUCED BUYING POWER OF THE DOLLAR

1942.to 1980
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$1 of Buying Power in
1942 was reduced to:

68¢ in 1949'

58¢ in 1957

42¢ in 1970

? in 1998 ?



Exhibit or Bulletin Board Display

4;.°

INFLATION: HOW HAS'IT AFFECTED YOU?

,as

Bicycle -----0111.
1974 - $98.95 (Today:

Pair of T nnis Shoes

19 - $100 (Today:

.v

6

*

'r

Basketball

'r

of

4

Pair-of Jeans:

fi

1974 - $6.85 (Today:

1974 - $12.50 (Today:

44
29

)

Electric Guitar

1974 :$149.50 (Today:

*Use photograph,
sketch, or actual

product'.

O

41.
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Chapter 3

MINI FREE ENTERPRISE FA/R.

By Elizabeth Cliburn

TARGETS

chapter members
students in any grade 7-12

community'

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

multi-economic concepts

OBJECTIVES

- -to acquaint the target audience with the businesses located in the

community.

- -to establish a better working relationship between business people

in the community and, the FBLA chapter membership. I

- -to expose the target.audience to some economic concepts consistent

with the fr'ee enterprise system. 4
, .

DESCRIPTION

A mini free enterprise fair is a miniature version of Western Kentucky

University's, Free Enterprise Fair. It consists of-exhibits that businesses

in the community and business-related high school organizations set up

in a gym or any other large room. The fair might include a film festival

of films/slide presentations/ filmstrips that deal with the different concepts

of free enterprise or one film/filmstrip/slide presentation might be shown

at specified'intervals. Specific groups might be invited to view the exhibiti

and it might be open'to the public at announced times.

METHODS AND MATERIALS ,

to 2 Months priorto fair:
1. Establish a steering committee of 8-10 members. Later, this committee ,

can be broken down, with each member serving as,chairman of a subcommittee

such as publicity, tYpiag.:(letIers of invitation and appreciation, pamphlet's),

visitation (personally contacting' those busines'ses that have been invited -

to set up exhibits), clean-up, preparation ofbooths (ones that your chapter

decides toset up), and fair*day (those who will help buSinesses'Set up

their displays, be there throughout the day of the fair, and help with

any details an problems that might arise at\the last minute.)

31
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2. Decide on'a'time and, place., Clear this date with people in-charge
of display areaand withjirincipal of school if students are to be the
main people attending the fair.

3. Decide what businesses will be invitedto set up exhibits. Try
to have representatives of-each type of business--se.rvice, retail, wholesale,
manufacturing, etc. Limit number to availabl-e'space.

4. Send letters to the bUsinesses inviting them to participate, explaining
the purposes of'the fair and stating' the time and place. (See Appendix
A forisample letter)

5, About one week after letters have been sent out, contact in Person-
"those business to find out whether they wi.11:participate'or notT-

6. Order films/filmstrips/slide presentations. Arrange for projection
equipment that will be needed.

2 to 3 weeks prior to fair: .

- 7. Make anjIrdisplay posters,advertising the 'air.

8. Prepare -any displays your chapter will sponsor inclu4ding handouts.

9. Arrange for publicity..

1 week prior to fair:
.

4
.

10. Call exhibitors to get their needs
1
for exhibits -- tables, extension

cords, people to staff their booths, etc.

- 4

11. Decide on mechanics of fair. (a) Placement of exhibits in display
area. .(b) Determine number of tables, chtirs, extension cords, and whatever
other materials will be needed.

ti

12. Prepare pamphlets about fair. fncludejayout pf display area
and information about exhibitors, purpose of fair, etc.

P

13. Arrange for someone to operate projectors for film festival. (See

list of possible filMs inanother_section of this manual.)

2 days prior to fair:
14. If fair is targeted to an audience"of students, visit these students

to explain the fair, its purpose, or give.a skit on some phase of free
enterprise. Viewers need to be prepared in advance for viewing the exhibits
and films to maximize the fair's effectiveness.

1 day prior to fair:
15. Call exhibitors to remind them of air.

16. Move equipment and needed materfals.tO fair site and set up tables
for booths.

) .

Day of fair:

17. Arrive EARLY to assist exhibitors in finding locations for their
exhibits. Provide four to six members to assist in this job.

32
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. 18. Hand out pamphlets (See Appendix 'B for sample) to exhibitors as

they arrive and to the viewers of the fair.

19. Provide refreshments for exhibitors and some time ibr a lunch

break.

20. ENJOY THE FAIR!-

EXPENSES

posterboard, magic markers
pamphlets (printed or duplicated)
stationery and postage for letters to businesses

.film rental, if any\ .

refreshments for exhibitors

SUPPORTERS

business in the community
chamber of commerce
retail merchants association
civic organizations'
'school administration

FOLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION

V

use project eValoation, Appendix C

informal evaluation by questioning exhibitors at tie fair

a 4.,

t.
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Copy of Letter (sent to potential exhibitors
(Use'either chapter or school letterhe0.)

Date

Mr./Ms. BuSinessPerson
Business Name
-Street Address
City, State, ZIP

Dear Mr./Ms.

We are representatives of the Future Business Leaders of America Chapter

at the , school. We have a project which we are undertaking;

and to be successful, we need your help, / .

In three classes of Introduction to Business at school, our teachers learned

that few freshmen and sophomore students know how our economy works nor

do they know very much about the, businesses iA (your city or county)* As

future business leaders we are hoping to educate the.people of.our community

(especially the young people) on the concept of free enterprise- -what it

. is and how it works, Of course, if it were not for the free enterprise

system and the-way it works, you might-not be in.your current-position

with your bustness.

One way in which we.could accomplish our goal is to have a day of, exhibits

at the (place) the early pai-t of .(month in which you plan to have the fair).

This is where ,you can help. I'm sure there are many ways in which you

or the company you represent would be able to display to, young people how

you make,a profit on a certain item or service you sell, what your business

does, hoW.yoli were able to get started in your business with the help of.

qur free enterprise system, or what contributions You make to this commun-

ity., Yes, it-is our system and an extremely good one atthat.- If it is

to be-preserved, the young eople as well as adults must understand it.

,

Think aboik%our project. A representative of our chipter will'contact

you in approxjmately one week. This is a pject which could-take so little

effort on your part and benefit you as well as many otherS. Thank you!

1'

'Sincerely yours!

(Chairman's-Name)
Free;Enterprise'FaimChairman

-*This statement...is a reflection of a survey conducted in the Introduction

to Business classes at a high school. ...ome justification needs to be estabJit-ied

to'convince b4sinesspeople to'substitute this fair for a working day;

.

G
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'FOLLOW-UP EVALUATION ;

.00

PROJECT EVALUATION

Project: Chairperson:

CoMmittee Members:

Date Project Started: 4 Date Project-Completed;

Purpose and Goal of Projec :

elk

Number of Meetings Held:

./

/Plan of action?

Activitieccarnied out?

'What was achieved?

,Was'the purpose ang goal met?

Type of publicity?

Comments and suggeWons for future reference:

.
Do you thinlehis project. should be'rePeated in the. future?,

I.

.35,
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Chapter 4

UNDERSTANDING LOCAL BUSINESS THROUGH SURVEYS

By Elizabeth Cliburn

TARGETS 4-

chapter members
community
students

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

economic significance of small business (or all business)

competition
entrepreneurship
'risk.- 4

....

..,-,

....)

:

profit
. 44. i

44" '.:

QUEUIVES
.."

0 .

--to identify forms of buszlnessarership: corporations, partnersbi0s,

proprietorships) -a

G
t7' 4:7- 1!

- -to identify the busiqeSses in a community

impact on the community .

, .

a 4nderstand their economic

--to categorize businesses by function-lretajT,0 olesale, service, Manu-

facturer, etc. o
0 7.

C7

54

=-tg understand the concept of entrepreneurship, risk, and reward profit

as incentive for investment).

;
DESCRIPTION

A local buSiness survey would be conducted by the chapter through personal

visitation of all local city and/or coun0 buSinesges'to obtain various

types of inforMation about these businesses& (In'a metropolitan community;

this could be limited to an area served by'the school or otherwise altered.)

.The survey data ,could 'be used to:
Q.

1. Benefit the FBLA members conducting the surveys and the chapter

as it puts the members in touch with "the business.community and provides

-the chapter -with .helpful contacts for fUtUre use.
; .

. .
, . . .

2. 'Mapoall businesses in the city or county and color code or symbol .

code them. by. type of business, type of ownership, locally owned as opposed,

to out-of-city ownership, etc. Maps could be used in business, 'social
. , .

3750"
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studies,'and distributive education classes or by the Chamber of Commerce

or Retail Merchants Associations.

3. Duplicate a booklet about the city or county businesses containing
charts with the data gathereC, lists of businesses, histories of locally-
owned businesses (lodal historical societies would be interested in this

aspect).

4. Highlight a locally-owed business at each meeting by inviting
the owner to talk about the business and its history.

5. Study the size of the business surveyed and determine how many
fit the-category of a small busineS. Discuss what a smallusiness is
and its significance as it relates'to o9r economy.

6. Use lists of different types of businesses to study the existence
of competition in the business community end imong different business tYpes.

7. In a small community where no city directory exists, the data gathered

for this project could also serve as a fund-raising or community service

project. The chapter could duplicate and sell or distribute a city directory.
(See apy public'library in a city that has a directory for a sample.)

METHODS AND MATERIALS

One month prior to conducting the survey:

1: Secure permission of the school administration to conduct the, survey.

2. Explain survey project to local Chamber of Commerce or other professional

busine'ss group-and-seek their assistance in conducting the survey. -

3. Obtain a list of businesses to be surveyed. If\using a published

list, check.it for completeness.
.

4. Explain project-to membersand obtain volunteers to survey the

businesses.

A
5, Write the questionnatret(See Appendix A of Ibis activity description

for a sample).

One week prior to conducting the survey:

6. Duplicate the questionnaires.

One day prior to conducting the survey:" 1

7. Distribute questionnaires to members who will be i'n'terviewing the

business people. explain each question so members will Understand the ,..

question and, the types data to be obtained_fromthe survey. .

,

t.



8. Assign businesses to. each member.

After the survey:

9. CollectquestionnWes.

10. Tally results of data gathered.

11. binduct desired activities with results.

EXPENSES

Survey expenses would include questionnaire duplication cost, transportation
costs (may be considered the expense of the volunteet members), and any

costs connected with the use of the survey data.

SUPPORTERS

school administration
Chaper of Commerce
Retail Merchants Association
other professional groups 40

FOLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION

Ask members who conducted the.survey what,they learned about the businesses

they visited.

Write or call several pattfcipating businesses for tntir feelings concerning

the survey.

Use the Project Evaluation (See sample project evaluation in another part

of this manual).

'39' .52
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APPENDIX A
LOCAL :BUSINESS SURVEY

Business

FUTURE BUSINESS LEADERS OF AMERICA
CITY OF /COUNTY OF BUSINESS SURVEY

FBLA Member

Business Person Contacttd

1. What type oftusiness -is this business an example of?

a. Retail -

(If above blank is checked, answer the following question.)

What products do you sell?

b. Service

(If above blank is checked, answer the following question.),

What services do you offer the public?

c. Manufacturing

(If above blank is checked, answer the following question.)

What products do you manufacture?

d. Wholesale

(If above blank is checked, answer the following question.)

What products do you handle?

2. What type of ownership does this business have?

a. Proprietorship

b, Partnership

c. Corporation

d. Cooperative

3. What percentage of. profits does this company earn?

4. Did this business begin inkthis city/county?
.

. 10

Yes (Complete next page)

No (Survey is completed)

40
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:FBLA BUSINESS SURVEY

Page 2 -

Historical Background

5. Who founded-this business?

6. When was it founded?

7. Has the type of ownership remained the same?
o

Yes No

If no, what type(s) of ownership hasit had?

Proprietorship Partnership Corporation Cooperative

8; Is the current nature of your business' (products or services offered)

essentially the same as when the business began?

Yes No

If no, list significant changes.

.

9. Has this business expanded since its beginning as measured by number,of

employees, gross sales, or numtlee of outlets. "

Ye's No

If yes, how has this business grown?

Number of employees

Gross sales (if firm doesn't object

to revealing figures) .

Number of outlets;

Beginning Now

41 5 4
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Chaptei- 5'

FREE'EaTERPAgE.DEBATES

By B iity C. qurin

and Sm . C.ar*

TARGETS

chapter members
student body
parents and/or business people in the community

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

any'economic concept depending on debate topic

'OBJECTIVES

r".

4 --to help chapter members' learn about pertinent economic issues

--ta bring chapter members and other segments ofthe coMmunity, together

--to inform-the-public-on-4ssues-relating_to_free enterprise

-- togain favorable publicity for your FBLA chapter

DESCRIPTION 4
debate is defined as a regulated discussion of a proposition between

two matched Sides. It can be a great way to bring opposing viewpoints

together. Topics which could be used for the debate 'are:

RESOLVED' Tha.t competition brings out the best products and services.

RESOLVED:. That without credit our total-economic picture would fades

RESOLVED: That the dangers of big business are: limitations on competi-

tion and establiihmerit of an atmosphere that resUlts in environmental des-

truction, price fixing and monopoly.

'RESOLVED: That the free enterprise marketplace can operate without

the existence of small business.

RESOLVED: That automation reduces employment

43
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RESOLVED: That profit in America deprives workers of wealth that is
rightfully theirs.

RESOLVED: That business profit benefits all citizens because of new
business formation, creation of jobs, development of technology, and product
improvement.`

RESOLVED: That in a free enterprise economy the federal government
has no responsibility to provide services.

RESOLVED: Free enterprise is beneficial to the AmeriCan people:

METHODS AND MATERIALS

1. Appoint a steering committee to be in charge of the project. This
committee-can appoiht other committees to carry out different tasks as
the need arises. This will involve more FBLA members.

2. Get approval for the project from members, at a chapter meeting.

3. Decide on your debate topic and/or topics.

4. Decide on your speakers and officers of the house.

5. Set a time, date and plate for the debate. Decide definitely on
your target group or groups.

6. Assemble research materials which speakers and members tan use
in preparing for the debate.

,

7. Corilact business people 'to get their viewpointS of your debate
topics. Note: All good debate topics can be argued pro or con; therefore,
it's a good idea to have the people you are-talking'with give you arguments
for both sides of the topic to be debated.

. 8. Decide on the rules for the,debate. 1
4

9.- Draw up a format.

10. Extend invi-tattons to your target group orAroups.

11. llevelop an instrument to measure the-reaction of the audience
to the 'debate issue before the debate.

12. Develop an, instrument to measure the reaction of the'audience
to the debate issue after thgdebkte. Ar`, 4

r
fl
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_EXPENSES

There will'be very little expense involved this project unless you have

your programs prepared professionally. An 'additional learning experience

for FBLA members could be to have a committee investigate-,and compare the
cost of preparing their own programs with the cost of having_pro.grams pcinted.
professionally.

0

13. Follow up the debate or debatet by conducting a survey of the
audience.

0g1/1,-.0Prepa:Pe .. program for the debate.

152 Write thank you letters to those people who have helped you with
your project.

4

SUPPORTERS

.

FBLA Advisers - supervise and give encouragement to the project.
School administrators - -must give approval, for this project.

Speecp teacher ''
Advisory boardcommunity leaders, bUsiness leader§. and parents can serve
as resource persons and as members of ythir audience.

°

lICITY
. . . ,

, . \:
. . .-

oste in.schooland store windows
spot an uncements on radio
notices n marquees andior billboards-

.,, newspaper article announcing _and explaining `the debate
-4,

,. . neWspalTer article covering'the debate.
,_.

r

TIME FRAM

\ -,
.

. Time needed for this project depends on whether you havelone debate or
a series of debates. Be sure your committee meets early 0 the year to
plan the project._Set up target dates for completing each step ofthe'
project and be sure those dates are adhered to. .

FOLLOW:UP AND EVALUATION

These materials are included in the appendix\to this activity description.

APPENDIX

Sample program for debate with rules, format, and evaluation devices. This

program is from Western Kentucky University Phi Beta,Lambda and the Western
Xentucky University Forensic Union,

.45 57



Topic resolutions were taken from Volume 9, Number 2, December 1977 issue
of Tomorrow's Business leader. 6



Sample Program

u

PHI BETA LAMBDA

in

conjunction with

THE WKU FORENSIC UNION

presents

A Campus Forum

A Parliamentary Debate.*
on the Proposition:

"Resolved: 'Free0Entlxprise is Beneficial

to the American'People."

fliursday, April 20, l97=-, at 7:00 p.m.
/)-77. .-

335 Grise Hall

Western Kentucky University

r:

This program is sponsored'by: r'S.:-,
---

- ...N...)

.- ,

The Department of Communication and Theatre
The Western Kentucky Uni.yersity Forensic Union

'4,hi Beta Lambda
A

47
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FORAAT
C.

Call to Order of the Poue (at exactly 7:00 p.m.')

Announcement of the Resolution

Reading of the Minutes

The DeOite Proper:

1. .First Affirmative Speaker' .

2. First Negative Speaker
3. SecondAffirmattve speaker
4. SecOnd Negative 6peaker,

General De6ate by Members of the House

Motion to'End Debate

Summary ~Speeches,

1. Negative Summary (4 minutes)

2. Affirmative Summary (4 minutes)
A "

Vote on the ResolutictrAefore the House

Adjournment

zo

4
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RULES OF DEBATE

WKU Parliamentary Debates

1. SEATING:' Members of the House will seat themselves

according to their sentiment on the resolUtion

those for the resolution, on the Chairman's right

(as the chairman faces theaudience), and those a_gainsV-

'the resolution on the 'Chairman's left, and.thoseP,

undecided in the center section. 'Members of the .

House may cross the'floor as their opinions change.

2. PRINCIPAL SPEECHES: There will be four principal

speectO after which general debate isin order:.

a. The first speaker will introduce the resolu=

tion and is not available for question's from

the floor during his eight minute speech.

b. An oppoSing speaker will-deliver an eight minuth

speech during which he orshe also is riot

available for "points of information""questions):

c. An eight,Minute speech follows by the Side

supporting the resolution. This speaker.is

available for "points of,information," but his

or her.total time (speech and answers to questions)

may not exceed 14 minutes.

d. 'An opossing,speakef'will deliver an eight minute

speech during which he or.she is available for

"points of infOrmation." Aswith the third

speaker, this speaker' is limited to a total

time on the.floor of 14 minutes.

3. ASKING QUESTIONS: 'Whem members of the House'twish to

ask a question'(a point of information) of a speaker

they.may do so by standing up. and asking: "Mr.

Chairman, will the speaker yield for a question?"

During the principal speeches membersre asked to

limit themselves to one question each time they rise.

4961
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4. ANSWERLNG QUESTIONS: During the principal speeches,
the speaker may'refuse to yield the floor for a ques-

tion. When a'principal speaker yields to a question,
his or,her answer is not counted againsethe eight
minute` time limit on his/her speech until six minutes
has been consumed in answering,questions.,

5. HECKLING: Heckling is encouraged, but its use will

be under the Chairman's strict supervision. Witty,

intelfigent; and clever heckling is permitted; dull,
tactless, and boorish heckling simply will not occur.
Members who violate this rule will be asked to leave.

6. THE GENERAL DEBATE PERIOD: After the four principal
speeches, the Chairman will recognize members of the
Houie for speeches, comments, or questions. When

recognized by the Chairman, a member will have the

; floor-for a maximum of three minutes. These speakers

will-be recognized.alternately for and against the

resolution. Perference will be given tp members who

have not-areviously!spoken.

,7. E.NDING DEBATE: .Debate may be ended by gene al consent

04no member wishes to speak), or by a motion to end

debate. The,proper form is: "Mr: Chairman, I.move

ehd.debate.'l The_motion requires a two - thirds vote.

Upon passage of a,.motion to end debate, a principal ,

speaker agAinst and a. principal speaker for the
resplution,will each have four minutes for a summary-

speech,. The summary speeches are not subject to

- questions.

S. ADJOURNMENT; The motion to adjourn is Rot in order

until the House has voted on the resoldtion.

THE RESOLUTION: The Main llotionbefore the House (the

debate resolution) may not be amended. Any Matter not

covered by these special rules will be decided bg/.the

ChairMan and,House Parliamentarian in accordance with

Robert's Rules of Order.

", v
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** PRINCIPAL SPEAKERS!*

The affirmative, arguing ;that free entreprise does benefit

the American people, are:

Steve Marcum A graduate from Western Kentucky

University from Bowling Green,
Kentucky, now employed as a .

public accountant.

A junior at Western Kentucky
University at Bowling Green,
Kentucky, majoring in accounting.

The negative, arguing that free enterprise is not

beneficial to the American people .are:!

i Briggs Stahl

Kenny Cooke A junior at Western Kentuct,
University from Bowling Green,
Kentudy, studying business.

Ken Ladd A junior at Weftern Kentucky
University from Cadiz, Kentucky
majoring, in speech.

** OFFICERS 0(.THE HOUSE ;*' (
CHAIRMAN A junior at 4estern Kentucky

Terry Barnes University from Owensboro,'Kentucky,

'majoring in business administration.

PARLIAMENTARIAN A senior at'Western Kentucky'

Kittie Pepper. University from 'Brandenburg,
Kentucky, majoring in accounting.

-SECRETARY ."

Susan Reagan
A,

A junior~ at Western Kentucky
University from Tompkinsville,
Kentucky, with an area in Business

Education.'_

e
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How did You leqrn of this debate?

adrei .

newspaper,,
teaciw. nnouncement

.stildent. Atgker'

° - friend- -

,poster.

Did you enjoy.itZ
.

0-434:e.
yes'

V?

no

Did:youtlbenefit from this'd&aete?

yes f

no

Can you recommend any improvements?

a.

52

614
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Chapter 6

LOCAL COST OF LIVING INDEX

A
:By Mary Ann Gomer

TARGETS

members.,

community

ECONOVC CONCEPTS

cost of livi9g ..:''

product and service quality, e--/

comparison of market economy with alternatives,

prieei-(various,gements such as advertising affecting the pride of

products/services)

0

a

OBJECTIVES

- -members and coMmunity will.be able to trace the price of prneilirtqcprvirec

over a specified period ,of-time.

--Members and community will be able to understand the concept of how lOng

a person would have to work to pay for certain products/services.

--Members and.cOmmunity will be able to understand how advertising, name

brands, etc., affect the price of products /services'.

- -Members and commu nity will be able ta compare the cost of certain product/

services in our economic system with other systems.

-- Members and community will,be able to determine per unit costs.

DESCRIPTION

This project consists of a group of'activities involvingthe.costs of certain

items for a specified time period. The members would be, divided into groups (

and assigned an activity to work on. 'The groups could even rotate so each

group would be involved with each type of activity. The groups would keep

a notebook and at the end.of the project a graph couldbe made toillustrate

the changes in prices of the specified products/services.

C+ 65
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

I, Gain'support and approval for this project from the proper authorities
such as principal; superintendent, and local businesses.

2. The project should be presented and voted ion by the chapter.

3. Letters should be Mailed to businesses telling of the project and
purposes.

4. At the beginning of the project, the president or Selected delegate
could present the project with the help of the Teacher's Guide that accompanies_
the "What's the Difference?" poster, (This is' available from NFIB; see,

Resource Guide.)

5. President should, with help from the adViser, select members to
form the various groups.

6. Some of the following-can be activities for the groups:

Using minimum wage (current $.35/hour), have one group determine
how long it would take a worke to earn .certain item's. (The group would

have to find the prices of t specified products/services.) Then have

the group prepare a. chart a ong with their hntetTok to present material

to entire membership. (This can be arranged for each group.) The group

may want to make a game by asking the membership to guess how long .it took

to purchase a certain product /service and than :recant thoir findinnc_

, The.items.may change for each group so that a wide variety of products/

e.

...-

services can be presented..

Make a list of items commonly found in a weekly shopping basket.
Newspapers frequently publish such lists.) Have one group_ goto all the
grocery stores in the area and compute the cost ofthe basket each week ,
for one month., Compute an average for the month for the graph to be pre-

pared at the end of the project. The same group or the next group on the.

,rotation schedule can compute the cost of the basket for the next month.

Have one-group make monthly. comparisons -of generic, name brands, and

house brand products. A booth in a local grocery store asking shoppers
.

why they. purchase the, products they do and if they hai/e tried the other

types may be set up. At the-end of this group's activity, a thank-you

letter should be written to th'e grbcery store manager or owner.

Make a list cf consumable products and.have one group determine the
°unit price using 'a quantity nbt-normally used for packaging. Examples:

a gallpn of toothpaste, mom's and men's cologqe, rubbing alcohol, etc*,

If possible, determine how much a person would spend in a year's time on -

these products. Also, this group could determine unit prices of certain
products's° they would be able to compare them to another of the same

type.

:
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7. The final results would make interesting news stories for radio

stations.,schoolyand local newspapers, and. elevision stations. Also,

the resulting notebook and graphs shbuid be displayed in the school library

ank possibly even in the public library or local businesses. ,

EXPENSES

The only chapter expensl would be notebooks and supplies for making graphs

and poste for mailing letters to businesses.

:

SUPPORTERS

chapter membership.
shabl, authorities
local businesses ,

PUBLICITY

The noteboodand chartitould be displayed in librari (public and school)

and in local businesses.' The results would make interesting news stories

for radio station, schOol and local newspapers, and television stations.

Perhaps ibme groups would want to publish a sheet showing their findings

to be put in. grocery bags, ob car windshields, shopping center,, etc., as

a public service circular.

.

rr
-PTME FRAME '

The most effective time period would be an entire school year because many

times prices may not vary very much over month or tvo. HoWever, this

project may be setup fo, r a much shorter time period.--)

FOLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION

Have members fill out evaluation form.

APPENDICES

sample list of items for shopping basket
sample list of other items
sample letter to mail busineSses

4
"evaluation fora
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Sample of Items for Shopping Basket
c ,

Oile. 'gallon whole' milk (Sealtest)

One loaf sandwich breadt(Sunbeam)
\J One 10 -pound bag of Idaho potatoes

Four bars (4foz.) Zest soap
i(7 oz.) tube Crest mint flavbred toothpaSte

_One 5-pound bag of Domino -sugar
Three pounds ground beef A

One dozen house brand-large'Grade A eggs
One carton of. eight 16=ounce returnable bottles of Pepsi

.

One 13-ounce box Frosted Flakes
One gallon Deald'Duck orange juice

Sample of Other Items
(SPlould probably specify type /brand in some cases) ,:

Small car, such as Horizon

Sony Television
Stereo .

Hamburgers (Wendys)-'
Men's pair of Levi*Jeans
'Men's"Nike athletic shoes
Package of cigarettes
Men's shirts
Hosiery.,

,Movies
Gasoline
Refrigerator -

. Bed
J.

Typewriter
Microwave Oven

.,..Digftal Watch'

Timex Watch
Doctor's charge for office visit
Wash, haircut, and blow dry
Cantof 40 weight car engine

a
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NOTE: Be sute to use SchoOl letterhead or FBLA chapte' letterhead.

Date

Name,of Business
Street Address
City, ST ZIP

Greetings from FBLA!

FBLA (Future Business Leaders of America) is a national professional' org-
anization for secondary. students enrolled in business programs. FBLA

provides opportunities for students to gain experience in developing leader-
shipskills, developing positive work attitudes, developing job application
and interview skills, learning about our American economic system, develop-
ing attitudesabo4 civic-and social responsibilities, developing skills
in consumerism, and many other vital areas. .

For'the past five years, our national ptofect has Project AWARENESS and
will be the project again this year. It was developed to help, tomorrow's

business leaders develop greater economic understandings. -

As the newly elected (put title here, i.e. FBLA President, Name of chapter)°,
one,of my responsibilities is to gain community and business suppprt for

-our local projects. One of the projects this year is a series or activities
entitled "Consumer Cost of Living Index."' During this project the members
will be pricing products and services, determining the unit cost of products,
etc. We ask for you support by allowing our chapter to staff a booth atOyour store to volunteer customers about their product choices.

_ In a few days, one of our members, will contact you to explain the details
of our project. You can participate by talking to and helping our members
when they come toyou seekingyour advice concerning produdts and ter-v -ices.

Your valuable time is greatly appreciated, and I hope you will help us
A, learn more about our economic system.- if you should ,like to visit with

us at one of our meetings or at schodi, please feel free to come. Also,

any informationyou can contributeon our economic system will be placed
in our ,resource book in the school library. .

A

Sincerely,

NAME
Title ,

Adviser's Name & Signature

60
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Chapter 7 .

COST OF LIVING SIMULATION.

By Mary Ann Gomer

TARGETS

chapter members

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

All economic principles and concepts apply to this simulation of'the 'real

world."

a

OBJECTIVES

--Chapter members will be exposed to some situations that face young married

couples sand-single _career women of men who stare housing.

- -Chapter members wfll be able to analyze competition's.role in our choice,

of goods and services.

. ,

.

- -Chapter members will be able to explain the problem %f unlimited wants/,

. needs versus the limited iesourcelPsituation.

- -Chapter members will be able to plan for more efficient and satisfying

use of their money based on awareness and'understanding'of their own values

and goals.

--Chapter members will be Qe to locate sources of information abdut differ-

ent goods and, services.

-- Chapter members will be able to compile adequate information needed to

aid in making wise buying choices of goods and services.

--Chapter members will be able to understand and discuss the advantages

of preplanning purchases and comparative shopping.

--Chapternembers will be better able to value their freedoms of choice

in our free enterprise system.

DESCRIPTION
.

This cost of living simulation can involve either the entire-chapter or

a portion of the chaptermembership. Thi,p project may be used for-several

Months-or during 'the entire school year, but.a longer project provides

k



for more experiendes and situations. 114apter members decide whether they
wish to simulate the experience of a di-ried cOUple or 'two single persons.
ReSlistic assumed employment and income data are used. However, there
must be two memberi per group for comparison purposes.

Chapter members will earn a hypothetical sUmof money each month as income
or wages. Members must then determine how the .income will be spent. Each
month or twice a month, for example, members would be given an additional
situation to handle, such as a death of a child or mate.

'Members should search for their own solutions to problems; however:', the
adviser may suggest §ources of information to help them in handling'their
financial matters. This simulation should help the members set more realiStic
goals for their future lives and help the members better value their freedoms
of choice in our free enterprise SY-Stem.

Participants "shop" at designated businesses and keep records of their
"expenditures."

.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

I. Gain support and approval for this project fraithe proper authorities
such as principal, superintendent, etc.

2. The support of the business community shoulda)e sought by explaining
the nature and purposes of the project. The initial contact to the business
community should be made in a letter. An explanation should be included
that members would only be "shopping" in'participatingicinesses. Parti

pating businessesmould display a sign in the window of their establishm
stating that they are participating in the project.

Be sure to tell businesses that they may distribute literature
and pamphlets regarding our economic system, their products and services,
etc., at, the beginning of the-project.

3. Members should, report assumed marital and emplpyment status,to
advisers and develop a'cost of living simulation notebook.. This notebook
should contain such things as the cosf of the food for two weeks, monthly
fixed costs 15tuct. as rent or home payments, insurance, utility, bills-, rent,'

etc., information that helped them in making purchases, simple income tax
return, information on how each additional situation was handled, at the
end of the simulation a net worth statement, etc.

4

4. Either once or twice a month', members should pick up new situation

cards.
V ;

3 k
5. At the end of thesimulation the team with the best net worth will

win a pre- determinedmined prize. Participating businesses may agree to donate

prizes. . -

Y".

V
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6. Films and guest speakers for chapter programs during the experiment

should supplement the program.

7. Thank-you letters should be Mailed to participating businesses.

.

EXPENSES
)

,

.
,

A prize for the winner would be the Major expense, but possibly this could .

be a ddnation from a local business.

Notebooks for members could be folders that cost approximately $.25 each.

'Postage for mailing letters to businesses.

PUBLICITY tr. N

Special signs printed at school for businesses pp display in windows adver-

tising their participation in this project might,..be whatis needed to get

the buSiness .community's support in projects.
A

TIME FRAME
.7

The time frame may be set for any length desired. A longer time frame

would give members more'varied experiences. Also longer time frames would

be more realistic and comparable. to "real" life situations.

FOLLOW-UP.AND EVALUATION

A simple 6estionnaire should be sent to participating buSinesses to get

their evaluation of the project. Ask for suggestions for improving the

project for possible future use.

Have members fill out questionnairesson projects and also evaluation forms.

Be sure there is a section for "Other Comments." -

APPENDICES
A

sample list of possible situations

sample list of basic assumptions
sample copy of letter to businesses introducing project

sample of display sign

student-questionnaire
business questionnaire

4



Possible Situations

Filing simpleincome tax forms.
Pregnancy
Home completely destroyed by fire
Automobile accident- -car is totaled

Death of mate /child /parent

Job promotion and raise
Purchasing a home'
Lay off from job
Furniture purchase
Clpifring purchases
Going to school--Ways to finance (post - secondary)

Investing--savings,account/stocks/etc.
Purchase various types of insurance
Purchasing car
Borrowing money for unexpected bills

g

6ampleBasft Assumptions

______-___-.4-M onthly-Income (take-home pay appropriate for assumed jobs)

Own one 1979 car valued at $3,000 (assume payment)
Renting a one-bedroom apartment
-Utilities for a month

Distance from jobs
-Family or single coverage Bluejross/Blue Shield Insurance (paid.by

employer)
Monthly food bill
Monthly telephone bill
Miscellaneous expenses
Entertainment
Savings goal 4

4

t
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NOTE: Be Sure to use school letterhead or FBLA chapter letterhead.

ti

k

- .

Name of Business
Street Address
City, ST ZIP

.Greetings from FBLA!

Date.

I

O

FBLA (Future Business'Leaders of, America) is a national professional organ-

ization for secondary students enrolled in business programs. FBLA provides

addilknal opportunities for students to gain experience 4n developing

leadership skills, deVeloping positive work attitudes, developing job appli-

dation-and-interview-skills,--learning,about our American economic'system,-

developing attitudes about civic and social responsibilities, developing

skills in consumerism, and many other vital areas.
;

For the past five years, the national project has been Project AWARENESS

.and will be the project again this year. It was developed to help tomorrow's

business leaders develop greater economic understandings.

As the newly elected (put title here, FBLA President, Name of Chap'ter),

one of my responsibilities is to gain community and business support for

our local projects. One of the projects this year is entitled, "Cost of

Living Simulation,," During tiis.project the members will be asked to use

their freedoms of choice to live for (time frame, i.e. nine months) in

the "real world." We willbe 'purchasing" homes, making personal budg4ts,

shopping for insurance and credit, and experiencing many other situations.

In a few days, one of our members' will cdritact you to explain the
details

of our project further. You can, participate by talking to and helping

our members when they come to you to "buy" your products and services.

Our members will visit only businesses that are participating and record

price data for items they,would buy from you if they were adults support-

ing themselves. If you indicate a desire to help train the future leaders

of our community, you *ill be, given a sign to ,disflay in your window.

Your valuable timeis greatly appreciated, and r,hope you will help us

learn more'about our economic system. If you should like to visit with

us at One of our meetings or at school, please feel free to cothe. Also,

any information you can contribute on our economic system or consumerism

will be placed in our resource book in the school library.

, ,

Advisqr;sName k-Signature

A 74 School' address if not listed on letterhead

, -,-/
SchbOl :phone if not listed on letterhead

63 A.40.

Sincerely,

Name'

Title
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SAMPLE

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Please circle the response that best describes how you feel about what
you have learned` in this simulation.

sr
GOOD FAIR POOR This simulation has helped me value my economic

system more because of my freedoms of choicd.

. GOOD FAIR POOR This simulation has made me face some of the sit-
uations that occur in life-more realistically.

GOOD FAIR POOR This simulation has helped me understand competi-
tion's'role in our economic system.

)1\

GOOD FAIR ,POOR This simdlation has helped me better understand.the
laws of supply and demand,

GOOD FAIR POOR This simulation has helped me locate poSsible sources
of information concerning products and services.

GOOD FAIR POOR This simulation has helped me understand the."real
costs ". (i.e. credit), of different products'and

services.

GOOD FAIR POOR This simulation has helped me learn that I must shop
for credit as -.well as for products and services.

ti

GOOD FAIR -POOR This simulation has helped me determine which products
and services..to purchase because of comparative
shopping. ,

GOOD FAIR POOR . This simulation has helped me learn that preplanning
purchases and comparative Shopping can save me time
and money.

GOOD FAIR POOR This simulation has helped me plan more efficient
and satisfying use Of my iiiiney based on my own values
and goals.

Strengths of Project:

-] Weaknesses of Project:

Other Comments:

I.

J
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'SAMPLE

,

..
' .

,

BUSINESS MiESTIONNAIRE

Please circle the response that*test'describes how you .feel about the project.

Any statements that you feel need clarification, please fee'lfee to make

commentsafter them. -: 4

GOOD FAIR POOR This simulation helped the members value their econ-,
omic'system more-because of their freedoms of choice.

GOOD FAIR POOR . This.simulation made,the members face some of the
situations that occur in life more realistically.

GOOD FAIR POOR .
This simulation helped the members understand cm-

.- 'petition's role in the economic-system..-°

GOOD FAIR POOR This simulation'helpedlhe members better understand
the laws of supply and &nand.

GOOD FAIR ° _POOR' This simulation helped'fhe members locate possible
sources-of information concerning products and ser-

-.

vices.:

GOOD FAIR POOR This .simulatio6 helped the-members understand the
"real Cbsts".(i,e. credit), of different products
and .services.

GOOD FAIR. POOR This simulation helped the members learn that they
shouldshop for credit as. well' as for products and_

services.

GOOD FAIR POOR This simulation helped the members determine which
products,and services to purcha'si because of com-

paratiVe shopp4ng.

GOOD FAIR 10,DOR This simulation helped the membe'rs learnthat pre-
planbingpurchases and comparative shopping can save
time and money,

AGREE'

DISAGREE

' Strengths of Project:

Weaknesses of Project:

Other comments:

This simulation 'provided a unique opportunity for
FBLAInembers, and I would be willing to help -again
in this project. . -

. 44;
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Chapter 8

ECONOMIC AWARENESS FOR- ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS

By Frankie Buckman
and Shawn Grubbs

TARGETS

elementary age school children
grades K thru 6

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

Basic concepts of the free enterprise system. Concepts which could be

emphasized are: economic freedoms, competition, risk, role of govern-_

ment, free enterprise vs. alternatiVes.,' and capital.

OBJECTIVES

--to develop-an awareness of our free enterprise system as compared, to alter-

native systems among elementary age children

--to acquaint these students with an understanding of
,
how the free enter-

. prise systeim works.

DESCRIPTION

Young citizens need to.be more aware of our American Free. Enterprise system.

Therefore, tM'following group of activities may. be used by chapter members

in an awareness program for elementary children.

1. Coloring books area favorite _of elementary children. Charter mem-

ters could collect pictures that tell a free enterprise,story for tracing

or duplicating or draw ther own pictures and ideas. Pictures should'Convey

some message or concept about free enterprise. Pictures'and message& must

be simple and limited to a single idea. For example, the FBLA newsboy-serieg

could be adapted. A ,picture of a young boy or girl with a bag.of new&papers

and the caption "Each American newspaper carrier, earns more in'a year than

half the people on_parth.": Members can-duplicate, compile, and distribute.

coloring books to lcical elementary schools. -' .

I

2. Coloring contest.. When distributing coloring books; give:dirdctions
their.:for this contest, Children can color and submit one page'froth their. color--

'II§ book. Guidelines should be set up; including neatness, Sel4tion of colors,

overall, quality of worklikattractiveness,_etc. A deadline shout ;be deter-

mined and chapter members can pick up completed entries at apiken time.

',.Prizes can be awardedto the, winners'. Businesses may donate prizes Masked. .

Another. type of"follow up: ask students to draw, color, or submit their'

own picturds of something related to business, such'as favorite store,

parents' jobs, something they will saVd_for.

67. . 77.
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3. Skits can be fun for both chaptermembers and elementary, school
childreri: If your chapter wishes, they can writelaeir own skits
or use one that'salready available. Contadts should be made through
elementary school for arrangements.

3. Puppet shows can be used to illustrate basic concepts and
ideas of the free enterprise system. Puppets can be made, purchased
or borrowed. Favoritechaeacters fromSesame Street, Popeye, Superman,
Wonder Woman, Charlie BroWn and others can be used to convey messages.

4. Reading program: 'Chapter coUferesearch the library and
other sources and gather stories relating to free enterprise. Arrange-
ments could be made to visit the elementary Iclasses once a Week for
a 'story hour.' Members could volunteer to read td the children and
discus's the story afterwards. Tffis may also be do'he.in local day
care center: ,'An on- going, periodic program will become more meaning- '0

ful for the groups.

5. Films.' Free loan films are available upon request. They
could be shown to various classes in the school or at assembly programs.
Check with theschool principal for permission and details. Film

or filmstrips must be short because of the,limited attention span

of youngsters. (See sources,in appendix to. this report.)

6. poster contests. -This would be a good follow -up activity
to a skit, puppet show, or Series of stories. The children would

be exposed' to various economic concepts and doing a poster would to

a good way to evaluate the rest:MS6r impact of these activities:
`alidelines could be set up and prizes could be awarded:to the winner.
Posters could be hung throughout the school for others tt see or n

businesses throughout the'community.
,

7. .Puzzles, picture games, etc. These co uld be incorporated
throughout the'rawareness program.. The types of dames to be developed

would depend upon. the grade level of the children. Any of these acti-

vities could be adapted to a'shopping,mall, park or sidewalk activity
for Youngsters.

8. Members or committes will need to contact the schools well
in advance for an'explanation and permission to conduct the event,
and arrangements should be made with the individual teachers.

,

9. An eleMentvy teacher would be'a good resource person for

reviewing materials asthey are developed.

EXPENSES .41"

Expenses may be incurred in purchasing supplies such,:as posten board,

paper, etc. needpd for the,various activities.. The amount Will vary

adcording to the types of activi,ties. Members will need, transporfa-

tioffto the local elementary schools._

.

Businesspeople may be askpd to donate prizes.

4
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PUBLICITY'
,

The chapter may want to take.soilie snapshots- of the children and their

involvement tin the awareness program.' News articles could be written

and sent to the local newspapers for publicity. Also, if the. poster

contest is used, the posters on display *in the focal- businesses would

be good-publicity.

4

TIME FRAME

V-oup discussions at a-chapker meeting, Roster contests, or others

can. be used as a means of follow-up for the children. ,An evaluation

from the,chapter members would be helpful to see what their reactions

were and recommendations could.be made for the following year. A

forthal evaluation of the projeCt by teachers whose classrook were

visited would'be very helpful also.

Suggested Supplementary Materials

-Ale 'American Economic System . . . and your part in it.; prepared

by The Advertising Council and the U.S. Department of Labor. Single

copies areavailable without charge by writing: "Economics", Pueblo,

Colorado 81009

Tom's Balloon, Wheelabrator-Frye, Inc., An Annual Report for

Young People, 1977, Liberty Lane,,Hampton, NH 03842

Our Economic System, Consumer Information Services, Dept.,703

Public Relations,'Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chicago, IL (this

would be a goqd source for/your chapter members to gather information

from and develop word games, etc. for the elementary school children.)
,)

p

o'Y
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Chapter 9

0

".
STUDENT'S GUIDE TO FREE ENTERPRISE -A, RESOURCE

t

TARGET-

chapter members
business students
all high school studeKts
faculty

-

By Paulaqbrk.e'

I .

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

'
all concepts dealing with our free enterprise economic system

DE4CRIPTION
0 . .

\._

Chapter will establish a loose-leaf binder in which articles about

free enterprise can bp,.rnmpiled.

This book will have a'permanent plac in the school library's. ref-

erence section.
ti \

Book will contain pamphlets from ecanomic educ'ation sources, articles

from newspapers and magazine, speeches on free enterprise and any

other materials found-on the subject. Students can use this reference

for speech writing or general information.

Book will be updated from year to year: As it gfows, separatebooks

for each econOmicconcept may be 'developed.

METHODS.AND'MATERIALS

App-oint comMitteeto establish resource bOok.

Obtain permission from principal and librariah. ,,'

Obtain hinder and sheet prOtectors.
Collect brochures, pamphlets, articles. (Sample letter for'ordering

materials is attached.)

After bors compiled, publicity.committee advertises it to the high

5C 'Nil through newspaper, bUlletin board, etc.

Each month the committee will update the book.
Use bibliography and."Sources of Free Enterprise-Informatibn" in this

rdpfort to order,materialt. trt.



Materials: Loose leaf binder with plastic Rpge protectors.
Pocket pages for brochures would be helpful.

!SUPPORTERS

advisers
FBLA chapter members
faculty members
administiators
businessand community leaders

TIME FRAME

-'A

Start at beginning of School year--then let it be a continuous project.

FOLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION,

Informal feedback, librarian's comments and use statistics Survey to
determine number of students reading it

A.

72
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#1,

°This is a.isaNple letter suggested for Use n requesting Materials

and/or catalogs from seletted sources. $1 ce'many materiels offered
are madeaVailAle ONLYTO

t
EDUCATORS, be sure that your advisers

uthorize.anyletterg You end out by hav rig his/her signature
Opeal--.-oh the correspondence TN ADDITION a YOURS. , ,

.

Name!1
.Streei Address
.City:\St'ate Zip

Dear` Sir:' \
.'

FBLA-PBL is a national _professional organization for secondary and
post-secondary students evolled in business programs. r

, .
,...

We are involved in the'continIg.economic education projecgentitfed
"Project AWARENESS." Addressi' itself to free enterprise and every -
individual's ;4olle.in 'it, Piroject AWARENcSS is helping 'morrow's bus-

inesSleaders to .develop greater-economic 'understanding./ . tO 0
?* . t!

'-"..- As the newly elected (put your here,-1:e: F PresTdent, Name of

Chapter), one of my areas of responsibility incluallassisting members in
,locating.and obtaining resource materials relevant toZour economic -a0Nre

ness program. '"' . .-- . ,

--- --k ,

Brochures, books and/or catalogs pf materials pertaining to free enter-
priSe and the American economic system would enhance our collection. .We
are also interested in the availability, of'quantity discounts for purchased
items, since it is likely that your' materials will 6e used by 6ur,many . '-

meMbers.
/ -,

0 - .
:,

We eagerly await infbrmatfon regarding the materials you,have available.
\

, ..

O

Sincerely,

Eta

''Name,

Title

Adviser's Name.
'Title ..

a . .. f\

.

.

t
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Chapter 1p

. .

FRtE ENTERPRISE WEEK

By Frankie Buckman
and Shawn Grub

OBJECTIVES

--to ace: 'lint students, parents, and community with the importance of

our fr _enterprise system as it,relates to individuals.

(--tr :welpp an awareness.of the American Free Enterprise System among

ch ,,cer members.

ZCONOMIC.CONCERTS:.

multiple contepts,
(activities will determine)

TARGETS

high school' students
.parents/community-
businesspeople

DESCRIPTION

.

a

Al

Designed to promote and to develop a better understanCiingof opr fr%

.,,, enterprise system throughouhe community,.this project involves a ' .

variety of 'activities for your chapter to do thrdughout "Free Enter-

.pr*se Week." Local Chamber,of Commerce or other professional grbups

Fay be very helpful in planning'..this activity: The chapter's advisory .4

board is another Sourcef help-for this project. The Free Enterprise - -:

Week Committee should meet with.$,representative of one df these groups

to seek ideas and possibly, .cosponsbrshiP. -,

The'following'list contains, possible activities for this project.4004ther
e

,_,

'project descriptions ill, this collection also:Contain activities. that

could be incorporated into this activity..
.

.

.

w . 45

I. Proclaim a certain week as rree)eriterprise week in your community:

This'may be doiie by having a..procIamation,signed by the .Mayor. Chapter

'officers should meet with the Maylkfdr the officialSigning. -Be sure.
.to,haie news reporters on Hand fOr,2ubltcatiOn in the local newspaper

or announcements onhe radio. Als0:.;,don't:forget.your camera; you

Will want a picture for-your scrapbook.-
,

\
(

., .

.
. .

_ . ,..

. .

e

C-

- IN

S. '.. a:' - 1

et ' ..... , :1 . .

. . .



Ift

2. Publicize Free. Enterprise Week by placing notices on business
marquees in your town. Check with local businesses, and secure permission.
Slogans such as: "Support Free Enterprise Week (month, day) through
(month, day) ", "(School name) FBLA chapter supports free enterprise",
or others can be used. . . .

'. \
A. 6.

3: Also publicize-b!; placirig posters in local businesses announcing
,

free enterprise week. These posters may be made by chapter members,
or by others. Winner from a poster contest may be used. National
chapter posters ar.e avai4able from

)
the Field Services Division. r .

.

.

. .

4. Bulletin tiOards-displayed throughbutthe school promotiMg free
enterprise or economic concepts. This would' make the student body more
aware of bur-system Members could plan.an0;construct several to 61
displayed the entire week. 'Permission may be granted from the school

.

.

admillistration%
.

_
.

. .

fi ° . ,
.

'5. fleld trips. A chapter field trip or series of field,trips
may be plOnedsduring'free enterprise week. A variety of businesSes
could be visited to emphasize the differences in ownership, marketing
lerviceg,,,,,,storePolftf,-efd.

.

,6. Films. A film may be used to show to various classes throughout
the school, at a, biapter meeting or a film series may be planned for
the public, One film could be shown each night for the entire week
Jocusing on'one specific economic concept._)Thls would need to be well
organized and advertised to the community. A film projector would be
needed, someone to show the:film(s), permission to use the school,gym,
auditorium or other place to shim the film(s). Refreshments could be

served or sold through the concession stands. (Free films are available
upon request. Gee appendix for details.)

v.

7. Brochures or flyers may be developed explaining the basics

of our economic system or other economic concepts. These could be duplicated

on spirit masters or by a printer, depending upon the chapter's financial

status. These may bedistributed,after the.film or film series to the
. public.. . ,

. 6. .
f

8. Guest speakers. Ask a-Vocal businesspersontto speak at chapter
meetings, school assembly programs or parent/cpmMunity groups about
an aspectof free enterprise. A guest speaker series could be organized
simiTar.tp the. film series with a question-and-answer session following.

9, News articles. Chapter could distribute news releases about
their efforts in publicizing free enterprise. This would promote friae

enterpriseaS well as the chapter.

10. Role
,

play. Chapter members could do indiyidual projects search-

ing a particular occupationand its role in our system. Studehts could

76 .81
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"dress the part" of their chosen occupation on a given day and-present,,

their...findings to a chapter meeting, school assembly program, community\

organization, etc.

4:
EXPENSES

The expenseof this activity will vary greatly according to the-types

of activities and the number of .activities the chapter wishes to engage

in.

SUPPORTERS

Chapter officers
chapter members.

Ma
school.studerit body

parents/community groups

pusinesspeopTe:

,...PUBLICITY
q

Publicity has been expressed throughout the various activities.

-TIME FRAME

.0ne week for the actual project; however,, more time will be needed for

planning end organizing: This will depepd upon the types of activities

.selected. Allow ample time for film delivery, securing guest speakers,

otc. ',Use member committees extensively to carry out the various acti-

vitieS. Contacts'witll businesses:should'be made by students.

FOLLOW-OP AND EVALUATION

Questiqpnaires could be used after many activities iriVolving chapter

member's, school4ktudents, guest speakers, or films to determine the

impact. Another project in thislcollection contains questions ..or .

,.-surveys.
.,

..a..

1

a
.
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Chapter 11

BUSINESS APPRECIATION ACTIVITIES,

By Elizabeth Cliburn

TARGETS

business community
members

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS 1

multi economic concepts

.0

OBJECTIVES

.--to express'appreciation to,the business community for the assistance

rendered the chapter and individual FBLA-members.

--to get the FBLA members in touch with the'business community by making
them aware of,what the'business people do for th"em, their chapter, and

their school.

--to_promot'eNLA in the community.

DESCRIPTION

Eadh year business people in'the community give of their time and money

to assist the chapter and its members activities. Many times

the chapter allows these efforts to go. un.rewardednot by intent but
through lack Of "follow through on activity and those; who helped. The

chapter needs to shoW its japprecietion fOr each contribution, whether
it be Monetary or one of time'and effort, either immediately following

contribution.or sometime within:ghat school year.

.

,.
METHODS AND MATERIALS ' -

Each activity to sh1 owIppreciation to the businessperson who has asSisNd
your bhapter.should-bemell.planned by the:.meMbers. Careful consideration
should be Oven t0-selecting an appAppriate appreciation activity, 'toe
any Rkbricity involved with the activity,And to'ireking this activity
a godff experience for:the businesspersqn-as well as for the!chafter. ,

c.

A

'N
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he following are activities and gift suggestions for showing appreciition .

to the business community for its many contributions to the chapter:,

,

I. Have an Appreciation Breakfast /Dinner /Reception for all business-
people who have .helped. Tbis type of social function can be as simple

or complicated as the chapter wishes to makeit. Have,it at the school 1

or a local restaurant. The reception could be combined with an Open
House at the school's business.department which could give an additional
'opportunity to atquaint the business community with what is going on
in the classroom ortheir local schools., c

2. Provide.the dessert and program at a civic organization as
a way of saying "thank yOu." .nclude as the program an explanation
of FBLA, what the localchapter's activities include (especially the
chapter's involvement with ftee-enterprise), and, of course, a word

of appreciation.

3. Buy an ad in the local newspaper" large. to obtaihthe
reader's atteqion. Include a thank you message, information about
your chapter and its activities, and list the chapter, officers and

adviser(s). You might wsh to feature those individuals' who have con-
tributed or make a general statement to the community as a whole.

ACC9 .

4. Marquee's, billboards, signs andposters(either made'individually,
by the members, duplicated or professionally printed) can be. displayed
throughout the city or county. -

5. Adopt a bus iftes. Select, a Ousiness.that has-beeh,helpful

. 'din the past and offer your serviges for large mailjpgs, typ4 -ng, host/
hostess duties at their open houses, and clerical deities (durin holidays

from school or on,Saturdays). Send seasonal cards to the busi s with
116

a short thaik you note attached, treat the employees to refresh ents,

.give a box of candy on Valentine Day, or send flowers to the sec?etarieS.

on Secretaries day, etc'.
. .

.6. Salute a businessperson each week Or month by placing.an ad

in the newspaper or school:neWspaper with the person's picture. Give

a brief profile on that person and his/her contribution to FBLA. Invite lb

emto attend your monthly FBLA meeting at,a guest or as the speaker.

a
7. Pt'esent certificates- ofa0preciation, gift sets with phe-FBIA

emblem/logo (see' Balfour and Metal Decor catalogs), a plant for thkit
4

.

A :

- office, or any other gift. .

8,., Sptakeci--be sure to show your appreciati n to the-se people.

9. Nominate someone who is an outstanding businesspersoand who
has contributed time, effort, or money to FBLA'as Businessperson of,.

the Year. Send a letter outlining the person's contributions to FBLA
and other biogt'aphicarihforrafion to your state executive secretary.

or state advise?."

87
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A. fi
. '

10. Make the busines4 sperson an honorary menbir and present him/her

with a certifidate or plaque.

11. Have a member design and duplicate appreciation cards to be

sent to the businesspeople. (See Undeltanding Business Series of-this

publication for a sample.)

12. Invite the business people who have helped your chapter to your
Awards/Achievement Banquet or on an informal visit to your department or alr

a guest at a-chapter meeting.

13. Appoint someone as a business adyiser to your chapter.

14. Sponsor a Free Enterprise Forum luncheon for business people With
a freeenterprise debate or quiz bowl presented by theFBLA members as a

program.

15.--eIf the businessper4n has a supervisor at work, write the Tuper-
visor outlining the person's contributions to the chaptg. ,Be sure to send

a carbon 'copy to the person.

EXPENSES

Expenses will vary according to the method of expressing appreciation.

<

SUPPORTERS

As this*is an expression'of the chapter's appreciatioo, no support should -

be sought outside thechapter's treasury and membership.

t

vir



TARGETS

chapter members
chapter membdrs' parents
community members

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

credit A.

cast,of living
('standard of living

investment

OBJECTIVES

w Chapter 12

ORGANIZE A CREDIT UNION

By Betty C. Nunn
and Sue W. Carter

4,

V

4

- -to learn how credit can help to shape a family's

security

if

--to learn What qualifies a person to ose credit

--to identify the problemsassociated4ith the use of

-,to learn the wise use of eredit

.

to identify the common forms of consumer credit

44.

financial. growth and

--to disseminate information about
-

the establishment

credit

of av FBLA credit union

- -to rdach pmmuniti memberl' through a 'radio program about credit

DESCRIPTION - - (

/ .

-, ,
V. A

1 k

The'ultimate goal of this projedt is to set up an FBLA credit union so that

members *i gain firtt-hand knowledgeAof the benefits and problems associated

with'the use of credit. A.fringe benefit' associated with this project.could:

4

;)

. - ,
,et

e'
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'be the beginning of .a credit recorid. for your FBLA members, When they graduate
from high s ool and apply for crag in their own names, they could used
the FBLA c edit union as a ereditwpferenceon their application blanks.

FBLA members need-to learn abort the wise use of ,credit before the credits
union is established. This could be accomplished by using a' one week teach-
ing unit on Consumer-C-redttd by the Wucationl Services DiVision
of the National Consumer Finance Association.' Optional methods could be:

I. iGuest speakers from banks, credit unions and/or credit department
of businesses in your community'.

2: Teaching unit on Consumer'Credit from business and/or economic
textbooks.

, .

.METHODS AND MATERIALS

Appoint a committee which will be in charge of this project.

Have this co mittee prepare bulletin boards to capture the interest of your
members. Sug estionstfor bulletin boards are:

I. Nee xtraNciShWatch for Information about an FBLA Credit Union
2: FBLA Credit Union -- Coming SoonWatch and Listen for more Inforthation.

At a chapter' meetfng, have the chairman of the Credit Union Committee explain
this projec,to FBLA members. The chairman should'also explain that there
will be gpotip activities'to learn about the use of credit. A $5.00 entry
fee will be required from each member and your,committee chairman should
be careful to emphasize that this.$5.00 is an investment for each member,
that they wi,11 get their $5%00 plus interest back at the, end of the year.
When there arg.no;more-Avestiohs, have members vote on this prOject.

40.

COnducCa five-hour .teachingsunit onXonsumer Finance. This teaching unit
can be obtained from the Education'al Services Divisi4n of4the National Consumer

,Finarice AssoCiation. (This assumes that members are enrolled in a course
where such a unit could be included: If this is not possible, one or more .W

chapter programs could be developed.)' $
4,

Appoint the following committees: ..

I. -Finance committee--this committea wi,11 be.in charge of investigating.
ways, of providing capital for the Credit Union. If-your-c-hapter-ha s-the

necessary capital available,, you canzuse this. Nbte% It is better to have
a separate account for this special activity. This committee will also ' 's

have the duty of drawing up the necessary faps for the Project and keeping
records of loans,, payments; interest, etc. .

, . 2, Open Housetommitteethis, committee will be responsible for planning.
...

an Open House for parents. Jobs include;
(a) designing and printing a brochure for distribution. "Do's and

-:. Don'ts of Credir___(Copy_attached)

0) printing a .leaflet entitled "Generalizations About Credit"_
(copy attached)
3. Skit Committee--this committee will be responsible for casting

and producing the skit "Is It Worth'the cost ?" (copy attached)

9T)



4. Radio Program Committee--thi committee will be responsible for'

production of the radio program "Who Gets the Credit?
0 - .

At the Open House, .the following activities could be included:
v

1. Explanation of Project Awareness. The history of the project,,

a description of some,of the projects whicrhabe been done by FBLA chapters,

and some of the activities your chapter hai engaged..in.

2. Another complete explanation of how the FBLA Credit Union\is tp

operate.

3. Brochures distributed to parents and members entitled -"Do's and.

`Don'ts of. Using Credit.",

.

4. Leaflet distributed to parent- s entitled "Generalilations About

Credit." ,

'5. Present skit entitled "Is tt Worth the Cost ? ".

Put your Credit Union into operation:
o

,
.

1. Have a credit union enrollment program for FBLA1members.Each member.

should pay $5.00 for membership in the credit union.
.

-

.

2. Appoint a board of direCtors consisting of three members. Their -

job will be to approve or disapprove loafis. Loans of $39.00-or.less will

0 be approved by any one of the board of-directors. Loans of more than $30.00 .. .'

.
must be approved by all three members'of the board of:directors plus one ,

- 'of the FBLA advisers.
.

1
- .

3. The finance committee should keep accurate up-to-date.reCords. .

Any failure.of members to meet payments shOuldNte brdught_to the attention
of the board of directors. They, in turn, will have the responsibility
of deciding if and when4to notify FBLA advisers.. °

. .,, ,t,. .

Radio program should be presented at, any time convenient
,

to your local radio

Station. Make a special effort to publicize this radio programn,Order .

to have as many listeners as possible. -.:.: . . .
,

..

.
..

'Close the books(for the year,and evaluate your project.'

. 1
.

EXPEgSES

Your chapterkill probably. need at least-$500 capital. in addition to ,the

$5.00 membership fee from each member. -This money will not be an expense
because, it will all be repaid:--If you chapter doesn't have $500 it can,
do without,maybe your FBLA Advisory Board can help With 'ideas on providing

capital forthis project.

85
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SUPPORTERS

MLA Advisersust teach unit on credit or suggest resource-people to do
the teaching. - Advisers -must be very supportive°and persuasive .in getting
parental approval. They must also he careful to oversee loans and see
that members don't get-in debt:beyoncrtheir ability to repay,

FBLA parents--must give their approval for the project Th Order for it to be /
successful: You will have to overcohle their fears that their"children
will become dependent on credit rathgr than learning the. wise use of
credit.

School administrators,7sanction and apOtove the project,.
FBLA Advisory Board--can provide ideas for-conducting:project-and locating

the necessary capital I. . . .

.

Local Radio station--must be willing to provide time-for your radio
10rogram. . . ,

.

State programs--manystates have a-Credit Union League or similar organization.

-c.--
They frgque tly offer advice and support for dtabliShing credit unions
among studen groups., The chief officer of any Jocal credit union should

be able to'ide tfy such am.organization!fn yoUr state.

PUBLICITY 4

newspaper articles
radio announcements
brochure (see appendix) .

leaflet (see_appendix):

TIME 1RAE

-
.

Projkt should start with the first FBLA meeting and all books should be

closed At least two weeks befork.the school year is over,:

. 'FOLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION'
7.

,."

Conduct discussiOn groups concerning the impact of4the project.
I ,

Fill out evaluation forms. (attached)

.SOURCE'LIST-'

"One Week leaching Unit on Consumer Finance".

Educa-ptbnal.SehdceS Division
"-National Con uMer%Finance Associattpn
1000'Six"tee th Street, Northwest
Washington tD.C. 20036-

. . . .

'Your Guide forTeaching. Money ,Management"

Money Managetlent-Institute
HouseHOO.Finance Corporation'
2700 Sandets Road
ProspectHeghts. Illinois 60070

If

Dramatizations for Business
Classes by Herman Mintz.

. J.,Weston Walch, Publisher

s. Portland, Maine 04104.'
.,
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EXHIBITS

,
The following pages contain materials used with this project:

GENERALIZATIONS ABOUT CREDIT, handout for chapter members.

CONSUMER CREDIT PRE -STUDY INVENTORY TEST

CONSUMER Cupp" QU4

CREDIT PURCHASES: IS IT WORTH' THE-COST?, a skit

FBLA CREDIT UNION CREDIT APPLI,CATIdN.

FBLA. CREDIT UNION LEDGER CARD

EVALUATION OF FBLA CREDITUNION

ir -

'

* - r



GENERALIZATIONS ABOUT CREDIT

.

Consumer credit-permits the,use of future income to.satisfy present ,

needs and wants.
,

,Q,
. : 9

i , 7' -

.
----Stredit-fopen-end4,-for_bUying_ goods and services, and cash credit

,-, Closed end) for borrowiing monerare the two bpsic types of consumer

credit. .

... i

ibtaining'crddit depends'o'n the corlsumeri ability and willingness lo

repay, which is measured by the three C's -- alaracter:c,apital and

. collatelal. ,

,

.., .

'
. ; Credit is a service-for which consumers pay.,

;.,

. - . -
f 4 r

,r,

.
'.

Ceedit Can be used safely only when itinvolves amounts that'carbe
. : comfortably repaid out of future income.

.

: ,

, .
.

Knowipg the Cost of credit:conributes toining it intelligently.

_
It is as important to shop for credit as it, i te shop.for other goods

and seryices%r, , . , -. i

gredit'contracts set forth the legal rights and responsibilities of
. .

60tIT creditors and_deters.
-

1 ,

5-

The need forcredft may vary at different stages` i no the family life
.

cyald. ..'
, .,

',

.

.Wisely used, d'redit cari help consumelAs

.

raise their level of living.

-

-72
Mfsuse of credit may lead to serious financi41 problems.

..

When -large numbet's of consumers misuse credit, the financial conse-
. ,

quences4affeetnot only the debtors ,-and pre,ditors, but society and

.
the economy Ps weir .

- -

Ma'hageing credit dollar's requires planning the use of credit within the
,

framework of an overall, personal or-family financial program.

,

Federal, .state, and provincial laws-regulate Most aspeCts of the consumer

credit business. .

.t 42 .4 4 4 . ' ,: .

Consumer credit helps to create a balance between supply anddemand in

a mass-producpon'economy.

o

4 $

. -MONROE COUNTY AREA 40CATIONAL EDUCATION CENTER
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cONSUMER,CREDIT

PRE-STUDY INVENTORY TEST

Instructions: Fill in the correct word:

'T. Government uses government credit to finance government se ices when

expenditures exceed revenue. Business.uses production or commercial

credit to finance production and distribution of gobds and services.
Credit used byindividuals and families to acquire foods or cash or
services is called credit.

.

2. Credit obligations which the borrower repays in two or more periodic
payments are called , credit.

3: is credit by means of which an item of durable goOds is
bought and paid for by a consumer through periodic payments.

. . ,,

4. is credit by means of which money is loanejldirectly

to an individual or family and repaid through periodic payments.

5. ; credit is a form of non-installment consumer credit,.
used tovay telephone, gas and electric bills, and to pay fa the
professional services of doctors, dentists, elce 9

6. Thirty -day charge accourits in de artment stores and other retail out

lets are a form of credit.

7. credit is long-term creditrused by .consumers to

purchase homes.

8. In an installment salescredit transaction,"an agreement that withholds
'title to an item of dprable goods until it is fully paid for is called

a -salesicontract. 40'

9. income is about the same as "take home pay':".

*-

10. income is the amount,remaining from income after-esseNtial
living costs have beqn taken out.

11. is an evaluation.of your qualifications to receive credit,.,
based largely, on your past record' in meeting credit paAnts.

12. are everything an individual or a business or other
institution owns tha't has monetary value.

.13. The total of what a family owes make up 'its
T

on the balance sheet.
..,1,

14. What a family owes, s tracted from what a family owns, leaves the

famillla . .
'.'

,

.. J.

NOTE: Score 7
.

points for each correctans.r. Perfect score` (14x7) .is 98.

)
I

i.
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/
CONSUMER CRED -QUIZ,

, .

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the letter of the statement that is INC9RREICT,
...,.

1. Disposable income includes: . L:...,

. r
.

..

.
a. .the amount of income tax, social'iecurity and other deductions

1- ,taken out before the paycheck is rdceived
4. the amount to be used for essential living costs
c.. income after taxes from all sources
d. discretionaTy income

2. Your credit rating is:

a. based largely'on your past record of meeting payments
b. carefully investigated by a credit grantor
c. based solely on the size of your incorpe
d. an important part of your personal reOut.ajon

3.
<\

Edgar Q. Smith would counf'as assets:

a. his fully7paidifor car
b. the amount he still owes on .his car

c. his savings account
d. his, equity in his h6use

4. Fly assets may be in the form of
D.

1,.

1::.. a_ cash in the bank _

_ b. investment in stocks, bonds:insurance polities
c. automobile, refrigerator, or other consumer durable goods

., , d. rented living quarters.' c
...

./ -
,

.' Discretionary income includeif1 ,
. 6 4.--

a. all disi5Osable income left o'fter.ecssehtial living costs have

. been met . . .

b. essential living costs ,' -.

income to be allocated to savingi, insurance, medical car
orincome which the coRsumer, may spend according to his own OF

judgment or discretion .'

11
i

...;

6. 'The American consumer's .CURRENT.osset s include:
. 11

a. his home, his automobile and .66ther durable good

b. his currency and savings depOsits in the bank

c. his savings bonds
,

.

_
. d. his investments in stock's, bonds and other securities 2

L
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7. The:Federal Reserye Board has described several benefits to the consumer

'from Ose of installment credit including:

a. installment credit,provides greater flexibility in the timing

of expenditures
b. durable goods usually are aequired`sooner than if credit had

not been used .

c. many consumers.welcome the discipline of monthly installment'payments

as a spur to savings
d. credit enables consumers to live beyond their income

8. The largest,number of cash installment consumer loans are provided by
consumer finance companies. These financial instutions:

,

a. do not accept deposits and therefore do not lend depositors' funds

b. are licensed and superved by state authority
.

c. are finance companies that specialize in sales installment credit.
d. are also known as small loan or personal loan companies

Most automobiles; household appliances, and other major durable items,
are purchased by the use of sales financing. Sales finance companies:

a. are frequently third parties in a deal-consumer contract
b.-lust cancel the obligation if the item purchased is returned .to

the dealer' . 1,

c. may protect.their oblig4ion with a conditional sales contract
d. may buy $-ealer contract at.a discount price

10. Short and ititermediali4term consumer credit includes:
' a

a. 30 day Argo accounts
b. mortgage credit used to buy a home
c. ales installment consumer. credit

. d. cash installment consumer c*lit #,

1

4
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CREDIT PURCHASES

Is It Worth the Cost?

Characters:

Apnouncer
Mrs. Cosgrove
Mr. Cosgrove
Teddy Cosgrove, a high school senior
,Andrea Sue Cosgrove, a seventh grader
Arthur Bottom, a boarder

ANNO.UNCER: Arthur Bottom, the Cosgrove family's friendly boarder, is

planning an 4mportant credit purchase. He's buying ski equipment.

. Arthur needs a pair of skis, ski'poles, shoe fittings, and ski boots.

The total purchase price for the ski equipment is apprOxiMately $200.
the $200 in cash, so he intends to buy the skis

on credit. He- not sure whether to use an open charge account or

installment purchase credit.. Arthur is discussing the decision with

Mr. Coigrove and the rest of thifathily.

ARTHUR: I still hope buy the ski equipment, but it's quite

----expensive.

MR. COSGROVE: Just how costl is the ski equipment?

,

ARTHUR: Let me see. Pair of sk costs $50; the ski poles, are $25;

shoe fittings are high, they cost 50; and the Most expensive item

is boots, $75.' The tbtal comes to be hesitates)Jimmm--$200.

.

MR. COSGROVE: That's'qyitea bit of mone Arthur.

ARTHUR: You're right about that. It's an eXpensive purchase. Ian a'

way,,though, I can savelthe money that I now spend on rental fees:

MRS. COSGROVE: It ;Ands to me lfke you may not be ble to afford

that savIngse

ARTHUR: What do you mean, Mrs. Cosgrove?

MRS. COSGROVt:* Just this, Arthur. How will you be al, to raise

the $200?

TEDDY: Use credit. Dad bought his car battpry'on an ope charge

account. There wasn't even a service charge.

1- .

4.4
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MRS. COSGROVE: The price tag on the battery wAs $34.95. Arthur's

Ski,equipment will cost about $200. I don't think it *would be wise

2to,Use an open charge account for the ski'equipment purchase. .

ANDRA SUE: 'Ay? Aren't you allowed to buy skis on an open charge

account?

'TODY: That was a remarkable question from my sister, Andrea SUe, the

ski' princess.

ARTHUR: Andrea Sue asked e goo'd,questionTeddy. 'You're too quick to

criticize your sister. P,ve thought about using an open charge account
fbi-' the ski equipment.. What,do you think about ,it, Mr. Cosgrove?

MR. COSGROVE: I don't advise it. Charge accounts are for-everyday

purchases.

TEDDY: Is a car battery an everyday purchase? You bought that on

your open charge account. .

&

MR. COSGROVE: k Car battery is nOt an everyday purchase, at least I
hope not. MyneW car battery has...a thity-six month guarantee.

TEDDY: Then why did you -buy it on your op gr charge account? You said

. open charge accounts were mostly for evftday purchases.

° MR. COSGROVE: Right, Teddy. But in this case, the cost was low enough
to pay it all off in thirty days. ,I saved interest that way. You see:-

all open charge account is an example'of noninstallment credit. You're

expected to pay for the Purchase in one-payment.

ANDREA- SUE: Can you pay for your skis'wqhin thirty days, Arthur?
You'd save the service charge.

ARTHUR: I'm afraid not. The total cost Is far more than I can handle at,

any one time.

ANDREA SUE: ' If you can't use an open chargeaccouni, what will you:do?

ARTHUR: :I'm not sure.'

.MRS. COSGROVE,: Have you thought of instliment purchase credit?
That's how we.bo'ught our refrigerator.'

ANDREA SUE: Mother, yobire a genius!

TEDDX She probably takes after her one and only favorite son, -- ME.

MR. COSGROVE: That's doubiful,Teddy, but your mother's idea is a good one.
e

ij
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ARTHUR: I agree TOO percent! That settles the matter. I'lltbuy.the skis
on credit tomorrqw.

,

MRS.,COStROVE: Not s6 fast, Arthur% ,

MR. COSGROVE: You first have to ask yourself the basic credit question.
That's the wise consumer way. .

eTHUR: What question?

MR. COSGROVE: Is it worth the added cost?

-
ANDREA SUE: Added coS ?.Does installment credit cost more than an
open charge-account?

MR. COS.GROVE: I'm afraid it_does, Andrea Sue. There's no service ehprge.
on an open charge account if the, purshaSe is paid for within thirty days.
We used installment credit to purchase our refrigerator. Your.mother and
I pay a service charge as, part of, our monthly payments.

MRS. COSGROVE: After a year or two, thefservtce charges really add up
' to a sizable sum. You set, installment credit costs money.

MR. COSGROVE: It sure does. The dollar cost of buying our refrigerator
on 'el-edit comes to a cool $500.09. .

TEDDY: Wow! I .thought yau- were a wise consumer, Dad.

MR. COSGROVE: I try to be a wise consumer. In this case, your mother
and I decided we really needed the refrigerator. It was worth the,

-added cost.'

MRS. COSGROVE: Added cost is something that must be considered with

every credit purchase.

ANDREA SUE: Are the skis worth the extra dollar cost you w711 have to
pay if yoti buy ,them on the installment plan, Arthur? . -

kRTHUR: I don't know, Andrda Sue. 'First-, I'll have to figure out the ,

dollar cost. Then, I must think about it I can-"See now.that the wise .

consumer must carefully consider his credit purchases. InjaCt, I'm'
starting to wonder if I really need the skis in the first,p3ace. I tiaVe

to think about it. ;

ANNOUNCER: Inst ment purchate credit is no easy matter. It requires,,,

careful thought. The wise consumer always asks,himself or Herself ff
the credit purchase.is worth the added cost. Open charge accounts are

used for everyday purchases. If
l

paid for within thirty- days, there is

no service charge. The revolving charge account gives the credit customer
the option of paying"for a purchase in one payMent or of deferripgliart of

the payment until later. There is a monthly charge for the unpaid balance.

94
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Please .type or print:

Amount' Requested

$50.00

FBLA CREDIT UNION
CREDIT APPLICATION

Date'Desired .What Proceeds of Credit'is to

12/11/80 be used for: Christmas gifts

,Eyll Debra Isenberg BitHate: .February 13. 1963

Street Address:.- Route 5 r

r'
r.

City: Tompkinsville State: KY Zip: 42167 Phone: 123 -4567

Social Security Number: 987-65=4321 2'

Present Employer: CETA program Phone: .135r7900

Posttion of TitleT-CETA pmpioyee .Nale of.,Supervisor: 'Douglas Carter

13),esent 'net salary $ 3.110 per hour

....

Name of nearest relative.not'living with yod Linda Shaw

Relationship s i ter Address: Rt, 3, Tompkinsville Phone: 246-8624

Marital Status Married x Single biyorced
,

411
-\ ff credit is over $30.10 describe briefly%the property to be given as security:

. ___ .
.

1
Checking account at Peoples bank.

1.

.

Everything stated in this application is correct to the best of my,knowledge..
I understand that you will. retain this application'whether.or not it is '.

approved. You .are authorized to checkhy credit and employment history and
to%nswer questions about Our credit experience with me.' ,.

Applicant's Signature

Loan Approved, 0:10ou 4VNeb..":101ar,
: .

If disapproved, why?

Disapproved

Date: /a/49/241'

.

9101
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Name:

4.

FBLA CREDIT UNION

FBLA CrAli t

the rate of

, .

, 19

per cent, weekly.

-PAID 'ON PRINCIPAL

dollars with i.nterest at

.
Date

. .
. ,

Amount ' -

,,
Balance Due

.
. .. . .

_
.

.

.

., ,. .

--.
. .

. .

. , ... ,
. . ,

.

. .
,

- ,

,r

0

,
PAYMENTS _ON INTEREST

-;7, .

Date Rai-d --,
di

.:
.

.
.

Interest Paid
- .

Mo. Day Year, - - - . , . .

.
.

.

. , . .
..., .

. .

- ,., :-- ' ,
_

, ,
ry

,

. .
. _ .

. . . . i
.

. . ,
.

0

*.
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EVALUATION (IF FBLA CREDIT UNION

7'

1. Hap this project been worthwhile to you
as an individual?

2.' Has''this project been worthwhile to our
FBLA chapter?

Did your parents approve of'the project
before it was started?

4. Do your parents 4prove.of the project
now?

,5. Should this project be" repeated again
next year by our chapter?

U. Do you feel you have a better under-
standing of the credit process now than
you did before we began our project?

'7. Haveyour hear. commentsfrom people in the
community aboutthis project:

8. W4re those comments favorable?

9.. Do you feel that'suffNent plafting
went into this project?

0

Yes No . 'Undecided

10., 'Do yOu feel' you received adequate s ort

froti our FBLA officers and advisq

t. 103 .
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Chapter 13

ENERGY AND THE ECONOMY
I

By Betty C. Nunn
and Sue W. Carter

. .

TARGETS
,/

chapter members
chapter members' families -/

elemedtary %phool students
fifth anti grades

o

E'tONOMIC CONCEPTS

.

cost of living
inflation

. cost of regulation-.

OBJECTIVE'S .

--to*give FBLA members ad their families an understandinli of how the cost

,,,of energy used in their homes affects the cost of living for the familiy.

. / .

..

--to,show how significantly inflation and government regulations have increased

the ,cost of energy used in the home. .

--to'Create an awareness throughout the( community of the need for conserv-

in4 energy. ..
.

,

..

-Ito compile- energy inforMatiop for' student use

DESCRIPTION g

This project waideveloped for, a community where 90 percent of the hbmes

use electriceheat: The emphasit is on:the Kilowatt hotirs (KWH,l_consimption.

The same ideas, objectives and materials gild be used, however, with any 4

source of energy prevalent in the community.

..
.

,

.Guest speaker: Contact your electric company 'and arrange for a gbest speaker.
.

Ask the guest speaker to talk to your members about,: .

I? the increased cost of energy in the past five years.

2. . reasons for this ,increase. .
.

3. the impact of government regulations on this increase in prices.
,,

4. whether these regulations are necessary.

5. how to read their electric meters'to compute the number of KWH

they are using.

La4
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6. the name, vendor and cost of an appliance which can be put inside
your homecwhich tells.you how many KWH you are using.

7. brochures, leaflets or other'material available to use as .handouts.
for FBLA members,. Oguest extra copies for use in distributing'
this material to community members.

Have chapter discussion's on ways to conserve energy at home. ,Discuss -how
much their parents wages have hadto increase to keep up wtthahe increase

apv
in the cost of energy alone..

Begin collecting articles from newspapers and magazines on how to conserve
energy. _Clip items from catalogs which have ene*gy saving devices inthem. -r
Make a handbook from these.

Begin energy conservation activity. Let each FBLA member keep a personal
energy 'conservation diary. Encourage members to make this a family project

- and keep a family conservation diary.
-

A%

Prepare kiTowatt'usage charts. Have members report each day ontheir meter
reading. This encourages them to remember to read Meters daily.

Visit fifth and sixth grade elementary school classes: Distribute copies
of the comic book Micky Mouse and Goofy Exploye Energy. This can be ordpred
from: Public Affairs Department, Exxon USA, P.O. Box 2180, Houston TX 77001..
Copies of this 'book Are free. Announce a poster contest for fifty and sixth
grades. The theme will be Conserving Energy. First,,second.and third prices
Vjould be given. Trd ies are recommended because most students prefer-
a trophy instead of a cash prize unlessthe amount is large. You will also
have to give,ttudents uidelines forthe poster'' contest. See appendix.

Arrange for judges for poster con,test. ..-Use the bulletin board rating14heet.
in your FBLA Handbook.

Bulletin Boards--Throughout the project, use a variety of bulletin board
displays to stimulate interest in the project.

Follow- up -- Evaluate your project.

METHODrAND MATERIALS
1

Get'chaplei- approval for the project.

Appbint a steering Committee to be in charge of theoverall project." Members
,

of this committee can serve as chairpersons of the other committees which ,

will be needed.
. .

.

Appoint the following committees:

1.* Guest speaker CoMMittee--Their job will be to contact the 'guest
speaker, make sure he/she knows what your chapter wants, handle yhysical
arrangements, buy a gift as a token of appreciation, add write a thank'you
letter.

qt

. Energy Handbook Committee--Their job will be to collect and arrange
.articles and catalog items efficiently and attractively in a handbook to
be made available to all.chapter members.

. #
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t
3.. PrintingCommittee7-This committee will be in charge of designing

and reproducing conservation diaries and kilowatt usage charts for FBLA

members. They should also assume responsibility fOr encouraging members

to keep diaries up-t date. They will also be responsible for kilowatt°,.

usage charts being..kept daily. ,
.

,,-
4

... . 1 .

4.. Poster Contest Committee- -They will be responsible fbr getting

the cooperation of fifth and siXth'grade teachers. rimy will also be

respOnsiple,for writing fOr comic -books and for visiting elemealtary class-
rooms to talkabout energy and explain'the rules for.the poster contest.
They .should contaict judges--preferrably businesspeople in the community -

who have no relatives in fifth and tixth grade. .They will be responsible
for giving the judges rules and orating sheets fbr the contest. They will

be responsible for prizes fbr winning posters and getting posters displayed
in business places in your community,. ' s.

5. Bullttin Board Committee7-ghould A orat.least two or three different

bulletin bbards during the pr6ject.
4 t

d. Publicity CommitqeShou'ld arrange for,radjo, newspaper, and,
if at all possible, television coverage of these events. Energy is one

Of the main problems of our society and you should have nbtrouble getting
publicity for your project. Some chapters may wish to publicize the project
through community activities 'such as floats in parades.

EXPENSES

gift for guest speaker ($5.00 to $10.00)
printing costs and bulletin board costs (with the apprmial of your'school

administratoi-s, you may be able to paS, foripese materials out of your

classroom budget. Astrong argument.for this is that this is an educa-
.,tional cost. If this cannot be done, figure on spending $25.00 to
$50:00 for these.materials%)'

%poster contest expenses (If you give trophie; as prizes for first, second,
and third places, most sport shops give schools as much as a.fifth per-
cent discount on the price listed on the trophy. Your trophies should
not .cost more .than $20.004

'SUPPORTERS

FBLA'advi'sepsto supervise activities
' Elementary school teacWrsfor your poster contest

School administrators- -must approve the project and may supply some> the

- materials you need for printing And for bulletin boards.
Business leaders-2Might-be willing to sponsor a poster contest, a.float

in a parade, or prizes for contests.
FBLA advisory bpardjudges for poster contest

electric utility companyguest speaker for the project and free materials
on energy conservation .

0

PUBLICITY,'

newspaper articles
radio

101 I 0 (3
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teleVisibn )

poster displays in businesses
public exhibits

TIME FRAME

You tan spread this project ever a period of three or four months. Begin

planning soh after school starts and plan on completing your project with
your float in the, Christmas parade.

-
FOLLOW -UP'

.

,,., lk
,

,

A-copy of a form published by TVA could ba,used as a springboard.for.chaOter
, discussion of the'project. ("ste appendix),

---
Evaluation(form. (see appendix) .1

c
.

-

MATERIALS

Thank-you lette(attached)
Personal Energy Conservatibn Diary
Kilowatt Usage Chart
Guidelines for Poster Contest (attached)
Poster Contest Rating Sheet (attached)° i
Thank you letter to elementary school teachers

and poster contest judges (att4ched) '
Evaluation form (attached)

;_

o°,
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June 25,, 198i

1

Dear Sir:

The members of the Monroe County.Area Vocational Education Center FBLA Chapter
would like to express-our sincere thanks for your visit to our school to
speak to our local FBLAChapter concerning the increase in the cost of energy
in the past fiVe years and some of the reasons for this dramatit increase
in the cost of electricity.'

We also appreciated your views on the impact of government regulations on

the cost of energy. 'You, presented Us with some ideas and concepts to think

about. -We sincerely appreciate this. .

.

Your entire presentation was most helpful'. to our chapter in getting started

on our Energy Awareness Project." The materials you brougft\for our use

will ,help us complete our project.

Once again, thank you for your visit with us.
. , I

Sincerely yours,

MONROE COUNTY VOCATIONAL CENTE FBLA CHAPTER

Jane SMIth, FBLA Secretai-y

bcn
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GUIDELINES FOR, POSTER CONTEST

1. The theme for the poster contest is Energy Conservatidn. Your poster

must:fit this theme.

2. Posters should be
by 22inches.

donon a full Size sheet of pdster board--28 inches.

r

3. Any type of pidns, pencils, coloring crayons, magic markerb, etc. may

be used.,

U. You may use pictures cut from Vobks or magazines or draw your own

illustrations.

.---

5 ,Put your name, school, grade, age, and address on'.the back of your

poster. put your teacher:s-named!-yoUV-parents' name.

6. Be original.. Use, your. im4ginatibh. Your posters will be judged

'and trophies, will ,be'ail4ded to first, second and, third place winners.

-...k,/
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POSTER CONTEST` EVALUATION FORM:
,r

ILLUSTRATION OF THEME

Illustration appropriaZN theme

Creative
-Conveys message

%GO

Retains interest
Relation,to FBLA

.
ARRANGEMENT 20

Eye appeal
Placement
Art Principles Considered

NEATNESS 10

.

COPY 10

Appropriate use of words
Legibilty

4/-

PRESENTATION 20

Applicability for use in promoting,FBLA

.0,
..%

TOTAL SCORE 100

NAMES OF CONTESTANTS

CHAPTER

of.
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Alionroe't cikrea Vocational Education Center

FOURTH AND EMBERT010/

O

,TOMPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY 42167 c PHONE: (502).487-82611

June 25 1981.'

lb

Dear N

6

, W
youyou for,yoUr cooperation,with our

NI.

FBLA Chapter' during our poster

zconteston Enel"gy Conservation. Weapi)reciate the time and effort you

gave our chapt' during ,this contest.
A

'We realize that this:put an extiltburden on your shoulders and we would
like you to knoW that we'are grateful. If we can be pf service to you

'at, any time; fpiease contact us.
...N

Sincerely yours,

4

MONROE COUNTY VOCATIONAL CENTER FBLA CHAPTER

- ,

FBLA Secretary

-swc

far 1

A
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EVALUATION FORM

1. ,Has this project been of value to you and your family? Please explain.

A

/.

2. How has this project helped us as an FBLA Chapter?.

Q

3. Do you have a clearer understanding of how inflation affects your cost,,,,

of living? Yes No' .

4. Can you read anefigure.the cost of 161H? Yes No

5. Have you heard any favorable and/or unfavorable comments about our.
project. Please explain.

tr

6. HOW'could this project have been improved?
11

7,112
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Y. Chapter 14

ORGANIZE YOUR NEXT FUND RAISER INTO.A COMPANY

. ,

ECONOMIC, CONCEPTS

cohomic freedom
comPetition
profit
risk

By Shawn Grubbs

TARGET

/ chapter members

OBJECTIVES . "
,

Upon'completion Of this activity, the FBLA members should be able to:

--identify the advantages and disadvdntages79f operating a business.

'--establish good money manageAnt-customer management activities-
--cooftlinate a fund raising activity with the free enterprise system.

- :recognize ways to keep good, accurate records.

--identify.progress in a business activity. . .

- -recdgnize.'how competition plays a vital part in operating'a business.

DESCRIPTION

This. project is designtd.to enable chapters Jo coordinate a fund.raising: ,

activity with Project, Awareness. The specimen activity described here is

d8igned for Xit-N-Kaboodle or a similar merchandise selling activity; however,

it maybe used for anyfund-raising activity. The activity may involve

the sale df prodyc.ts or services. This project will give students a better

understanding Orthe free enterprise system and how it works in conjunction

with money managemedt and sound decision making.

METHODS AND MATERIALS'

The chapter should be divided into groups--any number of groups, but each

group should have an equal number. Each-group is organizing A-sepirate

"company". Each company is headed by a president and'a-vice president.

A "holding company" board of'directors comprisedof presidents, 'vice presi-

jdents, anti chapter advisers might be-formed to make overall-decisions. This

410, -" works welNf the presidents and vice presidents are in a business management

or.Accounting II clasS. The following is a list of steps to be completed

for this activity:
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1 Pie Presidents and Vice Presidents of each group. should choose
a name fOr their company. Each individua) company should handle shipping,:
receiving, inspection of merchandise for damages, quality control, distri-
buting the merchandise to the sales staff and collecting money. The staff
employees should be the salespersons. Secretaries and treasuries might_
*be elected foeach company.

2. All Presidents and Vice Presidents and FBLA officers (or',the
holding company board of directors) should meet and examine a sample mer.:-

-chandise ki . They should choose the items to be sold. This activity should
take.place 2-3 weeks before the selling begins. Showcases are then ordered
from the s pplier.

3. T e Presidents and Vice Presidents should set up reOrds for each
employee in their company. This includes a sales journal and-a ledger.
A cash receipts journal will also be used later on. Examples are attached.

4. As'soon as each employee receives a showcase, the cases should
be checked for any damages. Each President or quality control inspector
(if appointed) will handle this by inspecting each case as they are dis-

' ,.tributed to their employees. Damages should be noted on a receiving report
with a copy given to one of tht directors.

5. the selling of items in-the kits should continue fOr 2L3 weeks.
Eachday the employees should tubmit their orders from the day before to
a designated)oerson,in the company, After the employees have turned in
their orders,kthe President and/or'Vire President shoulld total the order
sheets and verify their accuracy. If the sheet the employee totaled does
not agree with the employer's total, pe,employee should be consulted at
once. The employer would then enter the nape of each customer end the quan-
tity ordered in'the Sales Journal. After this is done, the total of the
sales for that day :should be entered in'the employee's ledger as a Debit.
After all -the drders are posted for one day, the total of each company and
.the overall totals should be posted on .a chart (example attached). This

shows each member of the chapter which company is leading in the sales and
creates competition among the companies. Prizes could be given after the
initial selling period (the first 2-3 days) to the company that sells the.
most. An individual prize colild also'be given here.

6. After posting an employee's order form, this form should be placed
in the employees' file so that orders will not be misplaced.

7. After the selling activity is completed, the Presidents and Vice
. Presidents of each company should compile the total sales for each item

and present an order to one of the directors,

. 8. When the merchandise is received, it is the responsibility of .

each comOanyto distribute the merchandise to its empldyees. Order forms
are removed from the files and each salesman's order is filled. This should
be done between the employee and president and vice president or an appointed - i-

seCretary or bookkeeper in order to alleViate mistakes in filling orders.
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9. The employees and salespersons (in'oUr chapter; all members) are

now able to distribute the merchandise to the customers and collect the

money.

10. Wen recekiving money, the individual company president or treasurer

( should verif the'acburacy of the reports. If there are,any errors, the

employee and he officer should settle discrepancies immediately. Record

the amount collected tn'the employee's ledger as a Credit. Record the amount

thein the Cash Receipts Journal by placing the employee's name in

the column headed "Account Credited" and Debit C'sh for the amount that

was received. Isgue a receipt to.the employee for the amount collected.

11. Each President/ should then give the money'td the chapter Treasurer

fat deposit., This process should take 3-4 weeks. _

12. From time to time.durig this period, the President or Vite Presi-

-of each company should compile a delinquent account list and submit it to

one of the directors. I, may be necessary for the Presidents to consult

.i"with employees concerning this matter. If any checks are returned by the

bank, the President will take the check to the employee and the employee

will be responsible for collecting the amount.

13. After all money hras'been collected and the books have been talanced

and ruled, the treasurer of, the chapter should be 'respon'sible for reporting

this activity to all chapter jnembers. He/she will need'to let them know

of all sales, expenses, and the total profit or loss. The companies will

vi.give her this information and she will put it all together.

EXPENSES

The expenselvill'depend on the particular, activity chosen. Each company,

will nee. folders, saltsjournals, cash receipts journals; ledgers, and

bi* r each et0Zoyee. If the.campaign'is advertised, this ould in-

- .11- expense.

SUPPORTERS

I

'Local newspap-ers i'n small townsimay be willing to run pictures of the students

with their kits on the opening:dayofsales. Pictures of-the comAq.with

the highest sales or the highest individual:salesperson may be part of periodic.

news releases...ArIicles shouTB--be in the school newspaper if possible.'

This se,ling activity could take place somewhere_other than school. Members

may be Able to set up booth& in the downtown area, in shqpping centers,

ballgames, etc. ,A holding company-public relations official may be a desirab

positionfor some member.

TIME FRAME /7

Including planning.and follow-up, this activity will take approximately

3 months to complete.

at
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FOLLOW-UrANO EVALUATION

The treasurer. of the chapter will report to thb members the final outcome
of the activity.. This will enable the members to makes thier own decisions
concerning the success of the activity. Recognition of,the most successful
company and the most successful sales person is desirable. op
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. Chapter 15

UNOERSTAKIING BUSfNESS SERIES

By Betty C. Nunn
and Sue W. Carter

'L
.

chapter, members.

busine5S-people in community ..

educatiors and school administrators ,
* .

guidance counselors ,

,,

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS °

S

meaning of free enterprise
competition
profit
risk

free enterprise and jobs
cost 9f regulation
prices

productivity
wages

OBJENIVES'
.. .

--to give chapter member's a. better understanding of free enterprise %..

_Ito introduce members to the concepts of competition, profjWrisk, cost.
. of regulations, prices, productivity and Wages by giving theman

i ' opportunity to explve bffinesses in the community.
--to give FBLA members a knowledge..of what employers ,expe-Ct-friployees

.

II
-Ind what employees, can expect from` employers.

t. a
, --to give chapter members the opportunity to learn how to get a job.

--to give chapter members expe<ence.in being interviewed for a job:
--to give chapter members a day of actual.on-the ,job work experierbe."

I

USCRIPILION
t.T; .. .

.

Admi fster a f-ve .enterpriSe.questionnaire as a4ereitestto test FBLA members'
knowl dge of fkge ent&prise.. ,

. J. -?.

. .

Pritroduce free enterprise concept,, (filmstrips, pamphlets, guest speakers, -

.

skits, etc.) in one or more chapter meetings.
-4°---. . ..

Field tripsto businesSses. Ideally, the erktire FBLA chapter would go as
a group to visit businesses representative of the economy of your area. -,

Alternatives to field trip: (1) Small group v,isits%t different times to
4 businessplaces. (2) Representatives of businesses in'the area explain

their business operations as a chapter program. .

. -'r 4

4

c
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.. _

. .

Career exploration. -wave business people in the area talk with-chapter
.

members about Job requirements, employer expectations of employees, salary
schedules, fringe benefits, opportunities for advancement in various fields,
andpthe,-things your ,fhapter-members think are important.

0
:e

Write letters to busiensses rewsting that,they take one or More of your
chapter members for a Mork ExperienceDay.

,

.. )
Have FBLA members fill out application forms, write letters of appliOation
and resumes, and be interviebed .filr a job (simulated Or real;if work exper- 0
iece day is used). - i .

0 /

1. -Get application forMS from businesses wh h. will be participating
in your work experience day. . ,

2. MLA advisers should review all applicath n form, letters of ° '

applic ion, and resumes bef0e the job interview takesplace..4(
3.' Conduct simulated job interviews. Yourfluidance counselors and -

representatives from the state or private' services can
,,
,.

. ,
be asked to help with this. If possible,video tape. inteVieiiefor

...-

review. . .

- 41 4 ':741.-ik'''
4. Conduct'actual interviews which determine where FBLA Membert,will, ,

work, Any of the followilrig. people could to this: businessmeri'and/or .

women at the-places wherd FBLA members will be working, FBLOdvisorY .

.
. Committee, employment service representativet..,gyAlbisqupselor,

FBLA advisor.

. ' k 1

. :- 't. ; ir,...., ' .'

:Develop a packet of materials for FBLA members
,i
toltake to the business

,Where they will work containing memorandum from ORA advisors, business -

appreCiation card, evaluation forth, and questionnaire forgathering .°

information about the employer. .

s.

Con duct the work experience day:

1_ -meet with chapter members to discuss rul.dt for the dajc

work out transportation problems
distribute - materials for work experience day

4. collect peression forms (if required .63; school or- city)

Follow-up

1. Let-members take the same questionnaire on free enterprise which
they did, at. the beginning of the project. Compare and discuss

results.

Have each FBLA membe submitta written report'of nfs/her'experiences

and a description of e.emiAloyer's organization. Group discussions

Of the day'as a chapte program will let chapter.members's-hlre their

. experiences.

3. Write thank you letters to everyone who.participated in this project.

'114.
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akAi METHODS AND MATERIALS

rz,
J '

Appoint a project committee

av

All your chapter members can band should be actively. involved in thiS project.

A list of committees which could be used:
Steering Committee--members On this committee can be chairperpns of the

other committees. This will give continuity and cohesiveness to the

project.
Introduction to Free Enterpries Committee--this committee working

closely with FBLA advisers, should decidewhat materials and methods

can be best used. to give FBLA members a working knowledge of the

free enterprise system.
Field Trip Commtteetheijob will be to investigate the possibility

of field trips and make arnangement.
C6eers Exploration Committee- -this c9thmittee'mil3 be responsible for
contacting business people to speak to chapter members. They should

b4 very specific about the things they want to learn.
Work Experience Day Committee - -is responsible for writing letters to

N. 'businesses requesting their.cooperation for Work Experience Day. They

'should also 0 responsible for contacting people to conduct job;inter-
views. They should-be responsible for developing materials for FBLA,

members to use during work.Experience Day.
Fol low :-Up Committeethis committee should be responsible for the pre-

^
,and post-test on free enterprise.

40

Materials selected tegive FBLA members-a better understanding of free enter-

prise can be selected from the bibliography included in- this manual. Materials

used should be selected with the Reeds 'of your' chapteragmbers in mind..

Results of the pre-test on private enterprise should help with this selection,.
D4 1/4

EXPOSES -

'fi.eld trip expbdses

gifts for guest speakers

' postage
film strip costs and/or rental.of films
printing costs
possible sources of needed ?unds might be:

school board
businesses
chapter tre

SUPPORTERS

3

FBLA advisers-uniess FBLA adviser a-re ready toidevoie much time and effort

to this project, it should not be started, You will have to be one steli

ahead of chapter' members at all times. All committees will-need your

help, support, and Apcouragment. l
Oth'er faculty members--We guidance counselor can be of great assistance with

career planning. ..0ther faculty members also need to be iwolved because

your chapter members will probably miss some classes and you need their

understanding and 'support.

ti



School adminis,rators- -must understand and support this project. -!lour

members will probably need your help in'explaining the project and
getting their support. We recommend that in any project which takes
as much time and effort as this ,that FBLA advisers sit down with
administratqrs and do some advance panninwbefore FBLA members meet
with administrators. Many misunderstandings can be avoided bytaking
this simple precaution and your FBLA members needs not even know you

have been there first.
FBLA advisor'y board, community and busin ess leaders- -are the people on whom

this project depends for "success. Their involvement has akready been

explained.
Human Resources Department employees--will'be happy to help wit4 job inter-

views. They/will,bring the experience of interviewing. an counselin5

prospective employees to your prokject.

PUBLICITY

newspaper.
radio'

T*E E

This `project will take up Most of your school year. S

program will be in operation at all times. The parts

into.logicarsequnce.

FOLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION

post-test-
discussion of Work Experience DaY:
evaluation of. FBLA members by businesiMen-and/or women
tHank-,you letters to participating bu4pess firms

MATERIALS

o" chase of the °

f the project fall
%

..,
.

w et a fa'''

I

The following pages contain reproductions of materials used with this

project at Monroe County (Kentucky) VoIbtiobal Center.

.1
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ATTITUDE/KNOWLEDGE SURVEY

We wObld like your personal opinion on each of the following topics:
Using the example provided in the SAMPLE QUESTION, please check the

space whith most closely matches your feelings.

SAMPLE QUESTION--Plepe Answer

1., I think that individuals who
partitipate in answering ques-
tions like these should be
informed'of the results.
(check one)

strongly strongly
disagree disagree agree 4,agree

Government'should control.the !

amount of profit .a business,'
can make

. Bi'g bbsiness doesn't carek

about the effect of its actions
on an individual.

,

4. Government isn't doing air it
should to curb inflation.

5. The typical big company is
really above the law; it can
get away with just about
anything.

6. Automati.omIpay have helped
businesses increase profits,
but it has Seriously hurt
most American workers.

7.' I am personally concerned abdUt,
the amount of'finflation which
exists in the United States.

8. The amount of profit made by
business is too much.

0

9. In general, business will not
do any more to control environ-

. mental problems' than is

ordered by law.

1'



strongly strongly
disagree disagree Arlie agree

i10.' The government should take over
and operate unprofitable comp-
anies rather than let them
close down'and put people out
of work. -

11. I receive no. personal b&lefit
by prodbcing more for my
employer. .

.1

,..,,

0
V

12. In a situation where our natural

resources are in short supply, the
government--instead of business= -.
should determine how these

t resources.will'be used.

13. Competition stimulates growth
and new development in business

MULTIPLE CHOICE--Check One

14. .°In general, competition results in:

a. elimination of wasteful advertising
b. :elimination of interest and profits
c. 'maximization of wages
d. lower prices

15. Which.) oirthe iteMs'listed below accounts for the'larger portion of

every sales dollar?T .

a. profits
777 b. taxes

c. wages and salaries
d. interest on debts

1-6-: In the U.S. the average manufacturer's net profit after taxes is
about how many cents per dollar of sales?

a. 5e
b. 10t
c. .20d

d. 30d

17. A deficit exists in the Federal budget:

a. whenever the national debt is decreasing
b. 'whenever taxes are reduced
c. whenever government expenditures are increased

d. whenever total gonment spending exceeds receipts

122
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18. One .possible cause of inflation is that:

P

a. more people are out of work than before

b. .people are spending money faster than goods and,Serviccs

are being produced

c. mapy goods aml services are being produced, butt people

are not buying them

d. the dollar buys less goods and services than at any,.

other time
,

-

1!,

19., What determines the valueiof the dollar in the United States?

a. how much gold he government owns

b. how much in goods and services the dojlar will buy

c. whatever the Federal Reserve decides it's worth .

d.' prices in the stock market

The principal contributor to greater productivity in the U.S. is:

a. government atd,to distressed industries

b. organization by strong unions

c. continuing technological and managerial advances

d. tariff protection on products made by low-paid foreign labor

21. When the economy goes from boom to recession, the part of total

spending that declines, by the largest percentage is:

a. families' spending
b. government spending

Apc business spending.on wages and sala'ries

*d. business spending on factories, machinery and inventories

22. In the long run; when it costs more to make a product than all

consumers are willing to pay, the manufacturer will:

a. increase the price to a profitable level

b. offer only small amounts of the product at prices high

enough to cover costs
c. quit making the product

d. drop his prices until people will buy

23.. Decreasiag government spending is particularly desit:able in a period of:

a. 'inflation
b. mass unemployment.
c. recession
d. economic instability

TRUE or FALSE--,tfleck One

24.' Laws have. beenestablished to prevent discrimination against minorities

hiring and advancements. S.

-TRUE t FALSE
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25. At the present rate of use, we will exhaust all known world resources

of oil in less than twenty years.
.

TRUE FALSE '
`s

26. An average working man can.earn,a higher standard of living under

the American private enterprise system than he could under any other.

TRUE FALSE

27. Except for public utilities, the, best means of setting prices is to

let buyers and sellers seek their own interests in a market free

from government interference and control.

TRUE IMLSE

28. The opportunity of businesses to parn profits is essential for the

survival of the American private knterprise system.

TRUE FALSE

29. Informed voters are able to influence government spending of their

tax collars.

.0

TRUE FALSE

30. As factories install more efficient machinery, the immediate (vs. long

run) effect is an increase in available jobs.

TRUE FALSE

31. A responsibility of the government is to assure that research and

development, leading to new sources of energy, is initiated.

TRUE FALSE

32. Measured on a per-person basis, our standard of living is higher

:than in other countries because our productivity per-person is higher.

TRUE FALSE

33. in the long run, profits are a useful measure of how well a business

'meets the needs of consumers.

TRUE FALSE

34.' Over the years business has provided employees an increase,in

fringe benefits.

TRUE FALSE

1434.`i
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. ANO EMBERTQN TOMPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY 42167 PHONE" 15021 4875261

January 29, 1980

FBLA Week this year will be February 10-16, 1980. As part of our FBL1
State Arid National Project for the year,we would like to have a Work
Experience Day for FBLA members on Friday, February 15, 1980. On this
day FBLA membets would report to work at a business in the community
.1..tead of coming to school. We feel this experience would be of great
benefit to our students. :They 'would get the opportunity to "see how

businesset operate and thekwpuld gain a greatndeallof...experience. This

experienCe would be shared by chapter members during a discussion of how
each of them benefited from their Work Experience Day.

We.reaflize this will be a- great deal of trouble for you. However, we
Nei you'will also benefit from this days. Our FBLA members are eager to
participate in this project and will cooperate with you in making this

' day a success.
X

you please fill out and return the enclosed survey form today, so°
that we can finalize plans for our, Work Experience Ddy: Your coopera-
tion and' participation will be very much' appreciated.

Sincerely yours, .

FBLA Advisers

st

Enclosure

41*
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WORK EXPERIENCE DAY

SURVEY_ FORM

I will participate in the FBLA Work Experience Day on
February 15, 1980.

I will not be able to participate in the FBLA Work
Experience Day. '

How many FBLA members ydT 1.we send to-lour business:

Name of Business:

Person to whom FBLA member should report:

4

122
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num Clotuttu (Arra Pocational gducation (tinthr

OURTH AND EMUERTON TOMPKINSVILI.E. KENTUCKY 4210/ PHONE 1502) 4878261

Q.

TO:

'FROM: FBLAAdvid",rs

DATE: February 15, 1980

SUBJECT: Work Experience Day

Thank you for agreeing -to participate in our FBLA Work Experience Day.
We have always been able to count on the business people in our com-
munities to support us in the projects we are involved in and this was
no exception. Due to the total number of students requested by busi-
A16,ues such as yours, we may not have been able to send you as many FBLA
members as ypu indicated on your survey form. We are sorry about 04_,
but we feel sure you Will understand.

Working. hours for FBLA members participating in Work Experience Day will
fr;fim 8:00 a.m. -- 2:30 p.m. The members who are to report to your

business are:

Would you please fill out an evaluation forM on each FBLA member sent to
your business. Please,return the -forms in the self-addressed envelope.
You-may return these by mail or seal them and let the FBLA member return
hgm.

Your participation in this project is very much appreciated.

st.

b
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PERMIT FOR'MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
FUTURE BUSINESS LEADERS OF AMERICA WORK EXPERIENCE,DAY

AND RELEASE OF CLAIM FOR DAMAGES

This is. to certify that the school officials of the 'Monroe County

Vocational Education Center have permission for our son/daughter
(name). to participate in the Work Experience

Day to be held Friday,' February 15, 1980. We further certify that

the school officials, the FBLA chapter advisers, or the supervisor
at the business place where my son/daughter is working have the right
to send our son/daughter home for the day prodded thAt his/her conduct
has become a deterrent to ttr. day.

parent of

do hereby personally, and on behalf of my son/daughter absolve and
release.the school officials, the FBLA chapter advisors, and the
business place where my son/daughter is working from any claims for
pd?Tonal injuries which might be sustained while he/she is enroute

to and from the Work Experience,Day and during attendance at the Work

Experience Day.

Parent's Signature Student's Signature

Address

Telephone

4

0

O 0
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Chapter 16 r

COST OF PUBLIC ,SERVICES

By Elizabeth Cliburn

TARGETS

members

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

opportunity costs
private, public property.

OBJECTIVES

t.

ti

'--to instill in the members tfie realization that public services 'are not

free.
--to instill in the members i-sense o f pride in their community by making

them aware that because vandalism destroys public or private property and

requires money for repairs, every citizen shares the responsibility to care

for public property.
--to develop character, prepare faNuseful citizenship and foster

patriottsm.*
--to encourage members in the deOelopment of individual prpjects which

contribute to the improvement of home, business, and community.*

DESCRIPTION

Many people feel that public serviCes..iare free t them since they pay no

admission charge to the parks and,no fee to chec out a book at the public

library: Students need to'be made aware of ,the act that every public ser-

vice is an- expense 'to themCor to their parents.through the pa ,yment of taxes.

This project/activity involves an in -depth study of some public service.

It can be developed as a series of chapter wpgrams or class projects with

members repbrting to chapter meetings, . .

, MATERIALS AND METHODS

I. Select a committee of members to work on this activity.

2. The Committee selecti a public service to study. Suggested public

serqices include parks and recreation programs, libraries, hospitals, school

systew,.water and sanitatiohjegrtment, city or county government, police,

fire and health.depavtments.

.°

*Official FBLA goals from the FBLA NATIONAL HANDBOOK, p. 5.
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3. Invite offttials of the-selected public service to speak at a
chapter meeting concerning the costs_ of initially beginning the' service,

4 maintenance, employee salaries, financing for the service (federal, county,
or city-funding), equipment,'and for legal.,-accounting, management, and
research services.

: 4. Have an official compare the initial cost of maintenance of a
service such as a particular park or the cost of a particular employee's
salary and today's cOst for the same service or item.

5. Find out the initial cost'of a public building such as the court
house and compute its current value,

6. Consult the annual report of expense's for city and county govern-
mentand obtain a speaker to come to alleetin4' with that information as
a chapter program.

7. Obtain copies of city and county government budgets afd study
them.

-_/

8. Consult the head of a public service area and investigate the-
sdurces of funds for that particular service. Students'need to be aware
that not all funding comes from lotal or federal taxes. License fees provide
part of public service funiding.

9., Investigate the cost of running the school system. Invite the
superintendent in for a discussion of the cosbreakdown for maintenance,
.salaries for teachers and. personnel, transportation, food services, util ies,

AsUpplies, and textbooks furnished to students and alf schdol personnel,
legal fees, consultant fees, inservice education for faculty, etc. Hav
the superintendent break down the cost of running the school for one day
or the total.cost of employee salaries for One day or the utilities fo
the school. systqm for one day. The'superintendent could also discuss SOUrcrs
of funding for the school system. Other possible topics for discussion .

might be what one student's absence from school for one day costs the school,
vandalism expenses for one year, or the cpAt to the school system of stolen ,

orInreturned books from the library, An'6xtension of this activity could t

be encouraging members to investigate ways that the school might cut costs.
A vandalism cost awareness project might be used.

11. Establish ah exchange. program with c y or county government.
FRLA iiiembers would exchange.places with or work eside or for tity or county
'government officials.

EXPENSES

Expenses will vary according to the type of activity but Tittle expense
will be incurred. If a speaker is invited to the chapter meeting, this
would involve the purchase of a gift. If the exchange program were attempted
as an activity, stationery and postage expenses would be incurred,

130
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SUPPORTERS

city, county government officials

III. , 'school administration

;OLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION

If the school system segment is chosen as the chapter's activity, study

the costs of vandalism the year prior to your program and then for the re-
mainder of the school yeai^,and see if there is any significant difference

in cost. This would be a good evaluation'of the effectiveness of this .
..

.
-activity. , kk

. ,
'h ,

.

Consult the visiting officials for their opinions and evaluation. If the

exchange, program is attempted, construct some type of evaluation form for '.

the cooperating city or county government/offictal to complete on the per-.
formance of the member with whom they worked for aPA day.

*Official FBLA goals from the FBLA National Handbook, p. 5.

y
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TARGETS

member0...

community

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

O

A-, ,,
7

thapter 17

MarylAnnGome;--

1 ,O FREE-ENTERPRISE CALENDAR °
o

By

4s,

Any of the economic 'concepts may be used sirte.differept facts or ideas

may be selected.

OBJECTIVES.

'--All target groups will use calendars and thus be,made aware of our ec40-
mic system and simple facts about out economic system.
--Chapter members should be able to "sell" locql businesses on,FBLA and

,

support for the calendar project: .

--Chapter members shOuld be able to improve management skills, through

planning and c6ordinating the project. . .

DESCRIPTION-
, -

In this project the FBLA chapter will prepare FBLA Free, Enterprise Ca3endars

to distribute throughout the local community. Local businesses will sponsor

c or co-sponsor a month in the calendar. -A picture of the business, its loca-
tion, and type of product/services may be iricluded along'with free enterprise

facts and fdeas.
. ,

Calendars may be on one large sheet,to belf,used as a wall calendar; or the,

flip-chart type, or printed on fabric that would be suitable for use later
. as'a dish towel.

Committees would work'on the various segments of the.project. Their joint,

efforts would then result in a final product, the calendars, in which they
can take pride by distributing to the community as a public service or offer-

ing to the community for sap.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

1. Gairi support. and approval to prepare FBLA Free Enterprise Calendars

from the roper authorities such as prAtipal, suwintendent, etc.
,
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2. The FBLA Free Enterprise Calendar Project should be presented

to the chapter memberS,and voted upon. The chapter should determine the
type and size of calendar to be printed and whether the calendars will be
distributed as,a Publicsservice to the community or offered for sale.

3. The chapter president should identify the needed committes and
appoint members to serve on these committees. (Printing, layout; photo-
graphy, advertising, distribution, etc.)

4. President should, with the help of the adviser,,serve as coordinator
of the project. Heh,she.shoUld instruct each committee chairperson to report
progress to him/her weekly.

5. The president shOilld,mail a letter of introduction to each prospective
business to tell of the project. Also included in letter should befaa date
to expect a member to come and talk, to the manager about the project: The
letter should be typed on FBLA stationery or school letterhead. The chapter
adviser should sign the letter alsd'so that the businesses will realize this
project has_the proper support from teachers and the school administration.

6. The Advertising Committee would be in charge of meeting with the
Oospective businesses to tell of the project and getting the sponsorship,
needed. This group should,effectively-nsell" FBLA to the businesses. The

Advertising Committee would determine the number of calendars to be printed
and the cost of spons9rship to each business.

7.

cos!
he Printing Committee wommld be in charge of investigating the

total t of printing the calendars and possibly the cost of putting the
calendars together if necessary. If a flip-cha t type.is desired, the comm-
ittee may wish to assemble the calendars th r themselves by using plastic
rings or plastic spiral birldings.

11 ,

8. The-Photography Committee would be in charge of investigating the
cost of photographing local sponSoring.pusinesses and making arrangements.
Sometithes a chapter may have a talented Atographer among the membership,
and this photographer could be of service to this committee and the chapter.

9. The Layout Committee_ would organize business pictures, free enter-
prise information and other item§ to be included on Calendars for each month.
This committee would also selectand design a cover for the calendars. This

cover might include a histdry of the local FBLA Chapter oca picture of the
high school, etc.

10. The Distribution, Committee'would in charge of distributing

the calendars tq local businesses and others in the community.- If,calendars,
are to be offered for sale, this committee would take orders and be In'charAb

of delivery. If calendars are sold, the quality of the photography'should
be good; and the theme should emphasize the economic contribution-of eat
artigepating firm.

11. The Advertising ComMittee should prepare thank-you letters to
the,particiPatingbusinesses for their support at the, end of the project.

n 0
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12. If this project is* strtctly for FBLA members, you might feature

a member or two per month and list the dates of the FBLA events for the year.

In this case, you might prefer this calendar to be on the school year basis.

EXPENSES

Two Approaches:
1. Businesses may fund the entire project through sponsorship. In

this case, the Advertising Committee would determine the cost for the project

and divide the cost among the businesses to be represented in.the calendars.

2. Businesses may contribute to the project, but calendars would be

-sold
for profit.

SUPPORTERS

individuals*

groups
organizatibns whose support

should be sought
school administration

t.

PUBLICITY

If Calendars are to used as fund-raising activity, special advertisements

could appear in school newspapers, local newspapers, on the radio, and in

handbills in conspicuous places in the emunity.

If calendars a t wted as a public service, all'the above media may

be used.

TIME FRAME
'1

Chapter president should present the project idea t6 the membership for a

vote at the September. meeting. The president should also select members

for the needed committees at this time. Members should decide upon the type

and size of calendars and also whether calendars will be sold or distributed

as public service.

The Chapter President along with the adviser should secure permission from

the proper authorities by the end of September. Give these school authorities

as-many details about the project as possible at this time.

Letters should be mailed to prospective businesses the first week in October.

The Advertising Committee should begin as soon as possible after the first

.week in October-to find sponsoring businesses.

Have the committees c
Layout committee) by
Layout committee. Th

go to press by the fi

-VW
13t

plete their assignments (with the e cep ion of the

e middle of October and ready to t rn over to the

Layout committee should have the rojecfready to

t of November.

The calendars should be distributed ortput on sale before Christmas break.
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'ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

Chapter 18

WORKERPRODUCTIVITY

By Frankie Buckman
and Shawn Grubbs

economic freedom
meaning of free enterprise

free and jobs
economic sigpi icance of small business

f

productivity

TARGETS

businesses in community

members

OBJECTIVES

I

- -identify the different businesses in the community and their economic contri-

butions to the community.

- - establish a closer relationship between actual business practices and` class-
.

room situations.

DESCRIPTION \° ;-.1., J
4.4.

This activity involves FBLA members offering their services for one day as

office workers t ocal businesses. This activity should help members becomeeel
aware of ocGup ions, the Vies- required of particular jobs, and some of

the contributions of participating companies to the economy.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

o

In carrying out this project,, it is important to follow-these steps:

I. If the chapter adopts.this project, a committee should be established

to manage the activity. This committee should.be responsible for obtaining

a'list of all thebusinesses-inithe area _to be covered.
. 44,

° 2. A form letter, ishoulibe sent to all businesseS at least thre eeks

in advance. This typing should be done by"the FBLA members. If chang s

of placing every member in abusiness are not, good, give priority'to senior

members and choose other members to serve on committees, such as typing.

1
133.
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A reply postcard should be enclosed with each letter so that the business
will find it easy to return an'answer. An example of this is,also attached.

4
3. 4As the postcards are returned to the chapter; the secretary of

. the chapter would be responsible for mainteiniffg a list of businesses that
are willing to participate and the hunter of students they are willing to
accommodate: (SoMe will accept three or four, one or none at all.)

4. Approximately one week before the activity is to take place, the 4

secretary should give one of the advisers the list of participating busi-
nesses and the number of students they will accept. The advisers should
then assign the students to the particular businesses according to the
student's interests and skills.

5. In order for members to learn about the businesses in the area,
it would be helpful to send a questionnaire with them to the businesses.,
Sometime during the day, each student arranges an interview with a business
official who can supply ttle data. This should consist of: the number of
employees, identification of employees trained at the chapter's school,'
ownership data, identification of employees who-were FBLA:members, the.total
payroll per year, state, local and federal taxes paid by the business each
year, etc. A committee should.be established for the preparation of the
questionnaire and for tallying the results.

6. On the day prior to the work day, the chapter or those members
who are participating should meet to discuss rules and procedures(dress;
hours, transpdrtation, manners, etc.). Each student calls the business and
introduces himself or herself to the contacperson and completes. arrange-
ments for a meeting place, etc. Some busines'people are willing to discuss
some of the tasks the member will be performing.

7. Since one-day employees are not vert.productive, there should be
no cparge to the business for this activity. The important aspect is that
members are given the opportunity to see how businesses operate. However,
some firms will want to donate money to the chapter. This money could be
used for a Scholarship Fund or some other chapter need.

8. It is beneficial to the participiting members and chapter members
if a chapter meeting sooli after the work day features member reactions. A
summary of data about the businesses is helpful. If a large number of members
participate, some organized meihZkof presenting the information should be
worked out.

fi
9. Written reports by participating members may be desirable for the

committee that plans a chapter program or questionnaire summary.

EXPENSES

The .expense'of this project should be minimal. The duplication of letters,
thy.costpf po'stcards, and the stamps shouldsbe the only expenses incurred.

1
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.PUBLICITY

The publicity chairman of the chapter should be responsible for 'news releases

and photographs to local media. In, some communities, news media will send

reporters and photographers to, the-businesses to photograph students and a

intervitw business people.

-.' 'TIME FRAME

this activity in its entirety should take no longer than 3 to 31 weeks,

FOLLOW -UP AND EiALUATION

On the day fqllowing the actual work experience, thank-you letters should
.be sent Ito each business that participated in the progfam. Included with

the thank7you letters could be an evaluation form in order for the employer

to evaluate-the chapter member's work. (Example attached) .

MATERIALS

The following page's confain materials which would be helpful in managing

this activity.

I.

C"

V

4
4
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Postcard questionnaire for potential participants:

I am interested in participating in the "Office
Work Day" Project on February 1 , 1981.

Please contact to set up the
arrangements.

I can use (number of students)

I am not interested in participating in the
Project.

NAME OF BUSINESS

Signed

Phone No.

/Fs ,136
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,

This letter is an example of a thank you letter that could be sent
to participating businesses after the Office Work Experience Day.

9

Gentlemen:

J
4

Members of the. Future Business Leaders of America would like to
thank you for participating in the FBLA Office Work Experience Day Project.

All members who participated were very enthusiastic and felt, they ltorned
a great deal about various office jobs in (your city). We felt this
project was a big step forward in the advancement. of school--community
relations, and we hope each student performed with distinction.

We believe projects of this nature help our students because it makes
the learning process much more relevant and meaningful to actually what
takes place in the business.warld.

Again, thank you for participating and any'contributions,to our Scholarship
Fund were greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Project Chairman'

.1.1-!%11
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This is a possible questionnaire thitt could be sent with each student

participating-in the project. -

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARTICIPATING OFFICES
31*

Business StUdent participating

Number of employees

How many employees received training in the local high school business

department or 4tocational center? -

Total payroll paid .by business per year

Total taxes paid by business each year .

"Comments :

A

. 4

No

tl

1

T38

On

0 .

I
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This is an example of an evaluation form that can be sent to the
participating-businesses following the project,

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our program, we have prepared
this evaluation form.for you to complete concerning our recent office
work day experience. We would appreciate your suggestions, comments,
and recommendations concerning our students. We hope that you will
return this information to us as soon as poss<ible. We also appreciate .:z'

your participation in this project and any help you may give' us 'con-
earning our program. Thank you for providing our students with this
oppdrtuni ty.

EVALUATION FORM

Participating Student(s)

Name of Busing,ss or Office

)

Do you think the "Office Work. Day"'experience was beneficial .to the
student?. Why?

What were the student's,strong.points?

'What were the student's weak points?

!.;

Do you th4nk the school has adequately prepared the student for an
office position ?

4

Recommendations, Comments, or Suggestions:

- 139141



ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

meaning of free enterprise

economic freedom
competition
profit
risk
capital '

productivity
advertising

TARGETS

student body
chapter members

OBJECTIVES,

Upon completion of this activity, the FBLA member should be able to:

- -clearly define the aspects of the free enterprise system.

--prepare a directory that will be useful to the students.

.--examine the different ways for the preapa6tion of the directory.

- -recognize the advantages of profits and the risk involved in earning profit.

Chapter 19

STUDENT DIRECTORY

FREE. ENTERPRISE PROMOTION

GBy Frankie BuckMan
and Shawn Grubbs

- -determine ways of promoting an activit

DESCRIPTION

This project is designed not only'to teach FBLA members about the free enter-
prise system, but also the entire student `body,. The ,project involves the

publication of a studen1 directory which contains economic edu6tion. It

can be carried out as a fund raiser or d school service project as described

. here, member productiorf of dup ,lication masters de/camera-ready copy is assumed.

Other arrangements are possible,however:'

141
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

The following procedure should be followed to implement,this activity:

I. If the chapter adopts this project, they must decide whether to
prepare the directory themselves or have it printed. If produced by the
members, the directory should not be an expensive undertaking.

2. Seyeral committees should be established. One committee should
obtain a list of all students in the school. -Sources will vary, counselors
and principals are possibilities. SoMe students may not wish to be included-.
in this directory. This committee could be responsiblefor developing a
method of identifying such students. A simple method for small schools would .

be to send committee members to each homeroom session ona particular day.
They could explain the purpose of the directory and identify those who wish - .°
'to have their names, addresses, or phone numbers withheld.

.

3.
.

A second committee will type the directory. This should be the do
,;

largest, committee. The best typists should be encouraged to participate.
An important note: be sure that all copy is typed in a single type, style

tk 4
'wand size. This is especially important if the chapter will duplicate the

directory or if a printer will prepare masters from camera-ready copy:
1

4. After the two above committees have been established and the first
, .

,-.

committee has obtained a list of all students, the typing can begin. It
:0

is vitally important that a schedule be established and continued throughout , , ,'

the project. This committee's work should be closely coordinated'in order
that no material be duplicated or omitted. FBLA chapter members should-be
recognized in this directory due to their efforts in preparing it. (Examplt:

an,:asterisk could be placed by each member's name.)

46
.

5. After typing begins, another committee should be appointed for 1

proofreading. If the format and copy is correct, it should be filed. If

the copy is incorrect, it should tie returned to the typist. a,

6. A committee should also be 'established to explore different posSi-,., ,

bilities for producing the directory. Should it be printed by a printer,

or should the chapter duplicate it? If the committee thinks it should be

sent to a printer, they should secure price estimates. If the chapter decides
to print the diFectory, a duplication committee should be established. The

size and the cover design of the directory could be created by this committee.

1114'.. 7. To make the student body aware of our free ente63)-ise system, porL
dons of pages cab be devoted to educational messages. Definitions, quotes,

pictures, etc., are included'on pages with names\and addresses. A layout -

committee could be responsible for working the free enterprise materials
into the directory pages. (Exampleqrattached)

.

8. After all material has been proofread, the duplication committee ,--
.t

can'begin. T is committee can also be responsible for collating and binding. . t ..I

. - .
, e

;

9. Ano er committee should be the promotional committee. Rosters

should be made to be placed in the schools and announcements should be written
.g,

,

to give to the school office if announCementsare made during school hours
through the intercom system. .

--

143
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HY. ,All members should participate in selling the directories when

they are completed. However; a sales committee might direct this activity.

The President could assign a few members to be responsible for selling during

lunch, breaks, ballgames, etc., for a specified amount of time. Other details,

such as price, whether or not to sell advertisements, size, and format could
be directed by chapter officers or a steering committee.

EXPENSES

The expenseS of this project will vary. The costs be more if the directory

is printed .her than duplicated by the members. If t - bers decide

-'° to duplicate the directory, the school administration may permi the use

of supplies within the department. Even if the chapter must purchase materials,

this is a good learning experience. ,The chapter treasurer or another member
could serve as the directory business manager, who keeps records d makes

reports.'

. PUBLICITY.

The school newspaper will_be an excellent source to, advertise the sales.

Local.newspapers could take pictures of members as the sales begin and-an

'., article could be presented. Be sure to mention FBLA's support of free enter-,

arise and; Project Awareness. Posters and'tRe intercom system could be used

within the.schoolAto,advertise the4sales of the directores.

TIME FRAME

Inuits entirety; this project should take'6:8 weeks.

FOLLOW-UP AND 'EVALUATION

At a chapter, meeting, the members could d scusi the outcomes of the project.
Was it successful in reaching the entire s udent body? Have they commented

on the usefulness cif-the direCtory or comme ted on the free enterprise quotes?

. Was the work involved meaningful? Did the c ter make a_profit with this

. activity? .

The following is a list of quoes, statements, definitions, etc., that could

'be used on the pages of the directory.

Ihi
Free Enterprise has. nothing to do with politics, nor wealth, nor class: It

41 is a way of living in which you, as an individual, are important.
Flee Enterprise is the right to open-a grocery store, a-gas station, or farm.

lf,you want to be your own boss, change your job, or if you don't Tike the

man0Ouvork for, you can.
Free Enterprise is the right to lock your doorat-night.
Free Enterprise,is.the right to argue.
Free Enterprise is the right to save money if you want, or bloW it on a good ,

time4if that's what you prefer.
Free.Enterprise looking on a policemen as someone to protect you, ,on a

d' judge as aefriend't0 help. you. .

.Eree 'Enterprise is the right to raise your cniftirpen as you thinks best.

43' 4-'1



Free Enterprise is the right to speak freely about anything you wish.
Free Enterprise has nothing to do with how much Money you have or don'thave,

nor whatourrjob is or is not.
Free Enterprise means the right to be yourself instead of some nameless

number in a horde bossed by a few.
Free Enterprise is the sum of many little things--but how miserable you'd be

if someone stole it from you!
Free Enterprise is the systemwe must resolve to preserve and protect.
Free Enterprise is the measure of the.kind of nation we are that we can solve

problems and provide opportunities. We can do so because of the energy
and dynamism that comes from our system of enterprise which is a Unique
combination of personal, political, and economic freedom.

,Free Enterprise offers us CHOICES.
Whether we know it or not, Free Enterprise is a part of our everyday lives.
Free Enterprise works because competition works.
Free Enterprise ts the backbone of our political .system. Without it, demo-

crag could not survive. -

In the free Enterprise system, the emphasis is on freedom.
Free En*Rrise . . . It's what America's all about.
Free Enterprise . . . r5gulated by competition, fueTeU-by incentives or'

rewards, sharing in its successes.
Man must have the right of choice, even to choose wrong, if he shall ever

learn to choose rigW.
Free Enterprise.. . . It Works . . . Because we do!
Free Enterprise means tremendous benefits when individuals are free to

manage their own affairs.
Free Enterprise includes YOU!
Free Enterprise means choosing your' own\yocation moving from one place to

ahother, changing jobs when, you wish, and spending your earnings any way
you want.

Free Eflterprise . . The Way America Gets Things Done!
1. Free Enterprise is the most active and productive saciety_of our time--indeed

of any other time known to history.
As long as We are a democracy, we will be governed by the consent of the

majority who take part.
The consumer's power of choice--the decision to buy and.to choose between com-
peting 'products--is decisive in guiding the market system..

Other examples can be found in the :Tree Enterprise Messages" sectton,of this
report. '11

4
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Chapter`

ADVERTISING AWARENESS

By Frankie Buckman'
ai0 Shawn Grubbs

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS.

awareness of advertising asit relates to the free enterprise system.

OBJ CTIVES

--

/I
o develop an awareness of advertising irrour economic system.

--to create an,interest in advertising and its mile in the free enterprise

system..
S=eto

TARGETS
cry4

all ages within a corlinunity,6

DESCRIPTION 'S, .t

Survey of consumers of a particular food Orbductsw$05nAtomm nity or school
involving brand preference and buying habits. The results the survey

will be publicized.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
s'

. , .

This project canj)e carried out within a school.o
1

.

r, at a shopping mall in

your community. Several committees will be needed td carry °a this projdtt.

).Films,
guest speakers, or discussions on advertisjng may be used bffere project

begins to acquaint members w44,11 the role of advertising in our economy.

The project will consist of,a pre-test fqr consumegp,-5Titactual taste test
h eeffid a post-test.

First,'determiRe the project to be used--one that is popular; easy to
handle and convenient, such as potato chips, dbratichips, etc. Then select

several popular'brands which can be purchased locally. Using potato chips

as an example, brands such,as Lay's, Munchos, -Chesty, Gordon's, Charlie's,

or others cduld be-used. <

Brown bags or other containers, properly labeled "A, "B", "C", will be
needed to conceal the brand names of the products,.

.

7 s,
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.Tables and chairs will be needed for using during the survey.

A time frame should be planned for the actual survey. One day, two days,
a week, etc. depending on theschapter's involvement and goals.

Permission to survey in school, shopping mall or other pine should.be
secured.

Committee members will need to be oriented as to the procedures to follow
when approaching consumer., etc.

Write and duplicate a pre-test and a post-test.

'During the actual survey, consumers should'be approached, briefly explained
the pro)ect and asked to participate in the survey. If consent is not,granted,
thank the consumer and leave them in a,positive)manner. If consent is grantgd,
invite theal to sit at the table where 'other comettte members will be waiting
to conduct the survey.

The pre-test should be given first -The member reading aloud the questions
and recording the answers for the consumer. (All ages can be used in the
survey us,ina'this method.)

After the pre-test is complete, ii ite the consumer to taste each brand,
encouraging them to.taste as much or as little as they like.

f
Then: administer thd. post4ost, using the same method used in the pre-

test.

Upon completion, thank the consumer graciously for'their time. Buttons,
pins,-or tags may be given to the consumer to wear to identify those,who
have participated in the survey. This would allow the consumer freedom to
shop afterthe survey without bei app ached the second

A drawing. for a'door prize may be used. Consumers could register-for .

' the drawing after participation-in the project. This would encourage in-
Volvement and create interest. -

After all surveys are completed, clean up area and thank those who granted
iiermission to use it.

0

Tally results and publicize findings.

Members could discuss findings andrealize the impact advertiing has
on consumers at.a chapter meeting. .

An exhibit which outlines the positive benefits of advertising could e
displayed at the site.

4..

EXPENSES

Moneymill be needed for purchase of products. Amount will vary depending
on size of survey group and length of, survey. A local siness. may donate
proddcts and save expense. Containers may be borrows from members to cut
expenses.
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SUPPORTERS

.

chapter members
businesspeople may be-asked to sponsor the project

by donating produdts to be used
community people and other partitIpating in survey

TIME FRAME

Will depend on chapter's goals; one day, two days, a week. Planning and

initial contacts, as well as tallying the results, will also be included.

FOLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION

TM, results of all the surveys taken should be tallied as soon as possible
after the survey has ended. Results couldbe publicized.in local newspapers

for community interest.

Thank you letters should be sent to authorities and businesspeople who helped
with the prdject.

I
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SAMPLE PRE-TEST

Circle the appropriate answer.

i. What, is your age?
16 and under
17 - 25
26 - 45
46 and over

2. What is your income?
$9,000 and under
10,000 - 15,000
16,000 - 25,000
26,000 and over

Ow.

3. When you buy this product, which brand do you pref9r:

Lay's Gordon's- Tom's

Other '

4. What brands are available in.the stores where you shop?

Lay's Gordon's Chesty

-Wringie's Munchos Ruffles

Other

5. For what reasons do you buy this product?

Snacks
Entertaining.
Meal time
Impulse
Other,

6. For whom do you buy this product most often?

Self
Children'
Spouse
Guests,

Other

.148,
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SAMPLE POST-TEST

/1. Which sample did you prefer

Sample "A"
Sample "B"
Sample "C"

9

2. What made you choose this sample?

3. What iso/our reason(s) for not choosing the other samples?

-4

.0
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TARGETS

chapter embers
students and /o' adults in the community who want-

short fo tax returns prepared

Chapter'21

TALgRVICETROACT

By Bett11 C. Nunn

and Sar. ,Carter

/4

ECONOMIC' OkCEPTS

taxes, tax structure
economic freedom
compefitiqn
uses of tax revenues
economic

OBJECTIVES

oo

- -to learn to prepare accurate tax returns

- -to understand the role of taxes in our society

- -to recognize the importance of our system of voluntary compliance

- :to understand the role of the Internal Revenue Service

- -to set up an income tax'service for preparing short form tax.

.returns for people in our community

- -to learn the: value Of the economic freedoth we have of eqtging

in competition

DESCRIPTION

Since this .project involves special and time-consuming instruction,

participation should be limited to members who are enrolled in a

class whose instructor is willing-to 'present the materials: Scheduling

of the instruction must be coordinated with the remainder of the project.

Use the materials supplied to schools by the-Internal Revenue Service.

It will take approximately 15 hours to-cover this material. This

material is free and you may order from the addres's list supplied

in the appendix. This material includes:

student text
farm'suppleMent
teachers guide
films
crossword puzzle on tax terms

reference books
-- Your Federal Income Tax

The Farmer's Tax Guide
final examination



After course materiel has been covered, let members fill out ,their

own or family member's shOrt form tax return.

-Set up an income tax project where FBLA members fill out short form
income tax returns for individuals in your community: Note: FBCA

advisers must be certain to double check these returns to see that
they are correct. This can be performed as a fund - raising project

or a community service project.

follow-up of the project with chapter programs on sources and uses'

of tax revenues the federal budget, level of government -§pending,

etc.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

1. A steering committee should be appointed to study this
project and make recommendations at a chapter meeting.

2. FBLA members should vote on whether to do this project.

3. °Members should decide whether to use this as a money-making

activity as well.as a free enterprise activity.

4. 'Ai-range for selection of members who will participate

and-for the necessary instruction.

5. App'bint committees to handle related projects. Some ideas

are:

Prepare a bulletin board display illustrating the variety of

taxes we pay. (Federal income tOBX, State income tax, Sales tax,

FICA tax, Personal propertAtax, Real estate tax, Taxes on furs
and jewels, Admission tax to movies, bas ball- games, concerts, ,

etc, _Gasoline tax, any others).

Collect cartoons to use in making transparencies fPor the over-

,
head projector illustrating or explaining such points as filing ,

requiremehts, itemized deductions, etc.

Check the library fpr the amount and kind of informatioln

available on federal taxes. Report this information to chapter,

members.

Keep a notebook of any newspaper items about taxes that members

see during the filing period_ members should contribute items

for this notebpok.

OrganOze a quiz-progralefor two teams of three "tax )(perts."

These teaM7members could be the six FBLA members scoring highest

on the final examination. 'The winning team could be given the

responsibility of being in charge of/your tax service. These members

could check returns after members have completed them.
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Check prices,charged by income tax preparers in-your community. ,

After you have found at pric, recommend to chapter members what

prices your chapter should use in preparation of income tax returns.

6,. FBLA members should,prepare individual income tax returns

for themselves and/or.their family.

71. Prepare income tax returns for ,a fee. Teams of two may be

an effective way to handle this. Set your fees lower than the normal

fee in thCcommunity; however, 'don't set your fees so low that is

causes resentment from people who normally pr4pare tax returns.,
Consider the possibility of a cut off on the number of. returns your

chapter prepares--unless you are using this'as your major money-

making project for the year. Advertise your tax service toy word

u of mouth, public address system at school; newspaper ativeptiting,

.
radio advertising, and flyers distributed at shopping centers.

t Make certain tax returns are checked and double checked: Mistakes

can'cause a lot,of adverse publicity for'your chapter.

8. tlaterials needed for project: Study materials from the

Internal Revenue Service; advertising copy; blank tax forms-t-avail-

able from Internal ,Revenue Service offices and post office.
4

EXPENSE
7-

Very little expense is involved in this project. Advertising costs

cp.be paid. for from fees charged for preparing income tax returns., .

%

SUPPORTERS
.

FBLAAdviters--must be willing to spend a.lot pf.time incorporating

the'tax unite into their classes. They must also be,willingto

. check the completed tax returns:
Sdhool'administrators--must give approval for the.project.

TIME FRAME

IRS sends out all these materials at the Same.tima. Instruction can .

start then. About fifteen hours will be needed far classroom instruction.

Additional time spent on the project will vary according to'how

tax returns,you,prepare.'

4
FOLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION .

Have FBLA members fill out an evaluatiod of the project.

Discuss benefits ofthe project at a chapter Meeting.

11P3.
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TAX SERVICE - PROJECT EVALUATION

i *

/ YES NO UNDECIDED

/ __ 1. Do you, feel this project has beers of benefit d''

tg you as an individual?
. 0 ,

2 2: Do you feel this proje9t has benefited our
,/ FBLA chapter as a whole? t---

/,

___,. 3. Have you heard any comments about this project'. ,
4,

,, from oth& students and/or adults?

10P 4. Were. these comments positive?

5. Werrthese comments negative?.

6. .Did you learn tO feel competent and.confident
at filling out tax returns?

7. Do cou feel you will be able to fill out your
own tax returns in the futdre?

8. Are yoUr attitudes toward taxation more positive_
since we completed this project?

9. Would you rpcommehd that this project be-
repeated again.npxt year?

I
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TARGETS-

.Chapter 22

CHAPTER INVESTMENTS

By LarrSt-RotOdnd

1

chapter members
.

1
. .

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

investments
profit/lass
risk

capital

supply and demand

OBJECTIVES

Create awareness about selected concepts4corcerning investments and savings.
Possible monetary benefit to-chapter from investment.

DESCRIPTION-0

\ This project involves chapter or individual member investments in capital

stock of listed' companies fin an "Investment Club" approach to buying stock.

To comparethe possible income and.rislc factors, an equal investment in a

passbook savings account is made. Some, brokerage-houses may4be willing to

assist the chapter and to pay commission on transactions for the chapter.

1. The chapter should learn about stocks-andI-investing through chapter

programS.. Prag am topics might include profit vs. loss; risk in investing

in stocks vs. vings account; capital; supply and demand.:

Use " ou and the Investment World" as isourcebook: After one or
more programs on investments, introduce the pOSsibility of a chapter project.

AY,

2. I*.the chapter selects this projectOe&-president.should appoint'
a committee to manage the project. N),

3. Under the direction of the committee, the chapter will decide at

a meeting early in the school year: whether each member or the chapter as

a whole will invest; how much money to, invest; and a fund-raiser for investment

capital.

4.- Among the activities which the committee should organize are: Selecl -

a listeof potential stocks and arrange for a stock broker to speak at a chapter

Meeting.
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5. At a chapter meeting, the committee will present a short lisLof
potential stocks and a brief description of each: By vote, the-memilers select
one stodk. The president appoints a committee to be in charge of purchasing
stocks and-another committee to invest in a passbook savings account.

6. Make weekly progress report by posting , the s'tock's results frolithe.
past Week on bulletin-board. The loreOdent appoints a committee.to be in
charge of this activity. 'Other committees could research related topics
and report via exHIbits or chipter meeting reports.

Z. This project might be coordinated with a business class unit on in-
vestments..

8. Evaluate by administering questionnaire at a chapter meeting.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

"You and the Investment World," ava0able from the New York Stock Exchange.
'Stock Exchange daily transactions (Wall Street Journal or daily newspaper).
Capital'. Money from fund raiser or individual contribution

EXPENSES

Price of stock and number of shares purchased, will determine stock investment.
The same amount must be invested in a pa-s-sbeek savings account-.-- A fund
raiser such as a car wash bn two c.v,,,ceut',ve Saturdays may be used to raise
the capital for this project.

SUPPORTERS

2
advisers . y

faculty members: support furld raiser
school administrators: approve of project-
bo4ness & community :headers: appear as guest'spea-kers
/ and support fund raisers

'student body: support fund raiser

FOLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION $
et'

Compare monetary'results from amounts earned from interest on savings account
, and the amount earned when the stock was sold.

Questionnaire given to students with investment information-in question form.
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON INVESTMENTS .

1. A business owned by an individual is a'

a. corporation
b. partn8tship
c. proprietorship
d. none of the above

k

2. A company pays dividends on shares of common stock whenever

a. it makes a profit
b. the SEC requires such payments .

c. the price of stock.increases duTing.the quarter
d. therboard of directors decides to,-pay

3. A divident is money paid

a. bonds
b. common-or pretted stocks
c. receivables
d. _accrued taxes

a ,

4. I 1

- r .

a. provides the marketplace where brokers representing buyers and sellers meet.
b. owns the stockS traded .there
c. sets prices for stocks
d. all of the, above

5. Capital is'

a. money used to ,start or expand a business.
b. dividends paid on stocks..
c. interest on a savings account.
d= a city where the governor's office is located.

6. Oureconomicsystem is

a. socialism.
b. , capitalism.' ,

c. cowmunism.
d. none of the above.

7; Bonds may be issued by

a. corporations only.
b. the Federal government -only.
c. state and local governments only.
d. all of the above.

157
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a

a

.

8., When yod are investing, you should

a. remember the risks as well as rewards.
b. always get- the facts about the company,
c. get good advice from a reputable broker.
d. all of the above.

, \9.. An odd lot is-

254pares.
b. usually 100 shares.
c. one that pays low dividends
d: both a' and b above

0

10. The "pf" following the name of a stock means

a. numberrof shares traded
b. common stock
c. preferred stock

'd. dividend paid

o a

ANSWERS

1/ c
, 4 2. d

i3. b

4,..

5. 'a

6. b

7. d

80, d

' 9. A

c

. o

t

2

V,

I

0 0
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TARGETS

Chapter 23
1,

LOCAL BUSINESS SUCCESS/FAILURE STUDIES

By Larry Rowland

aw

.chapter members

. 'ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

meaning offree enterprise economic freedom
competition profit

risk ipvestment
'capital - inflation

taxes supply /demand

jobs and wages , advertising'

OBJECTIVES

--to create an awareness of how our free enterprise system works.

- -to demonstrate the right to, succeed as well as to fait

- -to understand our economic system.

1

DESCRIPTION

A,list of local business people with unuSual,success or failure stories
maybe obtained from the local Chamber.of-ComMerce or a member of the
chapter4-advisory boird. From the'list,Uf names oained, six business
people are chosen to speak on their success or'failure stories. The

successful business people can speak on what they did to succeed in ..$0

business. Those_whb failed, on why they-Tailed and whAt they, might have
dorip differently. Use discretion in approaching people who have failed,
Those whl'have-recoverbd from failure may be morewilling to talk about
their failures.

.

1. A committee is appointed to obtain a list of names of local businesses
'with unusual or especially interesting histories. The chapter
selects five or six business persons to invite for presentations in
a serie's of chapter programs--perhaps' special.programs.

2. A-committee is appointed to prepare-- topics about the economic aspects
of each business. A second committee prepares questions for the

A chapter members to ask the different speakers. A few standard
questions should beused for all speakers.
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3. 'An arrangements' Committee obtains biographPcal data about each

speaker and plans intPoductions Meetings. Provision

of information to speakers abOut ti4chapter,p*rior to the
1114

presentatiOn-iwill be l ielp u

4. Another committee is responsible for follow-up.letters to participants.
-4

5 Related activities (special, research projects, news release. about

'the series, etc.) may be planned.

0 ,4
EXPENSES

,

z .

Letterheads and, pcistage for cor 9pondencp.o
.4

SUPPORTERS

advisers
. 4 iltitt*

sthool administrators 7 approval of projecir $
local 'chamber Of :cou'imerce - selection of speakers
business and community leaders - speakers for the project

°4

PUBLICITY

4

competition in competitive events program (a member would be responsible

for-a project report),

pictures for chapter scrapbook
news releases to,local media, including school newspaPer

newvarticle for Tomorrow's Business Leader

TIME FRAME

P

can be a continuing project for a whole :chapter year

FOLLOW-UP

Some type of evaluation should Measure the chapter's benefits,through

learning.'

SAMPLE QUESTIONS TOR 17EAkERS*

1. Can Rpple b'e persuaded to buy things they don't really need? Is there

anything wrong with this?

2. Is there a conflict between ethical behavior and the pursuit of profit?

From PROJECT AWARENESS materials from the National office of FBLA -PBL, Inc.

160
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3. What kind of incentives ourage pepplv'to wuk.

4. Do workers share the ofi of your business?

5. How important is t e pursuit of profit in your life?

'6. Many economically successful people have attainidtheir success by
working six and :even days a week or working 10 or more hours a day.'
Some have ex,- fenced ulcers, broken marriages, and other stress. Are
hese thin 's necessary for succss? Will you expect to encounter
ese?

. Roes government's minimum wage law affect the number of employees
you have? /

8. Why didsyod decide to go into this particular business?

9. Do you agree that'most pimple work harder if' more money is in it for
them?

30. Does theconsumer always want what's good for him/her?

11. Tell us your secret for success.

12. What is your opinion of the greatest cause of business failure?

*

O

'4
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Chapter 24 .

TAXES AWARENESS PROJECT

By Larry Rowland

TARGETS

chapter members

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

taxes
tax structure
investment
savings
support of ,government

OBJECTIVES

--to Create an awareness of the history of taxation in the U. S.

--to understand taxes as a source of governffientrevenue.

--to understand the magnitude and oppbrtunity foi: waste created by the

Federal budget.

- ,

--to enable members to complete their owh tax returns.
0

DESCRIPTION

A committee, is appointed by the president of the chapter to arrange the

showing of films ancrto prepare other chapter programs relating to taxes,

The length of the anticpated project will determine the number of activities

that is planned. This could be a ''par-long project.

Members work through study guides'providedunder the UNDERSTANDING TAXES

program of the IRS. If large numbers of members are in a class where

tax information is provided, this might be done as part of a regular

class.
4

Chapter programs.might include: an attorney to speak on government's

role in taxation, a CPA to speak on the responsibility of keeping
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accurate records; a tax service representative to speak on the prepare-
of tax returns.

Depending upon member knowledge of taxes through this and other
prdjects, a related community,service or fund raising activity might
be Planned. (See Chapter 21)

ti

Members 'plane one or mare working-meeting? in which they prepare their
own tax returns.

As the project progresses, remember to send thank-you letters to those
who participate in the project,

METHODS AND MATERIALS

' UNDERSTANDING TAXES series, ;RS (Call nearest IRS 'office.,,
YOUR FEDERAL INCOME TAX, IRS
(For rural schools, the Farm Supplement, to UNDERSTANDING TAXES. would be

helpful.) .'
4

Films: 'IMoney Talks" --

"What.' Happened to my Paycheck?"

"The Subject was Taxes"
f ; '

.

TIME FRAME

Three to four months; ] onger if chapter interest is maintained.

4+.4

RELATED ACTIVITIES

A pre-project taxes information poll among members, in the school, or

in the community

A post-project survey or exam to measure, members' learning.

Follow:up evaluations of eicfrportiori af-the project.

.
,.

'thought- stimulating speakers or debates on tax - related topics: "Is

the property owner overtaxed?," "Should the Federel Government Have the

Right to Use Social Security Taxes Collections for SiAial Programs?," eft.

11,

N.
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Chapter 25

FREE ENTERPRISE FAIR

By Charles .M. Ray

This activity description is based on the Free Enterprise Fair at

Bowling Green, Kentucky. The fair isiz two-day, annual event and '..

is 'sponsored and managed by individual faculty members at Western

' Kentucky Univer\sitf;-representatives of area businesses and industries,

"professional and trade associations, and the locdkchamber of commerce.
The fair has been conducted for six years during"th last week in
September.

-s'

A specimen copy of.the program booklet for the fair may be obtained
by writing to'Free Enterprise Fair; 514 Grise Hall.- Western Kentucky-

University; howling Green, KY 42101. Ask for a copy of the most recent

fair program booklet.

TARGETS

Secondary School Students within 'a 150-mile radius of Bowling Green,

- Kentucky.
College and post-secondary students in Bowling Green. and the surrounding

area
The General Public in Bowling'Green, Warren County and a seven county

. surrounding area

(
ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

Any concept
The following concepts/ideas are stressed:

Competitioh
Risk
Cost of Government Regulation to

Taxpayers and Consumers
ProTitrakan incentive
Profit as7encouragement for innovation
EconomiC Impact of Jobs on Community
ntrepreneurship
eedom of Choice
rivate Property
"apiXalr

Relationship of Individual Freedom and
Freedom of Enterprise

Contributions of various industries to
economic system

4

4,

Productitrity

Responsibility
Enterprise. .

Ownership .#4114.)'4

Rule of Law



OBJECTIVES

- -to increase understanding and awareness of free.enteprise.foundations

among the target groups.
0

- -to provide a forum for discussion and debate of economicissues.

- -.to demonstrate the value and contribution of the,business community

through jobs, taxes, contributions, and philanthropy.

--to highlight the advantages of a free enterprise economysas related
to alternative systems.

DESCRIPTION

o

-Under the theme "Free-Enterprise--The Way America Gets Things Done,"
th ?fair is managed by a steering committee comprised of educators,
business people, and students. A chairperson and two co-chairpersons
for each majorLactivAy make up the steering committee. Sub-committees.

for each major activity may enlist additional members. The steering.'
-

committee is led by general co-chairpersons, usually one educator and
one business persoh. There.is no paid staff. All work is voluntary.
The year-long project is financed from revenues generated by the%ale-
of exhibit space, program advertisements, .and banquet tickets..

The following list of sub-committees and the brief explanatory note's
suggest the magnitude of the two-day event.

A

Activity Committees

General Session and Keynote Address

An evening session, open to the general public, featuring a well-known
advocate of free enterprise. Keynote speakers have included President
Ronald Reagan, broadcaster Earl Nightingale, columnist Jack Kilpatrick,
nd economist Mike Mescon.

o.

Exhibits

Businesses-, industrial compariles, professional groups:, and student
organizations construct educational exhibits which depict economic
concepts, some facet of a free enterprise economy, or the contributions

of th9.exhibitor to the local economy: These exhibits are, not frade-

show exhibits. Up' to 20,000 people have viewed the 70 exhibits at

a single fair. Exhibit space is sold anda.committee works with -

exhibitor6 s in plannning and designing exhibits.
.
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Lecture Series

Four or five lectures are conducted by corporate executives, small
business people, or professnal lecturers. Firms whose executives
have lectured at the fair include General Motors, Hospital Corporation
of America, Eaton, FMC, Colt Industries, Firestone, Western Kentucky
Gas', Wendy's, Jerrico, Bal,Corporation, Flowers Industries, and
CBS News. Area high school and college students are the major audience
for the lecture'series. The lecture hall seats 750 people. More than,
half of the lecturerS save spoken to caOacity crowds.

Executive/Student Forum,

College and high school students are invited to ave lunch with area
Ousiness executives in small groups. Students ask questions and discuss
issues ap4.concerns with the business men and women.

Educator/Business Banquet

Area educators from all levels and business people meet for food, dialog,
and a formal presentation by a speaker familiar with the needs of educators
and commit d tothe inclusion of economic concepts in the schools.

The Great Free Enterprise Debate

The University'debators and business people, public officials, or other

nment-financedr

interested parties conduct a parliamehtary debate on a issue,
such as the Feral Reserve's interest rate policies, g
medical care, and the social'security system. The audience participates
by sitting on the side of the auditorium occupied by debaters whose
side of the issue they share and moving if the debaters succeed in
changing their persuasion.

Entrepreneurship Series

Successful local entrepeneurs video-tape their "stories" for presentation
to student,groups and the general public. Following' the final video-tape
presentation, the business people appear at a "live" panel discussion and
question/answer series.

Film Festival
,

At intervals throughout the two days educational films are shown.. Titles
have inciuded Libra, Chickenomics, The Second Battle of Britton, and the
.Kingdom of Mocca. . Some films are scheduled especially for high school
groups. -

PS
. :
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Free EnteArise Essay Contest

Area high school students_ write themes about a free-enterprise related
'topic: Cash prizes are awarded toithe top three winners. Winners, their

parents, and their teachers are invited as guests to the banquet.

Employee Night

Special programs'for all .facets of the fair (exhibits, lectures, films,
eta.) are Manned for employees of.local busines and industry who attend
the fair after working hours'on one of the two days.

Supporting Committees

Finance

.(budget, accounting, all financial activities)

Program

(publish descriptive booklet, including schedule of activities, sponsored

free enterprise messages, and advertisements)

Advertising

(sell program advertisements)

Public Relations

(arrange all media coverage, luncheon and accomodations for broadcast

and print-media, press conferences for visitingdignitaries, purchase

paid media overage, encourage public service announcements, print

public relations pieces)

Education

(publicize'the fair among secondary school teachers, administrators, and

counselors; conduct the essay contest)

Hospitality,

(arrange hosts and accomodationsjb"r out -of -own lecturers and other

participants)

16
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Physical Facilities and Transportation

(schedule physical facilities fpr all activities and arrange shuttle
bus service from a nearby shoppIng center where parking ,is adequate)

c-

I

I-

r -

I
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OTHER PROJECT AND'ACTIVITY SEAS

.----r.------.
Shadow Project. . .

A..._
----- .

Assign members to "shadow" (folow continuously) a business pekon

for one or more days. Various activities can be built around the

.thingsthat they learn. (South Hopkins (KY) FBLA).

Business Appreciation Banquet -

Business leaders and/or chapter supporters are invited to a meal

- and to answer member questions about their 'successes, failures, and

problems.

Vb.

Market Surveys and other jobs for business community.

Developing instrumdnts and conducting surveys, aids members in

developing understandings. (South Hopkins. (KY) FBLA)

4

Incorporate . e

Chapter or business can form a legal, profit making corporation,

sell shares, and conduct a business. (Profits, Inc., a corpbration

operated by members of an econOmicsc ass at South Hopkins High

School, Nortonville,

Public Exhibits

Construct exhibit with free enterprise educatiorial'theme at a shopping

mall or busy office complex.



Publish a Book

Whte and illustrate .children's book. Distribute to elementary

gradesancl:bonduci a reading program. Include basic economic

cortepts in material..

Statement Stuffers

Write or secure economic education leaflets for distribUtion with

local bank statements or utility bills.

School Assembly Program

C

.
Plan an economic education program or speaker for an all-student ,

044.
9

assembly program at your school. Quality must be good and planning

must be complete. (Butler County. High School, KY)

TV/Radio Spot

Produce or purchase a TV spot with a free enterprise message (such

as "Paper Boy" spot available from National FBLA-PBL and Ed McMahon

tapes available from Field Services Divisioh.)

Film Production

Produce a motion piCture or.video-tape film around a free enterprise

theme: Arrange for showingso school groups, civic groups, or at

a shopping mall (South Hopkins (KY) High School).

Chapter Research Proj'eck

Engage members in researching supply/demand or economic impact created,

by a locally produced or familiar product? Report reSults'as a'

chapter program or to student or civic groUp.

Value of a New Job Project

Ask local Chamber of Commerce to assist the Chapter in determining

the ".ripple effect of a new business or industry that creates x

fr
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number of new jobs in the community." How many other jobs will be

created in retail andservice businesses? How will city or c

tax revenues be affected?

Standard of Living Project

ounty

Increase chapter or public awareness of U.S. Standard of Living

by activities planned around "What's the Difference?" data avai

able in teachers guide-from National Federation of Independent

Business, or compare current U.S. data with 100-years-ago data%

1

Puppet Shows and Skits

Any economic concept can be developed into a puppet show or skit

for elementary students, civic groups, or professional organiZationS.

Floats

Parade floats with a free enterprise theme, are good community

education devices.

E.Q. Jest
, .

Jest the public, a school group, or other organizations on their

economics quotient, using facts about percentage of profit, cost

of governmedt, and comparative standards oftiving.

Entrepreneurship Series;

Achool has video taping equipment, tape interviews with local

business people. Review details of theiAtarting businesses,

finances, difficulties, problems, rewardt. Use the-films for

chapter programs, as a service to classes in the school, etc.

A program can be buil round the. showing of the films followed

by a live panel iscustion among the business people, involved.
co

Audio recordings and slides could be used if video tape is not

possible. (Resource' person: Dr. Larry Finley; Department of
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Management and Marketing; Weseern Kentucky University; Bowling'.
- .

. GreenKY 42101.. Dr. Finleylies'conAlicted such a program as a

part of the Free Enterprise Fair in,Bowling Green.)

Highlight Local Business
\\

,Numerous methods can be used for,highlighting and\explaining the
\

nature of local business ventures :' slide shows, bulletiri board

0.

displays, public exhiOis, media spots, local broadcast p ograms,

and otherapplications May be Aeyeloped as .independent tivities

or as parts of larger projects. Members who engage in s ch activities

shoed remember to look ;for the educational element in 'such

Stress the econdmicTrinciple that you will unde&tand more fully.

because of participating in the activity.

B rainstorm

Yoor chapter may wish to condutt,a brainstoiming sessionte come-

up with possible activities. °Here are some ideas to get you started.

Speech contest
Organize.a business
Produce a video tape
ReCord conversations with. . . about .

Produce a,skit
Tell local business success story . .

Produce aids for elementary-school ieachers
Plan a progrtm for elelentary school students
kits
Poster contests
Public polls
Debates . -

Produce information leaflets for grocery bas, bank statements,
utility bill,mailings, restaurant placemats, vtc.

Bumper sticker
Organize "Executive in the Classroom" series
Study cost of public services
Study results,ofprofitimentive

Competition and'Your Activities .

When you plan a project, stress.thg:learninq that will takelace.

among your target group, but remember that you.,can enter your project
.
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report in competitive events. Some suggestions: document every

facet of the acpvity by, keepinplotes and records, assign the task

of preparing the report early so the member can gather adequate

information, write the report early and revise it several times,

write a business report.

Radio Spots'
by Elizabeth Cliburn or

Advertise! Promote! Teach! 'All these activities are possible with a
radio spot announcement concerning FBLA's involvement with the free-

enterprise.systemi. The broadcast industry must give a certain,volume

of air time each year*to public service announcements and FBLA-PBL *

announcements qualify for this air time. When submitting announcements,

submit 10-, 20-, and 30-second announcements as the stations prefer these

with the 10-second announcements being the most widely used. Some radio

stations prefer having chapter. members tape the announcements. Contact

your local radio station for exact instructions for preparation and sub=

'ssion-of announcements.' Include a tag line so that your chapter wili

ive publi)city from the aired announcement. Tag lines might include

ember's 'and chapter's names or This is

the Chapter of FBLA urging you to support the

free enterprise system. . . "

rec

the

10-Second Announcements

Future Business Leaders of America an investment in your future- -

find out what you can do to help today2s youth discover free enterprise.

Contact your local school for information.

Future Business. Leaders of America--an organization of today's high

school students learning about free enterprise. If you're interested

in speaking with them, call .

o yo u'really:think today's youth is ape etic?. Future Busi ness Leaders

of Ameriba is an organization of today!S-I ents learning about free,

enterprise and the economic sxstem. They need your support. Call

to getinvolved.

This is (member- name) of the (chapter name) , shApter

of the .Future Business Leaders of America urging you to mate wise economic

choices and help our chapter support the Free Enterprise System.

.
It is our responsibility to keep the Free Enterprise System working. ,

ft This is . of the 'Chapter of the Future

Business Leaders of Arlierica urging you to-help support our Free Enterprise

System:

er

a
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Learning more about the Free Enterprise System . . This is only one
activity that your local chapter of the Future Business Leaders of
America at School is doing to prepare its members
for the future.

(Use before an election):
Free Enterprise is the backbone oflillar political system and its emphasis.
is on freedom. ,Through exercising your-freedom to vote; you will be i

helping theFuttire Business Leaders of;America chapter at
School support our Free Eierprise System:

---___,----

20-Second Announcements .

p I

When asked to define "free enterprise," 24% of the general population
say they don't know what it is. What do you know!about the free enter-
prise system? This is (member)' urging you to contact the

Chapter of the Future Business Leaders of America if you
want to learn more about the free enterprise system.

Free Enterprise offers us choices . . . in the clothes we weir, in the
cars we drive, in the kinds, of jobs available to us, in the food we
eat and inqhe prices we pay for whatever we buy. Help the
Chapter of the Future Business Leaders of America to support our Free
Enterprise system by making'wise choices. .

30-Second Announcements J
4

Whether we know it or not, Free Enterprise is part of our evjyday
lives . , . It'S at work when we exchange o.rr work for our wages.

It's working when we exchange our wages,efor the various things we buy.
It's working when we cast ballots for the political candidates of our
choice. It's our responsibility to keep the Free Enterprise System
free.. The Future Business LeaderS of America members at
Schobl are concerned about this.' Are you?°_

How to succeed in business without really trying? Future Business
Leaders of America members know that's not possible. An organization
of high school. students learning about free enterprise, FBLA needs the
benefit.of your experience so that they can work with the community
in finding out whais possible. If you axe interested in speaking
with them, call School for details._

This is anaindependent businessman. He make his own deliveries.
Does his own selling. Keeps his own books. To us, he's just a

paperboy. But 50% of the people on earth make lower.incomes than he
does-. That's right. With a part -time job, he earns: more money than

half the peopl%on earth. Because he works in a system that's 'make

this the wealthiest country on earth. Free Enterprise-rsometimes we
'forget how well it works.
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World Map .Project*
.

. --,

9 Prepare 'a map of the world that shows the existing countries of 50

years ago. Color code the map by countries with the various economic

systems- -free enterprise, socialistic;
communist,.-,Prepare a map of the

current world and color code in the same manner. Compare the two maps

and identify major changes and' accomplishmNLin the countries during

, the peripth
\

.

Government Regulations* t

Identify ways in which governmenliKcity, county, etc.) regulates

free 'enterprisehi your area. What arT the reasons for these regulations?

Identify positgve and negative effects of regulation.

Free Enterprise Place Mats*

Prepare FBLA placememats with free enterprise messages, data about

local business or local economy, puzzles, games, etc. Distribute to

area restaurants and the school cafeteria.

Income/Cost of Living Analysis*

Prepare a map of the U. S. showing per capita income and cost of

living data foreach state. Identify 'possible reasons for variations.

*These ideas were preparpd by Mrs. Mary Ann Gomer.'

Promotional Mes;agesy

. by. Elizabeth Cliburn

Promotion d'f. the Free Enterprise economic system in the United States

has been'a partof Project Awareness and FBLA-PBL's various "In Touch

With Business" p cts. Several methods of using the promotional

messages which a r on the following pages are:

Bumprfstic
Bank statements, utility,bills prepared by computers

Marquees and signs with changeable messages
Postage meter messages prirj1ted on mailings

Company stationery
Time and temperature telephone reporti,pg services

Package inserts for groceries, retail establishments

Speech, poster, bulletin board themes

475.
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Newspaper fillers-,usually free .

Local.advertisers may agree to Odd these to a corneetof routine
'advertisements .

..

HousgArgans (company newsletters)
Promotional giveaways (pencils, ens, keychains, balloons)
Calendars .- .-

, . .

Napkin, placemats -, doe'.. /.

Absentee sheets distributed to school's faculty

The Messages

Supporting oupheritage offree enterprise. .

Free Enterprise . . . Ask' Us Care!
.

Free Enterprise . . Sometimes we forget how well it works.
0

'Free Enterprise . . . It works because we do.

. Free Enterprise and Free People

Free Enterprise . . That's what America is all about.

Free Lterprise . . ct's Everybody's Business!

Free Enterprise . . . It's a great system--pass it on!

Free Enterprise in focus.

Free Enterprise. . . The building block to our way of life.

Free Enterprise. . . It's the American way!

Free Enterprise. . . It's another word for America.

Free Enterprise. . . A Way of Living

FBLA supports free enterprise. .

. We support the free enterprise sy.tem because it supports us!

Free enterprise isthe backbone of America's strength:

Free enterprise is the foundation of a free society.

Our free-enterprise systems includes you. GN(

FBLA--In touch'with the business of America!

Phi Beta Lambda - -the Future's Business Leaders.
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FBLA--students learning about free enterprise.

In a free enterprise system, the emphasis 15, freedom.

Private enterprise is not necessarily free.

Free enterprise is the backbone of our politcal system.

Free enterprise works because competition works.

Free to choose through a free enterprise system.

The Free Enterprise System--America's Amazing Success Machine.

Free Enterprise--Is this,any way to live?

The real benefit of free,enterprise is freedom itself.

Free Enterprise. . . the way America gets things done!

FBLA . . helping free enterprise grow

FBLA salutes the free enterprise system

/ Free Enterprise . . . people make it work.

The free enterprise system is far from perfect but it is the best yet.

Our free. enterprise system his served us well in the past and will continue

to meet the challenges of today.

What would a day in your life be like without the free enterprise system?

.Who profits from profits? People do?, Support the free enterprise systdm.

The future of free enterprise 'depends upon the fwebre's business leaders.

Make an inv'estment,in your future--find out what you can do to help today's

students discover free enterprise.

FBLA . . . an organization ot today's high school students learning about
free enterprise.

;

SIdSc

, The free enterprise systeffi has provided more things for more people than
any other economic system in history. - ..

,.

. . ,

Competing to find better way's to meet the needs 'of a &ranging world--that's v

what free enterprise is alrabbut,

177
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eating thing'Sand jobs that go with them--that s what free enterprise

--is ',about.
I 41

. 6

Constant product improvement td ariticqate and satisfy demand -- that's
free enterprise,.

The Fr
Susie ss Leaders df merica at

Cnterprise Systems 4 alive and wellin 'he hands of the Future
School.

.The-1 actors of ris A opportunity are the foundations of 'ill free
ente prise system.

A . 4
J 2\

4

You'can e only what yoU produce.; nothipg, is truly "free" long.
e , : 1:5* . .

The grel'testadVantag. of he-free enterprise system is the reward to a

,individuals. ,. r

*.
.

Individual rewards are dependent onsone basic principlebusiness must

. );'make a profit.

26
.

There's no better way to serve cuttdmers than to reward and eMourage
roducers.

. '

%

:q

,
*

The man who is not perMitted to own
i0

s owned- 14,,
4 v- r.,

------Innovation, invention, ch,Inge:all depend upon the dom of the individual
to stand on his/her own feet. , .

Productivity.,. . the key to a successful businesl.
Q

T74e economic system which serves its people best provides maximum freedom
and opportunity, furnishes the greatest amount of goods and services at
the most reasonable prices (in teins'of money or, time worked), and bringS'
the highest quality of life possible to all it people. - .

Free, enterprise offers,us choice's . . . in, he clothes we wear, in the
cars we drive, in the kinds of jobs available to us, in the food vie eat,
and in the prices'we pay for whatever we buy!

,

Free Enterprise: An interdependence among those who consume, .prOduce,

and control'.

Profit,isn't the be-all and end-all of business, but it's a lot like,
breathing. You don't live to breathe, but youcan't live without it.

a ,

In the free enterprise system, the hope for-prof
c,

it ehcourages new-
production, investment, and economic growth.

4

a
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SOURCES OF, FREE ENTERPRISE INFORMATION

411e following source May have publications, catalogt, or descriptions

of free enterprise informationror materials. Otito them'describing your

project, and they will send information. Many of the activity descriptions

in this report refer to materials offered by these organizations.

'

THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL, INC.
t825 Third Avenue
NO York, NY" 10022

AMERICAN IRON & STEEL INSTITUTE

1000 16th Street N.W.
Washington DC 20036

AETNA LIFE AND CASUALTY.CO. AMERICAN PETROLEUMjINSTITUTE

Film Librarian- 1801'K. Street N.W,

151 Farrington ,
Washington DC 20006

Hartford Connecticut 06156
AMERICAN STOCKEXCHANGE INFORMATION

AGENCY FOR INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION SERVICES' DIVISION

Box A 86 Trinity Place

BloomingtonIN 47401 New.,York, NY 10006

AMWAY CENTER FOR .FREE ENTERPRIS

7575 East FultonpRoad
Ada:MI 49301

AMERICAN ADVERTISING. FEDERATION
1225 Connecticut Ave., N.W. ,

Washington,D.6.. 20036'

ATT:Educationand Research Bureau

THE AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOC.
1120 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington D.C. 20036 .

AMERICAN COUNCIL -OF .LIFE.INS

1860 K Street N.W.
Washington D.C. 20006

AMERICAN ECONOMIC. FOUNDATION
51 East 42nd Street
Nework, NY 10017

_s

AMERICAN ENTERPRISEINSTITUTE.
FOR PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH

1150 17th Street, N.W.
*Washtqton DC '20036

,AMERICA;S FUTURE, INC.
542 Mai h Street

New Rochelle, NY 10801

4I .

BENEFICIAL CORPORATION
Bdifefictal Building
Wilmington, Delaware .19899

.0

CHANNIAG.L. BETE CO., INC.

Greenfield MA 01301

BOBBS MERRILL- COMPANY -

4300 West 62nd Street
Indianapolis; IN 46268 .

CHASE MANHATTAN BANK
Economics_Group of the ChaSe
Manhattan Wank, N.A. .

New York, NY. 10015

lo

.CENTER FOR EDUCATION & RESEARCH
IN FREE ENTERPRISE .

',Texas A&M University
-College.Station, TX 7784.3

(

9
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iL
CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF

AMERICAN BUSINESS
Washington University
Box, 1208

St. Louis, MO 63130,

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF PRIVATE

.ENTERPRISE '

University of Southern Califonpia
School of Bus. Adm.
.Davidson Conf. Center, Rm. 210
Los Angeles, CA. 90007

cITIBANK
'Economics Department
399 ParkA0enue
New York NY 160.22

.CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADr`'

141 W:1 Jackson Bl'vd.%, :06

Chicago IL 60640.4

, .

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE Of THE
UNITED =STATES

1615 H Street,'N.Wk
Washington DC '20006

' COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC .

DEVELOPMENT.
'477 Madison Avenue

New,York, NY 10022

THE CONFERENCE BOARD
845 Third AVenue
New'York'NY 10022

DOW JONES &
The Educational Service Bdreau
P.O. Be44.5300

PrinNon, NJ 08540

v

r DUN &. BRADSTREET, INC%

99-Church Street
New York NY. 10007

MERICAN. TRUCKING ASSOC., INC.
Educational Servicds"
Tublit, Relations Oept.._

1616 P Street, N.W.
Washington DC 20036-

%

EXXON COMPANY, U.S.A:
Public Affdirs Dept.
P.O. Box 2184;
Houston, TX 77001

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF
Atlanta GA 30303
Boston, MA 02106

' Chicago IL 60690
Cleveland OH 44101
Dallas 75222
Kansas City MO 64198
Minneapolis MN 55480

New York NY 10045
Philadelphia PA 19105

Richmond VA .-23261
St. Louis MO 63166

, San Francisdo CA 94120

FOUNDATION FOR ECONOMIC
EDUCATION, INC..

Irvington-on-Hudson
New York NY 10533

HERITAGE FeOJNDATION .

513 C Str N.E.

Washington DC 20002

INTERACT
Box 262
Lakeside CA 92040

° INSTITUTE OF LIFE INS.
277 Park Avenue
New York NY 0017

INTERCOLLEGIAT STUDIES 'INST
,14 So. Bryn Mawr Ave e
.Bryn MaWr PA 19010

INVEST-IN-AMERICA NATIONAL
COUNCIL INC.

Architects Building Suite 906
117 So. 17th St.
Philadelphia PA 19103

A.

VV,

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTER
The University of Texas at Austin
Austin,TX 78712

f
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JOINT COUNCIL ON ECONOMIC

EDUCATION
1212 Avenue of the mericas

°New York, NY 10036,
4,

JUNIOR, ACHIEVEMENT

550 Summer St.
Stamford CT 06901

THE KIPLINGER WASHINGTON
EDITORS, INC.

1729 H Street, N.W.
Washington DC -20036

,
"LIBERTY FUND, INC.

7440 NO. Shadeland
tidianapolis IN 46250

to .1

MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUSTCO.
350 .Park Avenue'.

NewYork NY 10022 .

NeIONAL CENTER -FOR VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION
The Ohio.State Univei'sity
1960Kenny Road
Columbus OH 43210 ')/

MCGRAW-HILL OI,OK COMPANY
_12Z1.' Avepue of the AmericaS-

Net York NY 10020

MERRILL LYNCH, PIERCE, FENNER,
& SAITH, INC. °

One liberty Plaza
165 Broadway
New York,' Ni 10006

SSISSIPPI ECOROMICIOUNCIL
The.State Chamber of,Cothmerce

:BOx 184,
Jackson MI 39205

MODERN TALKING PICTURE SER. -.

232? New Hyde Pat-k. Road

NeO.Hyde Park NY 11040

MONEY-MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
Household Finance Corporation
Prudential Plaza
Chicago IL 60601'

MQRGAN GUARANTY TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW YORK

23 Wall Street
ork, NY 10015

MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS ASSOC.

320 New Center Building'
Detroit MI. 48202

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

Education Department ,

1776 F Street N.W.
Washington DC 20006

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECURITIES

DEALERS, INC. dw
1735 K Street, N.W.
Washington DC 20006

1'tIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION'ASSOC.
Dulles Internationals Airport
P.O. Box 17402
Washington DC 20041

NATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
900 Edst Center Avenue
Searcy AK 72143

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT
13USINESS

Education Dept.
150 W.,20th Avenue'
San Mateo CA .54403

NATIONAL SCHOOLS COMM1TE FOR-
ECONOMIC EDUCATION, INC.

143 Sound,BeaChAvenue
Old Greenwich CT 06870

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
11 Wall Street
New <York NY 10005

t1
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PACIFIC ACADEMY-TOR ADVANCED STUDIES
1100 Glendon Ave.

Suite 1625
Los Angeles CA' 90024

d.C. PENNEY COMPANY, IC.
Educational Relations Dept.

-'1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York NY 10019

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM CO.
Public ATfairs Dept.
4C4 Phillips. Building

Bartlesville' OK 74004

PLAYBACK ASSOCIATES
708 Third Avenue

. New York NY 10017

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.-
Consumer Information Ser.
Dept. 703--Pubi.ic.Relations
Chicago IL 60684

SECURITIES INDUSTRY FOUNDATION
FOR ECONOMIC EDUCATION

490 L'Enfant Plaz"East, S.W.,
Washington DC- 20024

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Washington DC 2041S .

SOUTH- WESTERN eUBLISHING
510 Madison Road
Cincinnati OH .

STANDARD, OIL COMPANY (INDIANA)
Public & Government Affa.rs
P.O. Box 5910 -'A, MC '37

Chicago IL 60680

TAX FOUNDATION, INC.
.50 RAW-feller-Plaza 1,

New York; NY 10020
So

U.S. DEPARTMENT -OF COMMERCE
Social and tconomiC Stat-thidlt

Administration
Washington DC' 20233

!

.1

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Washington DC 20212

UN TED STATES' INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL
ucation Foundation
O. Box 2686

Nashville TN 37219

WHEELABRATOPf-ERYE,

Liberty Lane
Himpton NH 03842

WORLD RESEARCH INC.
Campus Studies Institute Division
11722 Sorepty Valley Road
San Diego CA 92121

YOUNG AMERICA'S FOUNDATION (YAF)
Box 1002

0 Woodland Road
Sterling VA 22170

V
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FREE ENTERPRISE
AUDIO- VISUAL_ MATERIALS

These materie helpful in a chapter's self-education
°

activities; for ch4ter programs, or for.shoWing as part of a project

or display on economic education. The'entries include the name of the

material,'identificatiOn (film--16 mm Unlless otherwise indicated, film-

strip, poster, sound/slide presentation, etc.; and other available...

information.) If the source address is not given'in the entry, check the

"Sources of Free Enterprise.Information" section of this guide.

,
--,

"Chickenomics." Film. Story of San. Diego Chicken. Modern Talking Picture
Service. .

.
... ,

- -
'%f "Enterprise." Filmstrip - cassette program. NFIB?

. .
....---

"Free Choices and Free Enterprise," Sound - visuAl kit. Natiolil Schools'
tomMittee for Economic Education. ($20.00) ,

,

___40 4"Free, To Choose," 10 PBS Milton Friedmanprog rams on free enterprise and
free people'avaiiable on video tape or 16 mM-film. (Available from
Penn Communications, Inc.,- 1350 West 20th Street, Erie, PA 16502)

Expensiye. -- ' . lb

7,
s

I

,

"The Incredible Bread Machine." film. World Research, Inc:. Animated.
o

"The Incredible Voyageof Maik O'Gulliver." Film. 25-min. Cflamberof
Commerce of the United States. . . .

"Is There Cpmpetition in The System?" Film. '0;4,-.#4908 -from Modern

.

.
4 .-. .,

.TalkinglictDreService) 14 min.
, . ..

"The KingdoM of 'Mocha." Film. Modern Talking Picture Service. 267,

.min. 7A-himation. . .
.-..- 4

4V't '
I"A Loaf of Bread." Natidnal Schools Committee for Economic Education:,

Sound - visual kit ($20.00)
....... 0

,. .
. .

.

"Nancy Posters.". National Scho&ls Committee for Economic Education.
Set of seven posters on productivity, capital, profit, freedom,
and 'inflation. ($5.00) .

.

. /.
. ,

.

a
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"Special RepOrt: Free Enterprise" A slide.- sound series (available

from Prentice-Hall, Med0;.".inc., 150 White Plains Load, Tarrytown,

tNY 10591) Emphasizes: nature of mixed economy, peofit motive,

potential -for control of our lives, and competition.

"A Sound Investment." a sound - slide or sound - filmArip program .

available from National School's Committ for Economic Education.

44'"The System." Film. (order #4905 from Mo rn Talking Picture Service)

15 minute discussion 'of meaning of free enterprise.

"What's The Difference?" (poster available fNm NFIB)

"What's I'n A Shirt?" National Schools Committe:e.lfor Economic EducatioZ

sound - visual kit ($20.00)

"Wheel of Economic Progress." Poster. National Schools Committee for

Economic Education. (.75)

"Who Profits from Profits?" Slide presentation. Chamber of Commerce of
.

,

the United States. , ., 0
_ t .

"Why the Price?" Slide presentation. Chambr of Commerce of the

9

. States.

<

A

?-)

a
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

These materials would
-

helpful to a chapter in planning economic

awareness activities and projects. Write to the publisher for information

'concerning availability and prices. Many 'of the items are free. Price

information is given when it is known. Addr..ess'es of publishers, When

not given in the entry, are'listed in the 'Sources of Free Enterprise

Information" section of this guide.-

A'

Advertising Council. The American Economic System and Your Part In
(It," "Employment and You, Part In It," "Productivity and Your Part
In It,", and "Inflation and Your Part In it." (booklets available

from ple Council) ID ,

. , . 1
I'

Allen, John W., David G: ArMstrong, and Lawrence C. Wolken. THE k.

FOUNDATIONS' OF FREE ENTERPRISE. (Order this booklet and other -

economic education series from Center for Education and Research
in; Free Enterprise).-

,

.% ..,
.
. . . "

erica:_aThe Trillion Dollar Lemonade Stand." American Fletcher

''llnipnat Baik. Pamphlet. (Indianapolis, IN 46277)

Ale

"American Enterprise Milestones," (poster available from Phillips -

Petroleum) /

Is

-, "American Bnterprise Series." Films. Free. Supplementary Prdject
Material Available. Phillips Petroleum or Modern Talking:Picture
Service. Topics: Land, People, Innqvation, Organizatiok, Govern-

from Playback Associates11. AMERICAN ENTERPRISE TEACHING NOTES (free hewslettr to advisers; order
" --

' s )

Amoco.Ablic and 'Government Affairs; "IT'S A GREAT SYSTEM: PASS IT
ON," booklet and posters available fToM.Amoco Public & GoVernment
Af4airs:64artment, P. O. Box 5910-A, iMG 3705; Chicago, IL 60680.

Campbell, Sally R. OUR ECONOMIC SYSTEM:Sears, Roebuck, and Company.

Campds Studies'Institute: 'fits We'Change the4torld ." (pamphlet)F

Campus Studies Institute. "tconomicTyeedom . . (pamphlet)

.
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Campus Studies Institute. '"SOME PEOPI)E THINK THAT THE-GOVERNMENT. . ,"

(poster)

`Chamber of Commerce of the United Stat&s. ."The Profit Pendulum." (free

-booklet)

Chilton, Kenneth W. and Murray L. Weidenbaum, SMALL BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

_ IN THE REGULATED ECONOMY (Public Policy Discussion Series), NFI'B.

(pamphlet)

Comthonwealth,of Virginia. THE AMERICAN FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM. Division

of Secondary Education, Department of Education, Commonwealth of

Virginia, Richmond, VA 23216: (curriculum guide)

°"Company.- A Looks t an American Enterprise." Film (order #11919 from

Modern Talking Picture Service) 28 minutes

_ emper, Arnold C. "ENTREPRENEURSHIP: STARTING A NEW BUSINESS," NFIB

ee Enterprise Fair. (Reproductions of Executive Lecture Series and

' Fair Programs available from Free Enterprise Fair, 514 Grise Hall,

Western Kentucky UniVerOty, Bowling Green, KY 42101.)

"Free Enterprise and Free-Men," Financial Executive, July, 1974, pp.

24-30. 4

Free Enterprise Project, Phi llips Petroleum (developed for DECA as a

national project)

"How To Tekh. "..Prafit,-.:00efition, Productivity, Automation, Vithout

Using Formal Cconlrlics" National Schools Committee for Economic

Educatipn.: (Valuabrefor advisers, $2.50)

}

. ,

.

"Row, We Live and Work," National Schools Committee for 'Economic Education.

(Secondary grades, $5'.50) 4,-
0

i 4;

IBM. "THOUGHTS. ON THE AMERICAN BUSINESS.SYSTEM," (booklet available from di

riternational Business Machines, Armonk, New York 10504).
4

Indiana.Project for Consumer & Economic Education. (Available from

Indiana Council for Economic Education; Purdue University; West

Lafayette, IN 47967)

"Introducing the World of Work." National Schoo ls Committee for Economic

ilfrEducation: (Elementary'Fades,14.50)

NFIB, TEACHER'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY "WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?" (teacher's

, guide and.pdster)

',..4
National Busineqs,Education Association Yearbooks.- (Advisers will find

many helpful materials about basic economic principles and concepts

in the various annual editions of this yearbook.)

hillips Petroleum. THAT'S WHAT AMERICA'S'ALL ABOUT (booklet),

18'8186
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Reader's Digest Reprints. (Reprints of economic education articles; order

list from Reprint-Editor, The Reader's Digest, Pleasantville; NY 10570;

charge for ordered reprints)

Textron CorporatiN. "HOW TREE ENTERPRISE WORKS AT TEXTRON," Textron

Corporation, Providence, RI 02903. (booklet)

Weidenbaum, Murray L. "TUE FORGQTTEN-CONSUMER . . ." NF1B- (pamphlet)

"Where Does ,t4 Money Go?" National Schools Committee for-Economic

Education. (play, $2.00 .

"Where's The MOney To Z Park Place?" American Fletcher National Bank.

. Pamphlet. (Indianapolis, IN 46277)

World Research. "INFLATION:- A CLOSER LOOK" World Research, Inc.

(Poster)
,

World Research. "ONCE UPON A TIME THERE LIVED A KING." (booklet)

Wheelabrator-Frye, Inc. Annual Reports for Young People Series (childrens

booklerg about economic matters; various titles: "The Kingdom of Erd,"

"Tom'5 Baloon," etc.)

"Your Money." National Schools Committee for Economic aucation.

(pamphlet, 50 for $6.00)

C
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